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This dissertation is an initial exploration of the meaning of service in leadership as it
was understood and articulated by four educational leaders who were reputed to be servant

leaders. Although a i l the informants worked within the field of education, the research is
informed by writers from a variety of perspectives such as business, education, politics,
religion, and psychology.
Nominations of suitable candidates were received from leaders of provincial
organizations in the arts community, the public school system, the private school system,
and religiously affiiated colleges. One informant from each area was then randomly

selected and invited to participate.
As the tentative themes emerged from the observations and interviews, they were

taken into account in the subsequent research design and questions. This iterative design
was used to clarify each informant's thinking about service within leadership. The
questions probed the infonnants' motivation in leadership, their self-interests, their view of

a "better society", their handling of power and position, and theu relationships with other
people

The data were qualitatively analysed and the emerging themes for individual
informants described. I have identifiai four overail themes: First, the concept of servant
leadership was illustrated in my infonnants' actions and beliefs and is helpful in
understanding and describing how they relatai to their work Second, my informant9

senice sternmed from their characters which were shaped by their individual experiences

and choices. They were unique people who had found a way to know themselves, their
interests, their abilities; and a way to work together with other people to benefit a larger
ideal. Third my inforrnants were gui&d by dedication to an ideal which went beyond
themselves and had a greater importance than any single individual. FinaUy, my
infonnants related to their followers as equals in that they recognized a mutual search for

meaning, they shared mundane tasks, and they brought their position into s e ~ c e
of the
ideal.

In my final chapter I note three further, albeit, tentative observations about the
concept of servant leadership. First, servant leadership involves a passionately held ideal
which is also accepteci as a morally good thing by others. Second, servant leadership
involves sharing that ideal with an organization of like-rninded people. Finally, servant

leadership, as it should be, is not there for itself but for the sake of the ideal and, through
the ideal, for other people.
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Research Ouestions
I was interested in lwking at the relationship between the concepts of service and

leadership in the context of education, The purpose of my study was to learn about the
meaning educational leaders reputed to be servants attached to service within their

leadership. How did they understand service and leadership; separately and in interaction
within leadership? How did my informants thulk about and practice both service and

leadership? How did they resolve the tensions inherent between these two concepts?
Behind my personal interest in leadership and service was a conviction that
although leadership and service are frequently thought about as opposites, leadership. at its
best, involves an element of service. It was the relationship between the two that I wished
to highlight and examine. 1 wanted to know how it worked in " r d life" educational
settings. 1 wondered what other people had written about serving and leading and how
contemporq servant leaders in education went about their work This research is the
account of how 1went about this search and what 1leamed.
A Background Studv
While the ic&a of service has been an integral part of my childhood and adult life

through both religious and 0th- experiences, my first opportunity to study it empincdy
was Edward. 1 became aware of Edward Smith, a teacher, principal, and school
superintendent in the 1960's and 1970's who had a widespread reputation for generosity
and serving throughout his community. Qualitative researchers Bogdan and Bikien suggest

that initial exploratory opportunities can be used to assess what is feasible (61) and that
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"investigarors may enter the research with some idea about what they will do. but a detailed
set of procedures is not formed prior to data collection" (58). That seemed to fit in that I
had a notion of what I wanted to explore but was not ready to formulate a detailed plan.
Within eight months of his death, 1 proceeded to interview in-depth nine teachers and

principals who had known Edward. Most had become his personai friends.

Description of the Background Study
It was my purpose to learn what significance Edward Smith attached to service
within his leadership. I wondered about his motivation and the degree to which he felt his

work was f u l f i b g . I began by asking each informant to demibe the context of their

contacts with Edward. 1 foilowed up on the t h g s they said to ask about their impressions
of his leadership a d service. Invariably, topics such as Edwardrs way of relaàng to
people, his view of success, his relationship to power, and his goals were raised. 1
transcribed these intewiews and retumed the transcriptions to the infmants to be checked

for accuracy. 1 then incorporated aii changes (which were largely inconsequential) into the
transcripts before 1proceeded with the data analysis.

When 1 came to the end of the interviews I had 115 single spaced pages of
interview transcriptions. 1 read and reread these and coded each paragraph with my

assessrnent of the key themes 1 then brought material on common themes together by the
cornputer cut and paste method and reiated them to one another. 1 finally wrote these up in
a paper (53 double spaced pages) which 1 distributeci to my i n t e ~ e w e e as
s I had initially

p r o m i d 1also wrote a twenty page addendum for my advisor.

Insights Into Service and Leadership
In this background study I got an inkling about the thernes that 1 ultimately might be
working with in my dissertation. Fust, while Edward gave evidence of placing service

ahead of personal gain, he enjoyed an extra-ordinary masure of personal Wulfilment in bis

work Edward's servant leadership involved elements of self-denial. but it was essentiaily

self-fdfilment.
Second, Edward commanded respect.

While al1 leadership involves some

vulnerability, Edward was able to listen, care and lead in such a way as to respect himself

and the contributions his work made to the communities that he worked within.
Third, 1 leamed that service is not powerlessness, it is using power to serve. While

power is d e only in the hands of those who serve,a leader cannot serve without power.
Edward found meanhg in the leaniing and growing of the students and the community and
used his power to this end. My study of Edward suggested how leadership can be
legitimated by serving. He was trusted because he showed students and teachers the same
consideration and ioyalty he expected from them. He was seen as using power for the
advantage and protection of others. 1 felt 1was on to something that had great potential for
the conceptualization, underdanding and practice of educational administration.

Insights Into Methodofogy
This background study gave me insight not only about the concept of service and
leadership but also about tbe use of qualitative methods to study leadership. 1 had
developed some skill in conducting interviews, in asking the right questions and knowing
what to probe further, as weii as some ski11 in the analysis and interpretation of data.
Moreover, 1 identified several things 1 wanted to do differaitly in my research.
For example, when I studied Edward, I waited until al1 the data were collected
before I began analysing the themes. Identifying themes in ail the uncharted data at the end
was difficult because there was a lot of material to go through. It also meant that 1 was

unable to check and recheck my analytical categories, interpretations, and conclusions with
my participants because the &ta collection process was over when I did my analysis.

More importantly, the background study raised issues regarding the nature and
interpretation of the data 1 had collecte& These issues centred on two areas; participant
perspective and researcher perspective.
Participant P e mtive

The question of participant perspective arose because the data generated through my
interviews suggested a leader who was dedicated to education throughout his life. Mward
lived simply and was loved by many. This was clearly the way my interviewees wished

me to see hm.
There were some questions, however, that rernained u n a n s w d Only two of my
respondents identified a disappointment in their relationship with Edward: one was
demoted by Edward but remained a personal fiend while the other left to work elsewhere
when it becaine clear that Edward had no intention of promoting him. Both remained

overwhelmingly positive about Edward. Did he not have a darker side? How could 1 find
out? If the people 1interviewed saw Edward's substantial power as used for their benefit,
would 1 be likely to find out about excesses or abuses? How could I separate what was
&rueabout Edward from m y infonnants' positive relaîionships and experiences with him?

Some of these questions were difficult to get at simply because of the passage of
time. For example, the school district in which he led had undergone such significant

changes that I was unable to interact with the setting as he had h o w n it (Lincoln and Guba

304). My understanding of the circumstances surrounding Edward Smith's leadership was
therefore iimited to the recoUections of his followers which had b e n coloured not only by
the passage of tirne and subsequent developments that many of them compared
unfavourably to Edward's (their?) time, but also by Edward's recent passing. Although
those 1 inîewiewed had known him weU and had extensive contact with him,1 was not able
to access him directly. I also had no way of satiswing questions about what Edward's
"opponents" thought; indeed, 1 was led to believe that they did not exist

Researcher Persuective

The most baffling questions about my research. however. concerned my own
motivations. Why had 1 selected Edward as my informant and how did my own
experiences affect my handling of the material? What did 1 like and dislike about his
leadership and what were these responses and reactions based on? What did my study
reveal about myself? What were the Lenses 1 brought to the study? Which of my core
values were supported or challenged by their stories and how did 1 deai with those? How

did my research fit in with my concurrent personal development?
There is a general acceptance that the emotions and predisposition of researchers
will influence the research process and c m o t be removed. When I did my snidy,

however, I thought about my own perspective very littie and I rnay have unconsciously
hoped that not thinking about it would make it go away. There is danger in this because
without the effort to acqua.int myself with and understand my perspective, 1 may have
unwittingly presented an analysis that is partialiy auiobiographical, that is, written about
myself rather than about my informant (Peshkin, In Search of Subjectivity 20). Since

researcher perspective arises again in rny present study, 1 will revisit the question in my
third chapter and present several techniques for its managementThe overall result of rny study of Edward was a realisation that leadership is a
relationship that is deeply and inainsically tied into how we think about ourselves and that
therefore studying it is diffkult but also important and prornising. This background snidy
was important to the iterative planning of my dissertation study in that it showed me w here
some of the difficulties would arise and allowed me to consider how 1 would deal with

them. It also gave me oppomnity to hone my in-depth i n t e ~ e w i n gtechniques that
became the basis for my research* Through it 1 also learned about the process of coding
data and hypothesising on the basis of the data collected as is proposed in grounded theory

(Glaser and Strauss). 1 becarne committed to shidyùig the concept of servant leadership by

qualitative methods for reasons that 1 will explain in my third chapter. 1 also was able to
begin stating my research question in a general way.

An Overview of the Dissertation
The relationship between service and leadership is an uneasy one and it is difficult
to consider them together when extreme examples are used The four parts of my second

chapter surnmarize w hat 1 leamed about servant leadership from the literature. The first

part concerns the concept of service and its interpretation. The literanire recognizes that
people can be dimistic and may help others even when it is counter to theû own interest to
do W. [t also suggests that there are motivations that stand in opposition to self-interest
rhat, given free reign, pushes for only one's own interest without thought or responsibility

for anyone else. The second part of my second chapter introduces the concept of servant
leadership. in servant leadership, the leader's role emphasizes increasing the capacity of
the group as a whole to reach goals they al1 endorse and that have a positive value to the

society at large.

h the final two parts of Chapter Two, 1 review Literature that suggests that when
service and leadership are combined two aspects of leadership are thrown into sharper
relief. The first aspect concems, again, the motives of the leader. The literature suggesu
that senrice means that the goals of leadership transcend mere self-interest and aim to foster
community by encouraging people to look beyond their own immediate fuianciai interests.
n e second aspect of servant leadership concems the leader's tuming her power and
position into tools for Service. As the other group members are persuaded about the same
vision, the servant leader uses her power to build up the enîire group's ability to serve that
ideal. Service encourages mutuaiity and role exchanges between the leader and the led and

an q u a i exchange of accountability between them. As such, it requires a rethinking of the
leader's power and position.
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The third chapter explains my choice and use of qualitative research methods in the
collection of data by in-depth i n t e ~ e w and
s participant observation with leaders. In it 1
explain my approach in the analysis of the data and my use of individual perspectives, both

my informants' and my own.
The fourth through seventh chapters are an introduction to my four informants and

a summary of what 1 leamed about their views of serving and leading h m interviewing
and observing each one. Ln these chapters 1 disuss how the nature of service in leadership
is uniqueiy expressed in each individual leader's circumstances and personality.
In the eighth chapter 1 go beyond the individual stories to identiq and articulate the

nature of servant leadership I found in my informants in iight of the literature and my own
reflections on servant leadership. These are the overall servant leadership themes that my
research highlights. In the final chapter, I move toward a conceptiialhtion of servant
leadership as it was represented b y my informanu and speculate on how servant leadership
can be fostered in the future. 1 hope that this wili eventually allow us to conceptualise.
understand, and enact educationd administration in new and different ways.

C h a ~ t e rTwo

- REVIEW

OF THE LITERATURE

1found that the literature in both s e ~ c and
e leadership is volurninous and diverse,

and so I reviewed literatue applicable to the relationship between them. The wnters 1
found helpful di write frorn the context of capitalism, but from a variety of perspectives
such as business [Greenleaf ( 199 1) j, education [Blackmore ( 1989) William Foster ( 19891,
Noddings (1984), and Sergiovanni (1992)], politics [Burns ( 1978)], religion [Nouwen
( 1979)],and psychology [Coles ( 1993) and Kohn ( 1990)j. The fact that they write about

topics outside of education has resulted in a certain tension between my more widely based
literature review and my sample that was limiteci to educational leaders but I did not wish to
lirnit my iiterature review to education alone as 1 found the other writers to offer helpful

ideas. While I am certain that there are many fundamental aspects of leadership that
educational leaders have in cornmon with leaders in other settings. 1 am not arguing that
contexts such as education, business, or religion have no particular significance.

In this chapter 1 first clariQ the meaning of service and introduce the term "servant
leadershipn. Following that, 1 have chosen to group the themes 1 found in the Literature

u n d a two headings: Themes that speak to the goal of leadership, which is a better Society,

and, related to that, thernes that have to do with the redefinitioo of power and position. The
attitude of mutuaiity is basic to both the discussion of a better society and the redefinition of
power and position so 1 end there in the first theme group and begin there in the second
The purpose of this literature review was to fuaher dari@ the research qu-licn

I

was asking in order to understand the concept of servant leadership better: What meaning

do educational leaders reputeci to be servants attach to service within their leadership? At
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the end of each section, therefore, I surnmarise the claritication offered to the question and
then. at the end of this chapter, I again bring that material together in a sumrnary statement.
Service

The first aspect 1 address is the concept of service. While the leadership literanire
reveals a nch range of thought, its emphasis is on the intentional. directive. visionary. and
powerfui aspects of leadership. Service is less frequentiy mentioned in leadership
discussions and when it is, it is frequently discounted by the cynical presumption that
everyone operates oniy out of rational self-interest Other writers take issue with this and
assert that other motivations from the altmistic part of the self suggest that it is possible for

a leader to put aside her own interests to serve and empower others. It is my initial
understanding of both service and self-interest that 1 present here. Both those views were
challenged, enricheci and modified as the study went on. 1 return to these concepts in my
final chapter.

Service and the Self
When 1 fist began my work on the topic of service and leadership, I found myself
expenencing what Antonio Porchia spoke of when he said: "A d w r opens to me. 1 go in
and am faced wi th a hundred closed doors" (qtd in Nouwen, Wounded Healer xv). One
of the reasuns for this confusing state of affairs was the fact that when we speak about
serving, giving, and compassion, our vocabulary is such that it can be reinterpreted
negatively. The problem I faced was that wherever 1 turne& the assumption of self-interest
crept in and presented another angle that effectively cancelled out the value I had origindy
assigned. We often see service as tainted by selfish motives or the inner needs of a
compulsive person who caxmot help herself. I began to understand something of what was
causing this when 1read Frank:

The flint eyed researcher fears no greater humiliation than to have caiied some
action altmistic, only to have a more sophisticated colleague later demonstrate that it
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was self-serving. This fear surely helps account for the extraordinary volume of

ink behaviourd xientists have spent trying to unexth selfish motives for seemingly

self-sacrificing a m (2 1).
Sewice and Rational Self-Interest
1 felt that the presumption that everyone operates from only rational self-interest,

that is, for personal material benefit only, ruled out the possibility of almiism from the

outset and was unduly limiting. 1 was glad to fmd that the capacity for sharing, for
empowering, for altruism is convincingly presented by Alfie Kohn, a psychologist and
ethicist, in his book, The Briphter Side of Human Nature:
It is undoubtedly true that some people help others for s e l f - m g reasons and the

reasons generally proposed (public recognition, escaping guilt, and so on) are as
credible as any. But the possibility of genuine altruism has been ruled inadmissible
by most investigators, ail of their ingenuity having k e n devoted exclusively to

explicating the mechanisms of egoistic motives (192).

Kohn suggests that each person is a mixture of both selfish and altruistic urges.
"We may agree that each person is alert to her own interest without concluding that this is

her on& consideration, and we may agree that some people are thoroughly selfish without
concluding that this is m e of everyone" (207 italics in the original). Thinking of oneself as

a generous, altruistic person who c m be of service to others (self-transcendence) is the
most reliable way to prornote helping and caring over tïme in a variety of situations (Kohn

203). Not to recognise and celebrate this possibility is to forego al1 trust and caring, the
importance of which is convincingly written about by Noddings, a feminist writer.

Motivation
Sergiovanni, who has done extensive work on leadership and whose increasing
emphasis on the moral si& of leadership, takes issue with the rational self-interest mode1

when he argues that motivation is more complex tban simple seif-interest. He observes that
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we "regularly sacrifice our self-interest on behaif of held beliefs. felt obligations and f i

convictions" (Retlections 3 10). He suggests that in addition to self-interest, motivations
might include religious values, farnily and personal value systems, cornmitment to the ethic
of d g , respect for the value of community, a sense of what 1s right and gocd, a desire to
serve others, and a desire to serve ideais (Reflections 3 10; Moral Leadership 18, 19,23).
There are yet other possibilities including the need for achievement, responsibility, and

recognition; respect for authority; the intrinsic motivation in a satisfjmg task; loyalty; and
high ethical standards. Less conscious motivations such as habit, emotion, taken-forgranted custom, conditioned reflex, and unconscious desires may also intluence service.

Coles, a child psychiatrist who teaches at Harvard University is the author of the
Children in Crisis series for which he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize. He states that these
motivations express the "moral cal1 within" (75) that has to do with who we are and the
moral standards we have observed in the daily lives of our parenfs (Coles xxii). One civil
nghts activist put it this way: "It matters ...to me and my family, [becausej that's the kind

of people we are, and this is what we believe in doing" (Coles 34).
The literature suggests that a leader can decide that she will use her power and
position as a servant,as a conduit to empower and enable those who follow ha. Kiechel
describes serving in leadership this way: "The leader exists to serve those whom he
nominally leads, those who supposedly follow him. He takes their fulfilment as his
principal aim" (12 1). Blackrnore, a feminist writer, argues that in a caring community a
leader can act in a powerful manner but with good intention for that community, even while
laying themselves open to scrutiny by that community (122).
This literature does not suggest the complete elhination of all benefits to the leader
or the elimination of financial remuneration. What it does suggest is that leaders can be
motivated by more than econornic gain. While they may not be completely self-denying,it
is ais0 possible not to be completeiy self-centered, self-absorbaiand inkresteâ only in their

own self-aggrandisement. This does not rule out self-fultïlment or gratification in their
work.

I decided that 1 would consider a range of rûasons for serving behaviour. I wanted
to find out how the leaders 1 would study saw themselves by considering questions like the
following: Do they talk about situations in which their actions were taken in full
howledge that they would be counter to their self-interest? Which of their own interests
are saved by their leadership? Do they find their leadership intrinsically satisfying? Do

they show interest in challenging the growth and developrnent of their foliowen? Why or
why not? Are they open to king challenged by their followers?

Servant k a d e r s h i ~
Service and leadership are sometimes seen as opposites. In fact, the term "servant
leadership" has the ring of an oxymoron, but it is found in the literature. Its main
proponent is Robert Greenleafwho wrote a collection of essays titled Servant Leadershio:
A Journev into the Nature of Leeitimate Power and Greatness. Greenleaf spent his

working life as an executive with AT&T. He lectured at MIT, Harvard Business Schwl,
Dartmouth Cokge as well as the University of Virginia and founded the Center for Applied
Ethics that today is known as The Robert K. Greenleaf Center for Servant-Leadership. He
found the idea of the servant as leader in Hermann Hesse's Journev to the East and his
over-riding concern is with service. While the servant who leads is a different idea from
the leader who serves, especially in terms of the position and power they have, bath
combine service Hrith leadership. It is the leader who serves that is the focus of my study.
Like Coles (75) who wrote of the "moral cal1 within", Greenleaf addresses the
motivation of the leader herself. He sees the great leader as having a servant nature that
suggests who the leader essentially is, deep down inside, whether or not she is in a
leadership role (Servant L.eadershi~8). Greenleaf differentiates the one who begins with
the natural feeling that she wants to serve and only then aspires to lead fiom the one who is

leader f i t . perhaps because of a need for power or matend possessions. and who chwses

to serve after leadership is established ( Servant Leadership 13). Greenleaf accepts both as
different, but legitimate paths to servant leadership.
Furthermore, the term is introduced briefly by Sergiovanni in connecticri with
moral leadership in the more limited context of the schml community. Sergiovanni adds
the idea of the leader and followers serving a shared ideal together. He says, "Servant

g
but its ultimate purpose is to place oneseif, and
leadership is practised by s e ~ n others,
others for whom one has responsibility,in the semice of ideais" (Moral Leadership 138).

This servant leadership, he suggests, is possible in a community in which aii are loved and
accepted, where community ties become substitutes for extemal controls, where selfinterest gives way to sacrifice and where members associate with one another because they
enjoy it and share a common purpose.
Greenleaf and SergiovaMi suggested further questions about motivation. 1s the
servant Leadership style an expression of who the leader is, deep down inside, or is it a

Ieamed respoiise? 1s there an ideal that they and their followers are serving? TO what
extent do their followers share this ideal? 1s there any sense of community?

In Coles' notion of the "moral cal1 withinn (75) and Greenleafs discussion of
motivation, 1 caught a glimpse of the dynamic behind the fulfilment I had observed in

Edward They acted as they did because it was true to their character, that is, the people
they had become through their interaction with their cornmunities. They were people who

did not push aside their moraiiîy for the sake of superficiai self-interest, but they were
aware of where their true fulfilment lay and acted on it. By doing so they achieved
personal integration and growth within their m i c e (Coles 75). I wanted to find out what
view of service my informants received from their families and what value their
communitiesplaced on service.
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The Goal of leaders hi^

-

A Better Communitv

It seemed to me that service is a concept that. when grafted ont0 leadership, alters

both concepts in Ygnificant ways. I now t m e d my attention to the literature that suggested

that service means that the goals of leadership go beyond mere self-interest to the
betterment of community. The literature suggests that servant leadership does this by
maximishg a sense of relatedness to one another that encourages people to look beyond
their own immediate personal interests. 1 had seen this in Edward's work for the
betterment of the schwl district and his community.
While many authors on leadership do not deal with service, quite a number have an
emphasis on the betterment of community. In addition to Greenleaf ( 199 1) there are otha
writers: Burns (1978), a political scientist whose award winning work Leadership has
spawned nurnerous leadership snidies and William Foster (1989), a criticai theorist in
educational adminisiration, see leadership as a moral enterprise aimed at the betterrnent of
people's lives within community. They see it as not m a e preaching, the uttering of pieties,
or the insistence on social anformity but say it "ernerges from, and always returns to, the
fundamental wants and needs, aspirations, and values of the followers" (Burns 4). They
emphasue the importance of the reiationship between the leader and followers assurning a
form that serves the vital needs of the followers over a prolonged period (Burns 453).

These h t e n contend that leaders contribute to a better community when they work
togetha with their foliowers to improve the life of their community and everyone in it. The
definition of "improvement" is, of course, open to interpretation and if an ethicist were to
consider these actions, she would, no doubt, raise a great many considerations. I have,
however, selected Greenleaf's test of service as the criteria for "goodnesswin this research:
"Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while being serwd, become healthier, wiser,

freer, more autonomous, more likely themselves to become servants? And, what is the
effect on the Ieast privileged in society; wiil they benefit, or, at least, not be iurther

deprived?^ (Servant Leadership 13 italics in the original) This view of service within
leadership has a way of legitimating leadership in the eyes of the followers and becoming
sustainable in that it promotes the personal growth and development of both the leader and
the led in addition it is important to consider the effect of a group's goals on other people.

How Leadership Can Contribute to a Better Cornmunit?
William Foster ( l989), Bums ( 1978) and Greenleaf ( 1991) wri te from different
organisationai contexts; William Foster speaks directly of schools, Bums writes from the
political arena, and Greenleaf brings out his experience in a large American business. In

spite of these differences, they present compatible viewpoints of how leadership can
contribute to a better mmmunity.
William Foster and Bums define leadership in such a way as to imply service. For

William Foster, leadership occurs when leaders and followers play critical and
tramformative roles in their community by cornmenting on the present and former
constmctions of reality, holding up certain ideals for cornparison, and enabling of a future
vision based on an interpretation of the past (52,53). Leadership shows how innovations
continue the basic mission, goals and objectives of received tradition, but also incorporate
future possibilities (54). Leadership, for William Foster, is an action that may involve

many people at different times; it is not a position.

Bums' concem with transformational and transactional leadership centres on the
goals invoived. Ln transactional leadership, the reciprocal relationship between leaders and
followvers is based on an exchange that allows each of them to reach individual, unshared

and independently heid goals (4,425). Transfomational leadership occurs when goals are
heid m u t d y and the interaction between leaders and followers becomes a joint effort
towards a common goal that is in their collective best interest (425). The interaction
promoted by transformational leadership has a causal effat on social relations and political
institutions because it changes leaders' and followers' motives and goals (454). For
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Burns, the test of leadership is purpose and intent drawn frorn values and goals resulting in
decisions and r d . intended change (415).

Greenleaf sees servant leadership as a way to a society that is just and loving, and
that provides greater creative oppominity for al1 its people (Servant Leadership 49). It is
built by the more able and the less able seMng each other (Servant Leadership 49).

Greenleaf says that it is our attitude and level of caring that needs improvement (Servant
Leadership 53) and that we need to make the Gare we have for all people touched by our

*

institutions count (Servant Leadership 55). It is leaders that he calls on to guide institutions
into greater sewice by creating organisations of support rather than fear. hcreasing the
serving capacity and performance of institutions is the most open course to the achievement

of Greenleafs good society because even if only one institution of a particular type
achieves distinction in service and communicates this experience, the quality of our overall
society will improve (Servant leaders hi^ 49).

In sumrnary, for William Foster, leadership occurs when leaders and followers
evaluate the present and the past in a dialectical process that ailows the group to make good
decisions about their future direction. For Bums the common goal of transformational
leadership allows the leader and followen to combine their efforts rather than to work
against one another. For Greenleaf, the greatest possibilities for a better society lie in
individuals working with our kgest organisations in order ta make them better at saving.
What is Better?

Leadership involves social betterment in two ways. First, Burns promotes looking
beyond one's individual interests Second, William Foster is concerned with emancipation
through critique. Greenleaf combines these two in his test of service that addresses its

effects on those served and on the least privileged. These definitions, whiie clearly related
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and compatible. ernphasize different aspects of our inter- relatedness in community. Singer
and Wooton add the dimension of relationship to the larger societai picture.

Bums defines "higher values" when h e expresses his concern that leadership not
lead "down" to "barbarismmin a narrow, egocentric self-actuaiisation, but "up" to higher

values. purposes, or forms of self-fulfilment (Burns 452). Although goals are held

mutuaiiy, Burns makes it clear that the transformational leader both elevaîes the wants,
aspirations and values of the followers (454) by treating them as persons (462), and
promotes a greater awareness of humaniây and the improvement of the larger social
situation (Burns449).
William Foster sees leadership as critical of present and former constructions of

&ai

reality and enabling a more ernancipatory future (52). William Foster sees any

leadership that does not work toward human emancipation as oriented toward the
accumulation of power and indicating an individual rather than a cornmunitarian impulse

(49).For William Foster, leadership must be committed to social change and developrnent
rather than contml and production. Leadership is the achievement and refinement of human

community (48) through "the ability of humans to relate deeply to each other in the search

for a more perfect union" (61).
Greenleaf's test for service combines Bums' higher values, purposes, or forms of
self-fulfilment (452) with William Foster's concern for human emancipation (49). To

identify service, Greenleaf r m m m e n d s asking: "Do those served grow as persons? Do

fhey,while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer. more autonomous, more likely
themselves to become servants? And, what is the effect on the least privileged in society;
wiii they benefit, or, at least, not be M e r deprivedu(Servant b d e r s h i p 13-14 iialics in

the original)? Greenleaf wants leaders who are honest, loving, and responsible. A
responsible leader is one who builds rather than destroys and asks questions about the

effect of her actions on other peuple (Greenleaf On Becoming 306). Greenleaf feels that

people should follow only those leaders w ho are clearly willing to serve.
While Greenleafs test for service focuses on the intemal workings of the group,
Singer and Wooton argue for the importance of examining the values and actions of a
group against extemal standards such as their relationship to and effect on other groups.

Singer and Wooton recall the experience of Albert Speer who, as a p o w h l penon in the
Third Reich, put his commendable participative management theories and administrative
genius to work promoting the goais of one of the most inhumane societies in history (79).
By Speer's own admission this occurred because he failed to think about the human and

social ansequences of his actions and became indifferent to the people who were achrersely
affected by the actions of the Nazi party (82). Singer and Wooten suggest that humanistic

values and actions are not sufficient to lead us to a more democratic or humanistic society
but that end results must be carefuily examined in iight of the larger societal and moral
questions (99).
These writers show the importance of asking questions about how what the leader
does affects other people both within her organization, and outside of it in society and the
world at large. The consequences of not asking those questions are cleariy demonstrateci
by Singer and Wooten in their account of Albert Speer (79-103)who used his

administrative genius in the savice of one of the most inhumane societies our world has

ever known. In short, Speer was a leader who realized his responsibility to ask questions
about the effect his govemment had on people outsi& of it too late, after untold damage
had been done. This literature argues that servant leadership must spring from " g d W
intentions, be "properlywconducteci and have "goodwconsequences.

Service Can Legitimate Leadership

Part of the influence of servant leadership may come h m its symbolic i c u e in that
it is part of the way we thhk about the society we desire. [Fora similar claim see A m o f

Compassion by Robert Wuthnow (302)1. Our tiequent disappointments do not take away
from the fact that we know what we se&

Service can legitimate leadership because fmt, it

answers the critical theorists' concerns that leadership serve community and second.
because it builds the social fabric and is therefore sustainable.
Leaders Must Serve Society
Critical theorists such as William Foster ( l989), Perrow ( L986), Zey-Ferrell( 1981)

and Alvesson ( 1985) are c o n m e d because they see managers as using organisations and

their followers as a means to shape the world in the way they want, with them in control
and receiving the greatest share of the benefits, rather than as a means to serve the best
interests of their immediate followers and society at large (Perrow 11).

To William Foster, the treatment of people as a means to an end rather ihan as ends
in themselves represents an ethical slide in which 'what works' is 'what's right' (55).
Foster sees a manager who hoids an organisational position and pursues goals that are
driven by organisational needs as legitirnated by getting the employees to embrace
organisational goals or, minimally, to co-operate with them in retum for a reward In
business management this may translate into goals such as greater profits, satisfying the
matenal cravings of employees and giving the illusion of power to subordinates (44,45).
William Foster sees this as a powerless attempt to predict and control human action in order

to justify and shore up existing power relationships (48). He contxasts this with leadership
that is interactive, muhial, and occurs in community.

Service answers these concems. Blackmore sees relationships as being very
important (121) and suggests a shift in Ieadership focus from the individual to the
collective, which then has the potential to be a fuily hurnan community structured on
relationships arnong people (124). Blackrnore argues for the redefinition of leadership so

as to foster cornmunity and the relationships within it (122).
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Tournier said, "A chief is always respected when he [sicJ demands of hirnself as
much as h e expects from his staff, and when he shows them the same consideration and

loyalty as he expects tiom them. But he is despised if he makes use of his power for his
personal advantage, or in order to protect hirnself from adverse circumstances" (Violence
161). Greedeaf describes leaders who serve as those w ho have the ability to hurt, but can
be trusted not to do any h m (Servant leaders hi^ 42). Trust is sustained when leaders

respond to problems by beginning within thernselves rather than out there with sommne
else (Servant Leadership 44). Service addresses critical concerns because it breaks with the
rational economic model of self-interest on the part of a leader.
Service and Social Sustainability

Service legitimates leadership because it builds the social fabric. Greenleaf States
that institutions that achieve distinction through the use of people, even the intelligent use of

people, do not last long (Servant leaders hi^ 40). Institutions mus&move from peopleusing to people-building by having their leadership establish that people are their primary
interest. From this principle, the right actions will fa11 in«>place (Servant Leadership 40).
Chappell makes the point that business draws on the common goodness of people and
communities to make a profit. For goodness to be sustained we must be restorative and
re-creative, rather than actacking and consuming the common good. "If we are not
[restorative], we should not presume it will always be there" (Chappell in Mck 5 ) .
Servant leadership seeks to redefine leadership in such a way that it builds community
( Blackmore 122).

Service is a way leaders can restore and recreate rather than exploit the goodwill of

organisational rnembers. Service may be an important way to persuade followers that they

are not merely being used as a means to an end that may or may not be in their interest.
Seeing a leader step outside the rational economic model by serving is a powerful
inspiration for members to explore and cultivate their own, more altruistic motivations.
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When 1 realized that servant leadership may be an important part of the answer for
the critical theorists' concern about the use of followers to the end of the leader and for the

establishment of social sustainability, f came to see the potential of my research. As 1
would also like to contribute to the bettement of community, this becarne an important
motivation in my work

Service Has Potential for the Leader Herself
In the earlier presentation on motivation, 1 noted that Coles sees service as a
"function not only of what we do but of who we are [which, of course, gives shape to
what we doj" (xxvi). Coles sees an iterative relationship between the leader's identity.
beliefs, and purposes and her service experiences ( 143). Servùig can enable us to find and
affirm ourselves (Coles 85). Many of the people Coles met spoke of Someone above

themselves at the apex of the universe. They saw themselves as agents who offered thei.
gifts for service. One lady explained how her service came about as follows: "Now maybe
it was the Lord Jesus putting that idea in my head, or maybe it was just me tcying to get

myself closer to Him

-

I'd be in His favour. Or maybe it was just my momma in me

talking to me... (2 18).
When Coles talked to older people about their service. they tahed much less about

idealism and a great deal more about an enlightened self-awareness that Coles refers to as
egoism (22 1). They had apparently discovered, in a li fetime of sifting and sorting their
interests, that those who put a lot into service get back much more. Rather than taiking
about going out into the world to change it, the older people taiked about what they got out
of it themselves. They tended to be more modest and had learned to accept the things that
could not be changeci.
There are two ways in which serving while leading helps the leader. Fust, the
caring implicit in service brings questions that cm iead to growth through retlection.
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Second. sharing one's search for wholeness with followers through mutual identification
and leaming enriches the expaience and relationship for both.

Refiection
Service implies caring which, in tum, dernands intense introspection. The caring
implicit in service raises questions about the systems in which the leader and follower Live;
questions about the ciifferences between the leader and the followers; questions about how
the leader's actions affect h a foiiowers, her organisation, the various stalceholders, and so

on and on. This caring also increases one's vulnerability b u s e , in addition to the h u m
to the self that any one person experiences, when one cares for another, one can also be
hurt through the hurts that happen to that person (Noddings 33).

William Foster says that to move beyond using people as instruments for the
achievement of organisational goals and to avoid exclusive identification with her own

purposes, a leader must see beyond the imrnediate needs of the organisation and be willing
to examine her own life (51,59). He Iists questions that it is important for a leader to ask:
Am 1 benefiting from someone else's pain? What can I do about it? In what ways am 1

contributing to my own problems and what changes can I make to addreu these? Leaders
must be willing to be individually ethical and to concem themselves with how a moral
community c-anwork (William Foster 55). Listening to and ireating others as truthfully
valued p e M n s will expose the leader because it does not allow the masking of duplicity

and dishonesty behind a veil of power and position. This vulnerabiiity can result in

personal growth.
A d d i t i d y , Coles points out that it is naive to think of servant leaders as innocent,
humble and loving, without a real fighter instinct when in fact, those who serve can also be
full of themselves, conceited, greedy for power to win and deterdned to let the world

know they have won (201). A leader's blind idealisrn can serve as a cover for self-

satisfaction evidenced by a refusai to recognise others who live out a different i d d . Anna
Freud said.
How sad that in the name of goodness and kindness to others one can see plenty of
mean-spirited behaviour - a demanding, controUing, manipulative, condescending,
self-centred ruthlessness that masks itself as good will, as an effort at charity, as an
attempt to change the world reform a given society. Perhaps you have noticed that
among those people of ethical credibility and ethical vision, there can be no shortage
of vanity and conceit, of cruelty and selfishness, of lies and deception (Quoted in
Coies 204).
When a leader becomes shrill, rnoody and humourless, she is in trouble and needs
to re-evaluate what happened to her former satisfaction, accomplishment and learning
(Coles 203). Taking up this challenge as well as the challenge of leading ethically has
enormous personal gowth potential. It foliows then that servant leadership cm promote

personal gmwth for the leader as weli as the followers.
Mutual identification and i a m i n g
A shared search for wholeness as joint seekers of huth and rnutual actualisation is

possible between Leaders and folIowers when leadership is not merely a self-regarding
quest (Greenleaf Servant Leadership 36; Bums 448-449). Greenleaf observed that "there
is something subtle communicated to one who is being served and led if, irnpkit in the
compact between the leader and the led, is the understanding that the search for wholeness
is something they share" (Servant leaders hi^ 36). This shared search for wholeness

communicates empathy and an unqualified acceptance that helps people and may even
inspire dedication and heroism (Greenleaf Servant leaders hi^ 21). Bums calls this
"ernotional involvement" and "identifjmg with their point of view" (446). This is the kind
of presence that Noddings calls "engrossment;" a stepping into the others' worid and

making a conneaion with them (24). It involves a receptivity that opens the Qor to others

in such a way that they recognize that they are being received rather than being held off
(Noddings 60).
Leaders are usuaiiy keen to have foilowers identify with and learn %om hem, but
service implies that this is mutual.

Blackmore says that she "recognizes the

interdependence of people, and sees moral judgement as not being predicated upon some
abstract universal morality or individual rights, but upon concem and responsibility
consequent upon the reiationship of self to others within specific con texts" ( 120).
Nouwen, who after a distinguished teaching career a t Notre Dame, Yale and

Harvard,spent his latter years sharing his life with the mentally challenged people of the
l'Arche community, h2s written extensively for Christian leaders. He is spealung in the

fvst instance to ministers and priests, whose work, like that of educators. is
transformational. I have included his work here because although it is more reflective than
empirical, it is insightful and presents ideas that probe my thinking. Although Nouwen's
emphasis is explicitly religious, his ideas on relationships are not far removed from those I

read about in Sergiovanni, Blackrnore and Noddings.
He says, "If we accept leadership, it can only be honest if it takes the form of
servicew(Livine Reminder 48). Humility is a willingness to work dong side of others, to
admit things you c a n o t do yourself, to admit the need for criticism, and to ask for
rerninders about how the problems of the world are problems that you have w i t b yourself
(Creative Ministrv 86). This humility is the antithesis of pride that Nouwen sees as
especially insidious because those who innovate must g e n d y view themselves as above
the communi ty they are seeking to improve. The tendency to see evil out there but not
present within thernselves makes it difficdt for leaders to listen to people, accept their
criticism, and leam from them (Creative Ministrv 74-6). Service suggests approaching
questions with others, in an attitude of openness to learning from them about the subject
matter, about them, and about the leader herseif (Noddings 177,65).
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Nouwen suggests that the leader who serves must identify with the led by entering
into their lives, taking the nsk of becoming hurf wounded or even destroyed in the process
(Wounded Healer 82-3. This is also suggested by Noddings 33). Through identification,

the leader seeks to place her own e x m e n c e of faith and doubt, hope and despair, light and

darkness at the disposaf of others who want to f ' d their way (Wounded Heaier 39). By
identification, the leader is able to recognise that nothing human is ahen to herseif and offa

every neighbour compassionate forgiveness (Wounded Healer 4 1). ï h i s implies replachg
abstract moral principles with judgements that are based on concern and responsibility
within relationships (Blackmore 120).

As part of the respect implied by seNice, Nouwen emphasised the importance of

leaders behg willing to learn from their followers "Hewho wants to bring about change

has first of all to leam to be changed by those whom he wmts to helpn(Creative Ministry
83). Nouwen says that as long as we want to change other people because we fed guilty
about our advantages, we are still playing the power game and w a i ~ for
g th&.

'Those

w e d may or may not be thanldul. Nouwen sees a leadergsdesire for thanks as a subtle

desire for power because thanking sorneone admits dependency on them. If

is to

continue in a giving attitude, the one who serves must understand that thanks is often
resisted because it threatens self-respect (Creative Ministrv 74-6)

Only when we corne to see tbat those we lead have a lot to offer us, can we see o u .

work merely as a small r e m for what we have received (Creative Ministry 83-4). Coles
cites an example of one person who oune to this reaiisation suddenly:
Talk about arrogance! Talk about k i n g wrapped up in your own world! That's
what I saw in a flash - that in this work you can get quite isolateci h m the very

people you're trying to serve. 'We' are the servers; 'they' are the people served

(Coles 240 italics in the original).
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This mutual identification can also help a leader avoid succurnbing to a leadership
myth such as is docurnented by Meindl and his colleagues. They noted that observers
ascribe a larger-than-life role to leaders in terms of w hat leaders do. w hat they are able to
do and the effet they have on the lives of others (79). When leaders foster a myth that is

unfounded in reality, disappointment is inevitable. When it cornes, followers reject the
leader and blame her for not measuring up to their unrealistic expectations. The leader who
plays into such a myth is setting up her own downfali.

Service has great potential for the leader's personal growth and identification
between the leader and the led creates an avenue of leaming for both. Noddings, for
example, views moral questions as concrete human problems ta be lived and solved in

living, rather than as intellectual puzzles needing abstract solutions (96). Coles says that
people who are offering a sewice need to spend a lot of time lookuig at themselves, lwking
at what kind of people they are and what they are hoping to get from their service (Coles
184). Only then is there a chance that their service will be meaningful, positive and self-

afflrming. Service within leadership is an opportunity to reflect on ourselves and to seek
out together "something bigger and more cornpelling; a way to Live, a sign of what mattas,

a due as to what this Life means."(Coles 280).
The literature on the goal of servant leadership showed how service in leadership

can be viewed as contributing to a society characterized by personal growth, service and
care for the Ieast privileged. Leadership is seen as a moral enterprise aimed at maxImising
our ability to relate in community. There is an emphasis on "higher" values, purposes, and
foxms of self-fulfilment (Burns 452) and on the emancipation of those who are Iûast
pnvileged in society (Greenleaf Servant k d e r s h i ~14). Leadership that serves has the

potential to contribute to social sustainability and to facilitate the mutual growth of the
foliowers and the leader. 1 saw these as goals that 1 also wanted to contribute to throue

my research.
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This literature on servant leadership as seeking a better community suggested
additionai clarification for my research and suggested questions that I might consider. Are
rny informants working toward a better community? If W. how do they identify what is

better? What need is it that they are working to address and why? How do they talk about

what is important to them in their leadership role? What service are they trying to provide,
why, and for whom? Are they working together with their foiiowers for a commooly
shared goal, or are they merely obtaining cornpliance through their power, rewards or

vision? Do they have a cornmitment to the growth and empowerment of their coLieagues
and theû students? Do they use theu staff or their students in any way? What is the effect

of their leadership on those who are the least privileged?
This literature also suggests questions about the effect of service on my informants
thernselves. What are the assumptions on which their idealism is based? What is their

family or community background? Do they see themselves as going out into the world to
change it or do they see themselves as benefiting from their service? How do they deal
with the things that cannot be changed? What is the role of reflection in their life? What

questions are they askiog about the system in which they and their followers live? Do they
have a "causewthat they passionately believe in and are tenaciously fighting for in the face
of opposition? If so,how do they balance their service with their desue for change? Do
they fkd satisfaction, accomplishment and leaming in their work or have they become

shrili, moody and humouriess (Coles 203)? Are they open to ieaming from theh followers
and do they encourage critique from followers? 1s there a mutuality about their
relationships? How do they think about those they serve?

The questions outlined here were designed to explore my informants' thinking
about their goals. Although 1did not follow up systernatidy on each one by tum because
that would have interfered with the flow of n a d conversation and some questions fit

more easily into one situation than another, 1 refared back to them frequently when

assessing my data and planning my interviews and observation times. Having them listed
in this way hetped me both to h d the nght way to approach individual situations, and to be
thorough in my data col1ection.

Redefinition of Power and Position
The literature that I review in this section suggests first, that the mutual
identification and learning that contributes to the growth of both the leader and the led has
implications for their relationships. Second, savice rneans that Leaders ule their power to

facilitate the goals they share with their followas rather than to coerce or manipulate them.
Finally, service modifies the positions held by leader and foiiower.

Service Romotes Mutuality
The theme of leaders and followers bonding into a rnutually caring unit cornes
through in the symbiotic relationship suggested by Burns (452), the school comrnunity of
Sergiovanni (Organisations 2 17), the consensual, dialectical relationships of William
Foster's leadership (46) and Greenleafs primus inrer pares (Servant Leadership 61).
Burns sees "one-man leadership" as a coniradiction in terrns (452). Rather than leadership
on the basis of persona1 charisma or position, service implies fint, a shared meaning and,

second, an interaction characterised by mutual listening and negotiation.

Shared M a n h g
Sergiovanni recognises the importance of competent leadership skills as basic to
r h w l leadership. His emphasis, however, is on the additional unity, order, and meaning
leaders give by relating everyday events and activities to the overall purposes, ideals and
norms of the organisation; translating long-term goals into operational programs; and
giving their time and attention to important philosophical and historical traditions,
principles, issues, goals and outcornes (Culturai 8, 9). It is this shared rneaning that

governs what and how things will be done and that maximises the satisfaction and personal
development of the people in the organisation. Meaning leads to shared cornmitment, and
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excitement about the organisation and its work (Leadership as Cultural Expression 107-

L 11).
Interaction Between k d e r and FoUowers
There are both sirnilarities and ciifferences between the way Burns and Greenleaf

describe interaction between the leader and the led. Both Greenleaf and Bums emphasise
the importance of a leader Listening to her followers in orda to be sure thai the highest

priority needs are met. Greenleaf suggests that true interest in others can be gauged by

one's ability to listen to them (Servant Leadership 17). Does the leader really want to
understand or is she oniy intent on making her own point? Does she fear silence or
welcome it as an oppminity to evaluate the dialogue? Greenleaf and Burns see a kind of

reciprocal process in which leaders and followers listen, act, communicate responses and

mod@ subsequent actions to take that feedback into account (Greedeaf Servant Leadership
13- 14, Bums 440,449).
However, Burns' sense of cornpetition and working to win is foreign to Greenleaf.

Bums States that leadership is a coiiective process emerging from the clash and congruence
of the leader's and follower's motives and goals (460). It is the combination of mord
education (in things such as faùness, equity, honesîy, responsibility, and justice) with the
acquisition of a marketable skill that provides an individual with a power base from which
to throw her weight inîo the eçonomic and political arena (449). The followers evaluate
leaders' potential for humane and responsible leadership on the basis of free speech and

open conflict, and leaders utilise the adversarial process (459j.
This tone contrasts with Greenleaf who says that everyone needs the tempering

influence of challenging coueagues in the semice of, and for the sake of, a commonly held
goaL Service implies that the leader begins by listening carefidly and seeking to understand

(Servant b x k s h i p 17,44), and then, rather ihan blaming another person, she seeks the

answers within herself (Servant kadership 17). While Gredeaf would not argue with the
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acquisition of moral qualities and marketable skills. his empbasis is on the willingness to
serve. He feels that no one should be powerless (Servant Leadership 85) and that

everyone,even the l e s able, should have the power to serve (Servant h d e r s h i p 49).
In his view, we are asked to a q t the human condition with both its sufiering and
its joy and to work with its imperfections to buiid wholeness through "adventurous creative

achievement" (Servant Leadership 12). Greedeaf's servant leader is challenged by the
vagaries of human nature, but she is wiihg to tolerate imperfection because of her interest

in and affection for her foUowers (Servant Leadership 21). The servant leader cdtivates
integrity because it is this inner quality that will sustain the foilowers (Servant Leadership
44). Although Burnstdescriptions of leader follower interactions have a greater emphasis

on cornpetition and conflict, and Greeoleaf's a greater emphasis on acceptance and
reflection, both see mutual listening and negotiation as basic to finding and sharing
meaning. I wondered whether I would find exampies of both the "Burns"way and the
"Greenle.way among my infonnants.

Service in Leadership Implies a Redefinition of Power

The literahire strengthened my h-mchthat rnutuaiity of servant leadership implies a
redefinition of power and that the way my inforrnants handle p w e r in their relationships
would be central to my research. The traditional idea of the powerful leader who d e s
from on high, sometimes with brute force, is clearly not mutuality. There are several
points made regarding service and power in the fiterature: first, there is power in service;

second, the power is shared between the leader and followers; and finally, coercion is
rejeaed in favour of foilower choice and autonomy.
aLeader prinerwerful?

The literature recognises power in semice because service influences fouower

motivation and cornmitment B m s says that management manuais are weak because they
train people to manage others by manipulation, that i s by eeating others as things (446).

tari
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At best they seek out the easiest and simplest way to persuade people to do things that are
in the best interests of the power wielder (147). Burns warns that playing on low-order
wants and needs of people has the potential to upset the natural balance of people's
motivation in place of raising it (445,446).

Bums suggests that leaders should study motivation and commitrnent because he
sees them as a dominant cause of action (Burns 442). Bums sees the knowledge of
people's motives, aspirations, values and goals (404,435) and the use of that knowledge
to identify and align the cornmonalties between Leader and follower hierarchies of
motivations as key to leadership (404,435). Leaden must assess follower motivation as
seriously as they analyse the power bases of their rivals (Burns420,435,461).
Motivation, however, is not a simple, quick fu< for leaders to manipulate. Bums
sees countless and infinitely varied motive and power bases that produce a density of
relationships beyond full comprehension (437). Sergiovanni sees motivation as cornplex
and reaching far beyond simple self-interest to things Like religious values, family and
personal value systems, cornmitment to the ethic of caring, respect for the value of
community, a sense of what is right and good, a desire to serve others, and a desire to
serve ideals ( Reflections 3 10; Moral Leadership 18, 19,23). There is sorne evidence that
women may be motivated differently than are men (Shakeshaft 69, 84). It follows that
tapping into this motivational structure as Bums suggests wili be a complex undertaking fm
1eaders.

Burns sees a common purpose as key to this power and argues that identification
with the peint of view of one's followers (transformational leadership) is far more effective
in the long term than both Machiavellian manipulation that treats foilowers as things rather
than people (446) and transactional leadership that is based on a contracf When follower

and leader motivations are brought together in the service of a common goal, as they are in
transfonnational leadership, B m s sees a great deal of power.
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There is nothing so power-full, nothing so effective. nothing so causal as common

purpose if that purpoçe informs ail levels of a politicai system.. Moreover, unity of
purpose and congruence of motivation foster causal influence far down the line.

Nothing can substitute for common purpose, focused by cornpetition and combat,
and aided by rime (439 italics in the original).

Blackmore suggests that powa should be seen as the capacity of the commun@ as
a whole to work effectively toward the shared ideal (122). Leadership d.oes not have to be
domination or the ability to get one's own way, but can take on forms that empower the
individual and the group (123). Blackmore redefines leadership and the power that
accompanies it as "the ability to m wiîh others to do things that could not be done by an

individual alone" ( 123 iQücs in the original).

There is power in service, but it cornes through the foilowers rather than by
imposition on the followers. Power does not corne through organisational position,
through the ability to provide rewards in r e m for cornpliance, nor through the ability to
mate highly motivating and absorbing visions, but through guiding the abilities of the

folIowersto serve organisational goals
Shared Power
There is a range of responses to the question of power sharing between the leader
and followers. For Sergiovanni the leader's position and control remains unchallengeci.
h m suggests
~
a symbiotic relationship between leader and followers in a social and
political collectivity (452). Greenleaf's emphasis on spreading power rather than

concentrating it in the leader was the most interesting to me. Greenleaf States that
everyone, including the leader, needs the help and correcthg influence of wlleagues
(Servant Leadership 53) and that no one should be powerless, n o matter who they are
(Servant leaders hi^ 85).
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Service means that power is "power with" rather than "powerover" the foilowers.
Greenleaf says iittle about leader's power. His emphasis is on the use of power to provide
opportunities, alternatives and individual autonomy rather than on sirnply possessing it. In

his good society, no one is powerless and everyone is engaged in the work o f the more and
the less able serving each other (Servant Leadership 49). Power is used to build, support
and redeem as well as to protect or facilitate the growth of another. It can be a means to
serve others rather than beiittle them. When power is directed by service it advocates the

seEdetermination of the followers and supports their decisions.
Greenleaf might agree that senring can make a leader powerfui, but he does no&see
it as yet anotha "peculiarly efficacious technique for getting one's way" (Yoda 244).

Kiechel( 121) explains that Service goes beyond empowerment theory because rather than
k i n g primarily interested in the purposes of the organisation, it sees human beings as

having a value in their own right. As such, they are an end in and of themselves and the

leader and her organisation is there as much to provide meaningful work for its workers
and a worthwhile service or produet as it does to flourish as an organisation. Service helps

a leader see people around her as fellow created beings with importance and worth,
whether or not they contribute to her particular goals or those of the organisation.
Coercion versus Autonomv
Coercion and manipulation are incompatible with service because it is unethical to

treat people as a means to an end ratha than as ends in themselves (William Foster 55).
There is, however, a tension between the need for an organisational plan and coadinating

that with follower goals.

Leaders who use their position to achieve oniy personally beneficial objectives are
power wielders and not leaders at all (Bums 2; William Foster 55). Both Greenleaf and

Bums emphasise the importance of fkee choice and autonomy for followen (Greenieaf
Servant Leadership 42; Burns 437). While coercion and manipulation may get a pdcular

short term result, they violate the person and strengthen resistance and therefore their
controlling effect las& cnly as long as the force is strong (Greenleaf Servant Leadership
42). Service implies the use of conviction, persuasion and example (Greenleaf Semant

kdefship 30) to aate opportunities and alternatives so individuais can choose and build

autonomy (Greenleaf Servant Leadership 42). Persuasion and the consequent voluntary
acceptance are self perpetuating (Gredeaf Servant kdership 42). Greenleafs emphasis
is not on the autonomy that cornes to the leader who gets to the top, but on a wide spread
autonomy that results from service.

These writers are clearly supportive of follower choice and autonomy and yet they
do not deai extensively with the question of how to deal with situations in which foilower

choices run counter to the goals of the organisation as a whole. 1 imagine that for Burns
these questions would probably be resolved by debates and votes and that William Foster
would look to the dialectical process to find a solution. Greenleaf might attempt to discem

the interests of the weakest party affected and then act according to that. These are merely
specdations I cannot substantiate, but my impression is that leaders who serve still lead
with strength.

The power of service is based on the alignment of follower motivation and
cornmitment with organisational goals. Service implies that this power is shared with the
followers and used to cultivate their autonomy rather than to merce or manipulate them.

Service in Leadership Implies a Redefinition of Position
The mutual identification and leaniing that contributes to the growth of both the
leader and the led dso implies a redefinition or modification of position. Most of the

writers 1 am concerned with propose modifcations within the fierarchical system and
support the idea of position exchanges between followers and leaders, but Greenleaf
essentially reverses the positions of the leader and the l e d

Moditications Within the Leader - Follower Relationship
Burns laves the value of the leader-follower relationship intact. To win and retain

a place "up"in the system is bettet because it allows one more autonomy that translates into
power. Moreover, Bums makes the assumption that the leader is in a position to shape,

alter, and elevate the motives, values, and goals of the foilowers (425,452).
Others m

e the leader follower relationship through replacements for leadership.

Sergiovanni's moral leadership proposes that order and meaning can evoke enough group
identity among professionals such as teachers to free leaders h m daily supervisory tasks
(Culturai and Competing 8-9). Although the leader retains her position, she is freed from

the bartering relationship of having to trade rewards and punishments for cornpliance
(Sergiovanni, Communities 216). Blackmore calls for modification of the hierarchical
system through a reformulation of "the politicai and epistemologicai cornmitments
underlying the dominant notions" of leadership (120). She is asking that the way
leadership has evolved and the way it is understwd be rethought so that helpful

modifications can be made.
Followers Become Leaders
Serving promotes position exchanges between followers and leaders. The resuh of

Burns' transformational leadership is a relationship of mutuai stimulation and elevation that
converts leaders into moral agents and followers into leaders (4). Great leaders help make
their interested followers into leaders (Burns 443). William Foster not only sees followers

becoming leaders, but aiso leaders becoming foliowers through mutual negotiations and
shared leadership d e s (42).
Leaders willing to work themselves out of their position are difficult to find but at
least one such leader has been documentai by Dyck in his article about Dan Wiens. Dyck
observes that Dan seems eager to work himself out of his role as the informal leader of the
Shared F m i n g movement (242) and that he invites others to join even if that means

competition for his fm.Despite strong financial incentives. Dan has made it clear that h e
is unwilling to promote Shared Farming on behalf of several NGO and govemment
agencies. Apparently, whiie he is not f i d of direct competition. he is &raid that if h e
becomes the figurehead for the Shared Fanning movement, he will undermine its poten tial
to be a local grassroots people's movement and so he avoids the Limelight (242).
I've gone out of rny way to tell other fmers about the Shared Farming concept,

hoping that they would get involved. Many did and now I have competition. This

evangelistic activity may seem akin to shooting myself in the foot, but 1 beiieve that
competition is an asset Someone who cornes up with an idea iïke Shared Farming

and then tries to protect bis or her turf is going to becurne isolated and not have the
stimulation of other peoples' ideas. This will eventually kill the project that he or
she is trying to protect (Dyck 239).
Greenieaf Reverses the Leader Foiîower Relationshir,
Greenleaf essentially reverses the positions of the leader and the led in that the
leader is essentiaily the servant of the foiiower. A leadership position is not something to

cling to, but rather to serve within. Ln as far as leadership means senice not of one's own

agenda but the ideal, it is a reversai of the hierarchical system and effectively t m s the
normal perception of servant and leader on its head. Senrice has to do with the intemal
spirit of the leader, it is a way of "being"more than a way of "doing". The servant leader

considers herself not as one who is to get something from her followers, but as one whose
purpose it is to serve, empower and give dignity.

In organisational terms, Greenleaf suggests that this principle b e practised by
surrounding a leader with others who are equally strong (Servant Leadership 63-65). He
suggests that the hieratchical principle that places one person in charge as a "lonechief atop

a pyramidal structurewbe replaced (Servant leaders hi^ 61) with a primus inter pares

(Servant Leadership 67). By this he means that there is a fint m o n g equals rather than a

single chief who is held ultimately responsible (Servant Leadership 6 1). The cardinal
principle is that no single person should have unchecked power but that al1 are both
resaained and encouraged by their pers (Servant Leadership 7 1). "Xoperson is cornpiere;

no one is to be entmted with ail. Completeness is to be f o u d oniy in the complemenral
talents of several who relate ac equalÎn(Servant Leadership 1 12 italics in the original).
Greenleaf feels that the "lone chier is abnomial and corrupting to the leader in that
it weakens informal iinks and dries up the channels of honest reaction and feedback This
cuts the leader off from the help and correcting influence of close colleagues (Servant
hdershi~
63) and can result in both a distortion of judgement and a lonehess for the
leader who cannot be sure of her subordinate's motivation (Servant leaders hi^ 63). It is
also difficult for the lone chief to lead by persuasion because she holds too much power
and whatever she suggests is taken as an order ( S m t Leadership 65).

In addition, Greedeaf sees the lone chief as detrimental to the organisation because
the gross burdens of leadership destroy the creativity of rnany leaders long before they

lave their offices. When they do leave, there is a major disruption in the organisation
while the next leader is located (Servant Leadership 65). Disillusionment sets in when the
new leader's clay feet are inevitably discovered and the p r e s s is repeated

FinaUy, having only one leader at a time is detrimental to our comrnunity in that it
results in a dearth of opportunities for potential leaders to develop (Greenleaf Servant
Leadenhio 65). Future leaders are not trained. A top leadership team of equals with a

pnmus would be an opportunity for competent people with vision and values to learn and
would therefore "grow more leaders faster" than any other available course (Servant
kadershi~89).
Service implies changes to the positions of leader and follower within the
hierarchical system. The literature suggests techniques that replace &y to &y leadership
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tasks and encourage exchanges between leaders and followers. Greenleaf s primus inter

pares rernains an interesting concept with much to commend i t

h this section on the redefinition of power and position I have said that the shared
meaning and interaction implied by service in leadership results in a redirection of
leadership power from enforcing cornpliance to the leader's vision, to service of the an
ideai. It aiso brings modifications to the hierarchical system and allows for a more Buid

relationship between the roles of the leader and the l e d This is based on the things they

share.
This literature on servant leadership and the redefinition of power and position
suggests three additional aspects for my research. It suggests probing the meanhg shared
between leaders and their foiiowers, the nature of the leader's power, and the nature of the

position held by the leader. ln the following paragraphs, 1 w i l i again suggest questions 1

can draw from in my actual interviews when probing these issues.
First, there are a number of questions that probe the meaning shared between the

leader and the staff and students. Does this Iead to a shared cornmitment and exciternent
about the organisationai work they share? What is the tone of the interaction between the

leader and her foilowers? 1s it one of fair cornpetition as suggested by Bums (459) or is it
like the challenge of coUeagues committed to the same goal as was suggested by Greenleaf
(Servant leaders hi^ 17)? Does the leader accept the limitations in her staff and students

and work within those? Are those who are less able, empowered to serve (Greenleaf
Servant kdership 49)? Does the leader show integrity?

There are also questions expioring the nature of the leader's power. 1s it based on

the leader's ability to impose upon her followers or to work through them? 1s the leader's
power used to support, build protecf or facilitate rather than to belinle or coerce? How
does the leader handle the tension between the organisational need for a plan and the

individual needs represented by the foilowers? What dws she do about opposition. about
followers whose goals are not cornplementary to her own? What "show downs" has she
faced and how does she see service in that context?

Finaüy, there are questions tfiat probe the position of the leader. 1s it a hierarchcal

position? How does she perceive her position and how does she handie the implications of
a hierarchical position? Does she encourage followers to grow to the point where they can

take over her leadership position? Has this ever happeneci? 1s the organisation set up in
such a way that no one person is isolated in a top leadership position (Greenleaf Servant
Leadershiv 65)?

in the Literature 1 found, first, a discussion of the concept of service as it relates to

self-interest and an introduction to servant leadership. In addition, 1 found two main
themes related to service in leadership. Fint, it conaibutes to the goal of leadership, that
is, a community in which there is greater conceni for the interests of the entire community
and second, it contributes to the redefinition of the power and position of the leader and the

led.
First, the literature reviewed in this section indicates how service in leadership may

contribute to the accomplishment of a better community. Leadership is seen as a moral
enterprise aimed at maximishg our ability to relate in community. There is an emphasis on
"higher" values, purposes, and forrns of self-fulfilment (Burns 452) and on the

emancipation of those who are least privileged in community (Greenleaf Servant
Leadership 14). Unselfishly motivated service can legitimate leadership because i t is a
break with the rational economic mode1 of seif-interest on the part of a leader and it builds
the social fabric and is therefore sustainable. Social relationships cannot be sustained in a

system that c o n t i n d y takes more than it gives in renim.

Additiondly. when leadership is not merely a self-regarding quest (Greenleaf
Servant leaders hi^ 36: Burns 448-449), there is the possibility of a shared search for
wholeness. When leaders spend time lwking at what kind of people they are and what
they are hoping to get from their service (Coles 184), their seMe can be meaningful,
positive and self-affirming. Leadership that serves has the potential to facilitate the mutuai
growth of the Eoliowers and the leader.

Second, service in leadership contriLutes to the redefinition of the power and

position of the leader and the led. While there is power in service, it is based on the
alignment of foiIower motivation and cornmitment with organisational goals. Service
implies that this power is shared with the followers and used to cultivate their autonomy

rather than to coerce or manipulate them.
Service also implies changes to the positions of leader and follower within the
hierarchical system. Serving promotes positional exchanges between foiiowers and
leaders. n i e literature suggests techniques that replace day to day leadership tasks and
encourage exchanges between leaders and followers. G r e e n l d essentially reverses the
positions of the leader and the led in that the leader is essentially the servant of the foiiower.

Important for both the building of a better community and the redefmition of the
power and position is a mutuality, that is, a shared meaning as weU as mutual listening and
negotiation. It is the recognition and acceptance of this mutuality that has the greatest
potential foi personal growth in both the leak and the led.

My Foreshadowed Questions
My reading of the iiterature suggested six areas for exploration with the educational
leaders who are reputed to be servants. 1 have chosen to express these six areas as research
questions and suggested, in each case, several subquestions to help me explore the issues
wi th my infonnants.

The First Research Ouestion: How do rny informants balance their self-interests
with their leadership?

I set out to explore how my informants balance their self-interests with their

leadership since I wanted to consider both self-interested reasons and the reasons that grow
out of the "good" part of ourselves. 1 asked questions like: Do my informants see
themselves as alûuistic? When and in what ways? Which of their own interests are served
by their leadership? Do they fmd their leadership intrinsically satisfying? This literature
suggested that the motivation leaders identifid for their service would be of interest to me.

1 wanted to know whether the servant leadership style was an expression of the leader's

me peMn deep down inside, or was it a learned response?
The Second Research Ouestion: How is servant leadership related to the character
of my informants?
T h i s literature also suggests questions about the effect of service on the leader

herself. What are the assumptions on which their seMe is based? 1s it family, religion.
reading, reflection, personal experience or something else? What view of service did they
receive h m their family? What is the value piaced on s e ~ c within
e
their cornrnunity? Do
they see themselves as going out into the world to change it? Do they see themselves as
benefiting h m their secvice?
1 asked about the role of reflection in my infomiants' leadership. How do they deal

with the things that cannot be changed? What questions are they asking about the system in
which they and their foilowers live? Do they have a "cause" that they passionately believe

in and are fighting for tenaciously even in the face of opposition? If so, how do they
balance their service with their desire for change?

Do they find satisfaction,

accomplishrnent and learning in their work (Coles 203)?
The Thkd Research Ouestion; How do rny informants view and talk about their

cornmitment to a better society?

The literature suggests that service implies a commitment to a better cornmunity.
that is, the ability to articulate what is good and to govern leadership with that vision in

mind 1 wanted to find out how my informants view and taik about what is important to
them in their leadership role. Are they working toward a better community? If so, how d c

they d e k e what is better?
What senice are they trying to provide, why, and for whom? How is it that they

combine Service with a tenacious fighting for what they see as nght? 1s it possible to serve
and value equaiity while simultaneousiy fighting hard for those ideais that they passionately
believe in, particulariy in the face of opposition?

The Fourth Research Ouestion; How do my informants handle their power?

The literature indicates that w hile service implies a particular orientation towards
power sharing, the concept of power and authority implies the ability to get one's way in
the face of opposition. This suggested that 1ask about what power my kfomants feel they
have and how they use that power. What nature and amount of power do they see

themselves as having? 1s it based on their abiLity to impose upon their foilowers or to work
through them? Do my informants see themselves as using their power to support, build,
protect, or facilitate? Are they working together with their followen for a commonly

shared goal, or are they merely obtaining cornpliance through their power, rewards or
vision?
How do my informants handle the tension between the organisational need for a
plan and the individual needs represented by the followers? What do they do about

opposition, and about foliowers whose goals are not complementary to their own? What
"show downsn has she faced and how does she see service in that context? In what
circumstances have they used mercion? Do they p f e r foilower choice and autonomy? It

seems that service in leadership may imply the surrendet of power to those with whom the
leader disagrees because the leader has defined herseif as the servant. 1s this so for my
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informants? I want to tailsabout how my informants balance caring for their foilowers with
getting the job done.
The Fi& Research Ouestion: How do my informants relate to other people?
1 wanted to ask questions about my infmants' relationships with both their

colleagues and their students. What is the tone of their interaction? Is it one of fair
cornpetition as suggested by Burns (459) or is it Like the challenge of coiieagues committed
to the same goal as was suggested by Greenleaf (Servant h d e r s h i p 17,44)? Are they
open to ieaming h m their foflowers and do they encourage critique from followers? 1s
there a recipmcai, mutual c a ~ between
g
my informants and their foiiowers, with both of

them listening and hearing one another? Are they open to king chailenged by their
followers? How do my informants tbink about those they serve?

How does their cornmitment to the growth and empowerment of staff and shidents
show in their thinking and in their actions? Do they indicatz interest in chdenging the

growth and development of their foiiowers? Why or why not? Do they use their staff or
their students in any way? What is the effect of their leadership on those who are the Ieast

privileged? Do my informants accept the Limitations in their staff and students and work
within those? Are those who are l e u able empowered to serve (Greenleaf Servant
h d e r s h i 49)?
~
ï h my informants have integfity?

1s there a meaning shared between the leader and the staff and students? Are they
senhg an ideal or an idea together with theu foiiowers? To what extent do their followers

share this ideal? 1s there any sense of community and acceptana in a common purpose?
Does this lead to a shared cornmitment and excitement about the organisationai work they
share? What influence does this bave on extemai leader controls?

The Suth Research Ouestion; How do my inforrnants handle their position within
their organhtims?
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The literature suggests questions about the leader's position. How did she achieve

her position of leadership? 1s it a hierarchical position? How does she perceive her
position and how does she handle the implications of a hierarchical position? Do my

informants promote iheir followers growth into Leadership positions including their own?
Has this ever happened? Do they apply Greenleafs principle of primas inter pares
(Servant Leadership 67) and if they do, how does it work? What benefits, if any, are there
to the leader, the foilowers and the organisation?

Having read the litaature and gmered these questions, 1expiored these issues with

my informants through the methods 1 describe in the next chapter. My review of this
literature draws upon a variety of writers whose work has implications for the
understanding of leaders who are seen to aiso serve. Although few have written direcdy
about the concept of Servant leadership, many present related concepts. Servant leadership
is not a cornpletely d i m e t e concept, but one that to varying degrees blends with other

conceptualizations. 1 specdated that servant leadership would be practised and expressed
in different ways by my various informants as they were in different educational
organisations and that a single mode1 might not emerge. However, 1 also felt that it might
be possible to ident@ fyme common characteristics.
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Cha~terThree

- THE PRESENT STUDY

My research question focused on the meaning educational leaders who are reputed
to be servants attach to service within their leadership. The purpose of this study was to
explore the thinking of teal Me servant leaders and to compare and contrast that with both

my own perceptions and the fiterature. The titerature suggested probing my informanu
about things like self-interest, motivation, and ide& as weil as their practice of power and

position within relationships. My challenge was to design a study that would further the
understanding 1 had gleaned from both my background study of Edward Smith and the
litemlm.

As 1 wished to explore the concept of servant leadership rather than to prove or
disprove a hypothesis constnicted at the outset of my study, 1 elected to do inductive

qualitative research in which my research design would emerge h m the evidence as it was

collectai and analysed It seemed appropriate to my goal of exploring the meaning

educational leaders attach to service within their leadership to have the nonquantitative.
interpretive information interact with the emerging and increasingly specific themes
(Bogdan and Biklen 32).

In this chapter 1 will fûst of all present three reasons for my choice of qualitative
rather than quantitative research. A h that 1 will present the methods 1 used to select and
contact my informants, and to coIIect and analyse the data In each case 1 will present both
my choices and the reasons for those choices.

Desien of the Studv: Whv Qualitative Research?
To learn about how my informants see s e ~ c within
e
their work, 1 chose qualitative

research even though leadership resûarch has b e n dominated b y questionnaire masures.

Only recently have qualitative research techniques for data collection been introduced and
then only in conjunction with quantitative analyticai and interpretative processes (Bryman et
al. 14-15). Although it is a departure from accepted practice, a quaiitative research design
was a strong choice for two reasons. First, it helped me to look at leadership within its

relational context. Second, it allowed me to look at leadership from the perspective of the
leader rather than h m my own preconceived notions.
First, 1 saw qualitative research methodology as helping me to look at leadership as

a human activity based within the inter-relationships of people that are subject to an infinte
number of contextuai and human factors that can be better shidied by qualitative research. I
wanted the naîuralistic quality of qualitative research in that it takes place in actuai setthgs
and relies on people's words and experiences. I wanted to spend time leaniing the

immediate and historical context in which my informants practice leadership so that I could
understand and describe the nchness of rny observations verbaily (Bogdan and Biklen 30).

1 thought that looking at the context would help me see the p r o a s of leadership ratha than

simply its outcome (Bogdan and Biklen 31) and also, 1 hoped, would give my research

data high validity.

Second, 1 was convinced that leadership can be better understood if the meanings
assigned to it by its own acüm are incorporateci within the understanding of it (Hamel 16).

Because qualitative methods se& the leader's interpretation of actions, events and
perspectives, rather than relying on categories pre-set by the researcher (Bryman et al. 16;

also Maxwell 289; Bogdan and Biklen 32), 1 felt they would help me expand my
understanding of serving and leading. Many writers on qualitative research concurred.
Werner and Schoepfle say that the leader's perception of what is happening helps the

researcher explore the internai meaning leaders give their leadership ( 72). Stake believes
that relevance is enhanceci when researchers participate in the lives of the leaders to leam

their perspectives as weii as their behaviours (in Jansen and Peshkin 704). I hoped that
considering the variety of meanings leaders attribue to their expenence would bring the

concepts and data of leadership closer to one another (Bryman et ai. 16 - 17).

in retrospect, 1 see that using qualitative research rnethods in actual settings and
relying on my Ulf~nnant'swords and expaiences was weil suited to my purposes in that it
allowed me to understand the meaniog my informants give to service within their

leadership. Being there and spending the time talking to and observing rny informants in a

variety of settings and then interacting extensively with the data ailowed me to take into
account both contextual and relational factors and thereby to understand service and
leadership in new ways.
Selection of Informants and Establishine Contact

My research question speclfied leaders from the field of education even though the
ethic of service may be stronger in other sectors of our society, for example, the hospital.

volunteer. or religious sector. I decided to limit myseif to one sector because I felt that
there might be some differences in the way service and leadership interact in different

settings and mine was a preliminary exploration of seNice and leadership rather than a
cornparison of its manifestations in different sectors of society. My choice of educational
leaders from a variety of educationai settings reflects my personal interests. M y informants

came into rny study in two ways.
nie first occurred when I undertook a snidy of Betty Mac~eil'slviews on service
and leadership for a Qualitative Research ciass. She was the leader of the Premier
Conservatory of Music and 1 selected her because, in the course of an earIier study of her
* ~ oht a real nnme. With one exception noted later, a i i namg of people. piaces, and organhtions in
ref;erence to my inf'ts have been aitered.
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conservatory she plainly sîated to me that her purpose in her work at the conservatory was
to provide a community service. This was confirmed by the people 1 met in the course of

my study. When 1would explain that I was observing Betty to help me understand the
relationship between service and leadership, they would say things me,"Betty is a v e q

good example of that She puts in so very much! " My class required me to do three
observations and two interviews of Betty and to write a memo about the themes in my
findings. In the proposal for this dissertation I requested and was granted permission to
indude Betty as one of my four inforrnants.
As 1 wanted to include three additional persons drawn from the private school

system, the public xhool system and the religiously affiiated colleges, but 1 wanted to

avoid the difficulties 1identified in my backgmund study, 1did not select them h m people
that 1already knew. Rather, i drew up a list of provincial organizations fiom each of these
categaries and then contacteà each president or their quivalent by letter. I e x p b e d my

interest in studying leaders who are seen as "servanîs",that is, people who put altruism or
the public interest before their own wncerns. 1 thea asked whether they could iden-

anyone who they had heard described in those terms or whom they wodd describe in those
terms. I foilowed up the letter with a phone caU to ask for their nominations. The vast
majority of the people 1 contacted were happy to make nominations and did so after
thoughtfuily considering my request. While most people made nominations within theY
own organïzation, s e v d also identified people in other categories.

In

the public school system 1 received nominations from the president of the

Manitoba Association of School Superintendents, the past-president of the Manitoba
Association of School Trustees, the -dent

of the Manitoba Association for Lifelong

Leaming, the president of the Manitoba Association of Parent Councils, the General

Secretary of the Manitoba Teacher's Society, the pst-president of the Federation of
Independent Schools, the pst-president of the Manitoba Association of School Principals,

and the Director of Education of the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education. 1 received a

total of eight usable (a srnail number had to be eliminaîed on the basis of unavailability, Le.
one norninee was Living in A m ! ) nominations in the public schooi category. One p e M n
was nominated twice.

in the private primary and secondary shools category I received nominations from
the president of the Manitoba Association for Lifelong Leaming, the president of the

Federation of Independent Schools, the pst-president of the Federation of Independent

Schools and the president of the Cananian Association of Mennonite Schools 1 received a
total of six usable nominations in this category and, again, one person was nominated
twice.

In the religioudy affiliated coikges category 1 received nominations from the
president of Rovidence Bible CoUege and Seminary, the president of the Canadian

Mernonite Bible Coliege, the academic dean (the president was overseas at the time) of
Concord College, the p i d e n t of Catherine Booth Bible Coiiege, and the president of the
Canadian Association of Mennonite Schools In this category, I had a total of six usable
nominations, but no one was nominated more than once. My ody usable female nomkee
was in this category.

After the usable nominations were gathered the decision on whok to approach

needed to be made. I contacted my cornmittee and received permission to select the people
who had been nominated twice in the public and private schools categories. 1 ~

S O

requested and received permissioa to select the woman in the religiously aftiliated colleges
category in the hop that I might be able to have a gender baIanced sample of two women

and two men. It was agreed that if these initial selections did not work out, I would
pmceed by random s e l d o n in each category.

As they were selected, I sent each nominee a letter explaining my study and stating

that they had been nominated (1 did not give them the name of the person who had
norninated them). The letter invited them to participate as an informant in my study and

offered them a prelirninary interview of approximately h e e quarters of an hour in which I
would explain what was involved and answer any questions they had so that they could
decide whether or not to participate further. The letter also explaineci that participation
would involve three or four one-hou. interviews and permission to observe them several

typical leadership settings. The letîer wntained a sample Letta of Consent that ail my
infarmants signed before we proceeded While 1 explained that I was unable to ensure
confidentiality, 1 promisecieach informant the anonymity of a pseudonym.
1 followed up the letter with a telephone d to get their initial response and to set up

a time for the preliminary interview. The responses in each of the three categories were
different, but I was pleased with the consideration each norninee gave to their participation
in my study.

in the public school category, the person who was nomuiated îwice said that he was
unabie to participate because he was already overly committed and the fnst person 1

randornly selected became my informant. In the private school category, the person who
was norninated twice aocepted my invitation to be an informant for my study.
In the reiigiously affiliated college category, the woman was unable to accept my
invitation because her work involved a significant amount of confidentid material. The

first randomly selected person declined because she was tao busy. The second randomly
selected person declined because, although he was intrigued by my study and w o d d have

liked to participate, he was planning to be out of the country for a goodly part of the time I
would be interviewing. I was reheved when the third person 1 randornly selected accepted

my invitation to become my informant. This m a t that I was working with four
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informants; Betty from the Music Conservatory and three men from the public school
system the private school system and the religiously afiliated college system.
In addition to speaking to the informants on the telephone, 1 met with each one in a
prelirninary interview. In this interview I answered their questions and we talked about
their leadership in a generai way. We also taiked about the tirnes and places that would be
available and most useful for observation. On the basis of this information, 1 wrote a
tentative schedule of interviews interspersed with observations and asked for my
infofmants' comment After this plan was finalized we foilowed it with wbtever flexibiLity
each situation demanded.

Given this method of selecting rny informants, it follows that I was working with
people who were seen as leaders because of the position they held and who were then seen

as Servants because of how they I d This is in contrast to a study of sefvants who are
nominated as leadas because of what they accomplish within their position of service. The

leader who serves has a different position and power base than does the servant who leads.
It may be possible to seek out nominations of servants who lead and then do another study

for cornparison to the data I collected on leaders who serve.
This method of selecting my informanu also meant that I was unable to study those
who declined my invitation to participate in my study. It so happens that both a woman
and a person of colour were invited but were unable to participate. Had they been in my

study, 1 would have had a gender balanced set of four informants and one informant of
colour.

This would have provided for additionai diversity and possibly a wider

generalizabiiity for rny findings than is currentiy possible with my more homogeneuus set
of informants, three out four of whom reflect a Judeo-Chrisban orientation that happens to

be sirnilar to my own.

Data Collection
1 decided to concentrate on in-depth semi-smictiired interviews and observations in

my study but I aiso referred to materiais such as photopphs, memos, and personai
documents as they became available to me. There was an iterative relationship between the
interviews, the observations, and the other material in that the observations and other
materiais would not only suggest questions that 1 might seek clarification on, they also
allowed me to observe what the informant meant by what they said in the interviews.

Semi-Structured in-depth interviews
Seidman suggested that although it may not be cornpletely sufficient, in-depth
i n h e w i n g would access leaders' subjective understanding of their role (Seidman 4-5). 1

felt I would Iearn though the reflective stories of my informants for two rasons; first,

while leadership is cornplicated, it is based in the concrete experience of people, and
second, s t o q t e h g is a process in which people reflect on the meaning of their expenence

by seleaing details from their Stream of consciousness (Seidman I ).
I used in-depth,semi-structureci interviews to Listen actively to the thoughts of my

informants. After some initial descriptive questions that helped me understand the s e t h g
in which each leader worked, and bearing in mùid the questions suggested by the fiterature

and my observations, 1 asked questions designed to help clario the emerging themes. 1

asked questions when the information was incomplete, unclear o r ambiguous (Woods

362). As suggested by Seidman, rny goal was tu allow my informants enough room to
fashion their own responses independently (18, 73) and to balance respect for what my
informants were saying with taking opportunities to ask dificult questions that probed

moR deeply into controversial issues (74). The interviews were ta@ and then transcribed
verbatim. (For the amount of data 1wUected in the interviews, please sec Appendix A)

Observation

I interspersed the interviews with observations designed to l e m what their

experiences as leader were Like. For the sake of accuracy, I attempted to remain non
interfering and detached enough to make a written record of ail that happened (Bogdan and
Biklen 79, 83). Immediately foiiowing each observation time, (usually in the car before

leaving the parking lot), 1 jotted down a quick chronological outline of the events and

conversations 1 had seen. When I arrived at home, I Beshed out these notes on my
cornputer and added ail the demils I codd remember. I then cmected spelihg mistakes and
cornpleted the sentence structure. (Forthe amount of data I collected in the observation
times, please see Appendix A.)

Time and Length of Study
My observations and i n t e ~ e w with
s
Betty Mac Neil occurred over a period of

approxirnately two rnonths from January 22 to March 24 of 1995. With the exception of
one interview tbat occurred in late August, ail the interviews and observations with David
Daniels, Louis Lafranœ and Father Leonardo occurred in February through June of 1997.

Data Analvsis
As I set out to analyze my data, 1 was weil aware that social phenomena such as
leadership are highly cornplex. The literature on qualitative research said that beginning
with and allowing everythmg to grow out of the data would help me to capture this

complexity and then to make convincing sense of it (Strauss 6, 10). To this end 1 collected

data and examined it. As themes emerged, I retumed to the data to "test them out" more
closely. In this section, 1 wiU spell out how I went about this process in more detail.
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Scrutiny of the Data
As mentioned eariier, my interviews were tape recorded and then nanscribed

verbatim and my observations were recorded as soon a b the observation as possible. At
the end of each set of field notes, whether observations of interviews, I collected the

material on the various themes that -se

h m the &a As 1 went over the transcriptions

and the notes, 1 pondered the significance of the various observations and edarged rny
initial reactions into observer comments that wuld be compared to material k m previous

observations and interviews. 1 wouid also record personal reactions to the mataial in an
atternpt to c

w the implications of the material for my thinking.

In this time consuming but intereshg process, the data were intengvely analysed
ofken sentence by sentence, or phrase by phrase to bring out the wmplexity of what lay in,

behind, and beyond those data (Strauss 10, 22, 31). 1 lwked for main concerns and
patterns of behaviour by asking myself what was a c W y happening in the data and what
theme the &ta contributed to (Saauu 30, 35). 'T'hem were times when 1 would begin

lookhg at some material thinking that there was really nothing of significance there, only to

realize a short tirne later that something like the word choice or the nuance suwrted or
d e d into question sometbg else 1 had heard or seen. In looking at an Incident and
considering whether or not it fit a particuiar pattern or theme, 1compared it with previous
incidents in the same and different groups. It was by constantly comparing the old and the
new data that the themes were formulated.
When it seemed that two or more incidents might be related to one another, I would

place hem next to each other by the copy and paste method 1 would then write about what
1was senhg in my own words in order to clarify the concepts comected with a p d c d a r

theme (Glaser and Strauss 107; Strauss 32) and to contemplate what questions would help

me clarify the concept furtha. Bath the data collection and the final result were the product
of successively evolving interpretations made continually during the course of the ~tudy

(Strauss 10). At fïrst the themes were somewhat tentative but they becarne increasingiy

focused, frequentiy suggesting further questions for clarification and verification. As rny
analysis proceeded and my themes became more focused, 1 selected key themes and
pondered their relationships with other key themes in m
e
r anaiytic memos.
I thought through a variety of explanations for my observations and then evaluated

those on the basis of their logical soundness, their adequacy in accounting for the evidence,
and their consistency with other evidence and hypotheses (Kofodimos 3 1). Because 1 was
identifying the emexging themes as I was coilecting the data, 1 had plenty of opportunity to

ask my inf~~nants
for clarincation. When coUeçting. analyshg and presenting the findings
of my snidy, I wanted to understand my informant's individual views on serving and
leading. It continues to be my hope that this basis wiil help point the way to fmding a

greater understanding and clarity about semirtg and leading in general.
Flexibility and Incongruity
My reading in qualitative research methods had wamed me that it is important to
keep the ernerging characterisations of my infornianu flexible. I also wanted to be ready to
accept the coexistence of multiple and even seemingly contradictory views as these often

tum out to be equally real parts of a single person (Kofodimos 30; Lincoln and Guba 309;
Woods 35 1). As stated earlier I wanted my insights on servant leadership to emerge h m
wrestling with the unstnictured data rather than from testing explicitly stated a priori
hypotheses (Kofodimos28; Maykut and Morehouse 29).

in order to do this 1 found that I aeeded to recognize that not di my informants were

equally familiar with or aware of underlying factors (Van Maanen 546). If one of my
infonnants was a delight to interview because he was unusually articulate, this alone did
not make the information he gave me any more valid. I tried to remember that my
informants might be unaware or inaccurate in their a c w t s of their own feelings. views,

and experiences and that they might even consciously or unconsciously distort or conceal

them (Van Maanen 544-548). My reading had suggested that lies, deceptions. evasions.
and conjectures could be especiaily valuable to me if 1 recognised them for what they were
because people prevaricate about precisely the things that mean most to them (VanMaanen

544).
in retrospea, it seems that when my informants decided to participate, they also

decided that they would be open with me and I did not "catch" any one of them in a lie or a

deliberate deception even though I thought about that while doing my analysis. There were
times, however, when 1 would tell them about a difficulty 1 was having reconciling two or
more pieces of information and I would ask them for help. In this way 1 referred my data,
analytic categones, interpretations, and developing conclusions back to my informants for

correction,verification, and challenge in the course of the data gathering (Lincoln and Guba
108- 109, 3 14).

The Identification and Understanding of Individual Perspectives
Qualitative research techniques gave me the oppomuiity to grasp the place of my
informant's perspectives within their settings and to interpret it meaningfully (Glesne and
Peshkin 100). In order to do this, 1 had to remember that d l people, including myself and

my informants, are wmplex human beings who have self-interests to protect (Maykut and
Morehouse 27; Werner and Schoepfle 74; Seidman 2-3). Cormtly understd, these
complexities can h m e the richest part of the data. To this end 1 wanted to understand the

perspectives I brought to the study as well as the development of the relationship behueen
myself and my informants.
Researcher PersDective
When I first considered the topic of service within leadership, I wondered if it
would be "too close to me". By this 1 meant that it was a topic so close to my personal

Christian faith that it would be dificuit to maintain an adequate sense of distance. Indeed
my most .ciifficuit challenge has been understanding the identities, needs, and agendas 1

brought to the research myself. My advisor suggested that my perspective was the basis

f
a my ability to rnake a unique contribution (a view aiso found in Peshkn: In Search of
Subjectivity 18) and that my paspective could benefit both me personaliy and my research
if it was recognised, monitored and written about appropriately. Peshkin describes his
experience this way:

In short, the subjectivity that originally 1 had taken as an affliction, something to
bear because it could not be foregone, could, to the contrary, be taken as

"virtuous." My subjectivity is the b a i s for the story that 1am able to teli. It is a
strength on which I build It makes me who I am as a pemn and as a researcher,

equipping me with the perspectives and insights that shape al1 that 1 do as

researcher, h m the seleetion of topic clear through to the emphases I make in my
writiag. Seen as virtuous, subjectivity is something to capitalise on rather than to

exorcise" (Glesne and Peshkin 104 italics in the original).
Although there were misgivings, I proceeded and 1 have enjoyed the challenge both
in the safeguarding and monitoring of distance and in rethinking a concept that may

othenvise have remaitled an unexamineci given in my thinking. For me, this research was

an opportunity to seek, uncover, and understand my own taken-for-granted beliefs and
assumptions on leadership and service (Glesne and Peshkin 101; Woods 380). Van
Maanen explains that it is the clifferences and the unexpected simiiarities with one's own
world that h d their way into the writing of a researcher (548). It follows that researchers
c m learn a great deal about themselves by observing what they see as important in their

research.
1 was aware that researcher paspective unavoidably enters into every phase of the
research process: the choice of subjea the focus of the research, the questions that are seai

as relevant for interviews or observations, the kind of &ta evoked, the explanatory
hypotheses and interpretations generated, the findings selected for furttier consideration,

and the conclusions drawn from those findings (Kofodimos 15). Rather than setting my
bias aside 1 decided to be open about it (as suggested by Agar in Jansen and Peshkin 706),

and to reflect on it and its consequences at al1 stages of my research. 1 felt this to be the
most honest choice in light of the fact that I was attempting a project that was close to my

personal faith.
Peshkui States that it is o d y when this lies inert and unexamineci, that it's capacity

to filter. skew, shape, block, transforrn, construe or misconstnie operates without
awareness or accounthg to the reader of the research (In Search of Subjectivity 17). The
quest should not be for the fools' gold of objectivity, but for the reai gold of seif-

awareness. For it is not our subjectivity that entraps us, but our belief that sornehow we

can be free of it" (Rubin 103 quoted in Jansen and Peshkin 703). In this section, I explain
k

t the sources of my

bias and then describe three resources for dealing with it - writing

reflectively as 1 worked, checking my transcripts and my interpretations with my
infamants, discussing my work with my advisor, and utilizing alternative sources of

information as they becarne available. Peshkin rnakes it clear that social scientists must do
more than confess the presence of subjectivity in thek research; they must attend to it

meaningfully (In Search of Subjecîivity 17).
While 1 was weii aware that s e ~ c in
e leadership was part of the Christian world
view 1had received h m childhood and had some cornmitment to foiiowing, I realized that

I did not entirely understand how it was practised in educationai institutions. My
perspectives on leadership were also based on rny past experiences with, observations of

and reflectims on a variety of leaders such as teachers and wrnmunity leaders. In addition
Woods suggested that my research wouid be influenad by all my past experiences, my
values and interests, the people 1conferred with, and how 1 rwponded emotioaally to my
i n f m a n t s (374).
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My main tool was the reflective writing 1 interspersed in my analysis at every stage.

This is in line with Peshkin's suggestion that the researcher maintain an introspective
journal in which to record her feelings, mental processes, philosophicai positions, and
reflections on the research experience in t e m s of her own values and interests (Glesne and
Peshkin 108- 109). I used my reflective writing to monitor my personal reflections on what
1 was learning and on the interptetation of the data In the next section 1 will explain how I

used these refiections to monitor my relationships with my informants. As I wrote my
observer comments. I noted my emotional reactions and exambled their ~ i g ~ c a n for
ce
my research and myself.

While 1recognize that p d e l to the research story there is a more persmal story of

what these fïndings have meant to me, I was guided by the questions asked by Jansen and
Peshkin about the limits of propriety between researchers and their audience in deciding
what to write about (719). I recugnized that there is a degree of self-revelation that is

unwanted, umeeded, and improper and that the feature of the writing must rernain the

leader rather than the researcher. Other writers concur. Zonabend says that the researcher
should report only those parts of her personal experience that contribute to the
understanding of the research. Other personal material belongs in the research diary (54).

Grant and Fine encourage the revelation of those aspects of personal history and biograph y
that affect the researcher's orientations toward topics and research subjects (408).
As a second safeguard, 1 checked my work with my informants as I went dong.

For exampie, as each interview an script was typed it was retumed to the informant for
checking and correction so ?hat 1wuld be sure I had correctly undentood theK intent. As

the themes emerged, I would ask my informants to comment on my intespretations so as to

confinn or m o w them. When I wrote the chapter about the informants, a draft was sent
to each one and they were asked to comment on both the contents and confidentiality. We

discussed their response and the reasons for it so this process was yet another source of

information about their purposes in participating . Occasiondly there were requests for
changes that 1 dealt with on a case by case basis so as not interfere with the research
purPo=-

I reguiarly referred questions to my advisor so that 1could taik through rny research

expenences, findings, and decisions for things like catharsis, challenge, design of next
steps, and legitimation (Lincoln and Guba 108-109). 1 was also gratefd to a member of
rny review zommittee for reading and assessing my analytic memos as 1 completed the

interviews for each of rny informants. As this is a dissertation, my advisory cornmittee
also had both a debriefing and auditing role. 1 saw thern as having more distance than
either 1 or my infonnants and valued that. 1 wanted to be sure that my analysis remained
plausible to others (Glesne and Peshkin 104). This was especially vaiuable for the two
final chapters that 1 did not check with my informants as there is frequently a conflict
between social theory and the everyday perspective of those within the situation (Woods
354). Rather 1checked these with my advisor and my cornmittee.
As a fuial safeguard, in a limited number of cases, 1 was able to access printed

materiai such as things my informants had written, newspaper clippings, photographs, and
personal documents related to my informant's history. These documents provided an
alternative point of view in addition to the interviews and my observations.

The Researcher and the Leader

The interaction between me as researcher and my informants was a part of my
research. Early on 1became aware that 1 found certain inforrnants easier ta understand and
identiQ with than others, but 1 had four goals in rny work with rny informants. 1 wanted

to,first, cultivate relationships carefûily so that 1 would be trusted with the information 1
needed. Second, 1 wanted to leam whatever 1 could from my infomants' handling of
power between us. Third, 1 wanted to monitor and leam fiom the emotional reactions I

expex-ïenced in relating to my i n f m t s . F M y , 1 thought carefully about the possible
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influences of my own personal preferences on the research and consciously made
accomrnodatioas to deal with them.
First, 1 gave careful thought, time and effort to developing trust. Without the COoperation of my infmants, my Leadership research would have k e n severely hampered as

rapport that gains entry into the innermost armas and confidences is a necessary (although
not sufficient) condition for obtaining g&

data (Woods 35 1; Glesne and Peshkin 94).

Ln

order to encourage the development of trust, 1began my relationships with my informants
formally, with an emphasis on common courtesies in order to communicate respect for the
leader. I also thought about Seidman's suggestion that the rapport and relationship the
researcher buiids with the leader during the research process must be consistent with the
relationship the researcher expects to have with the leader after the research is over
(Seidman 74,751.
Furtherrnore, I knew I had to retain control over the project's purpose, questions.
rnethods, analysis and use (Glesne and Peshkin 84, 100; Seidman 7) but was concemed
that my infonnants might feel that there was something they couid lose through the research

process. 1 wanted to Leave some distance so as to minimize my influence on what my
informants revealed and how they made their revelations (Jansen and Peshkin 706). I

wanted to balance enough idenafication and intimacy to understand the Leader's role and
point of view with enough critical detachment to allow for making observations and
rigomus critical analysis (Kofodimos 16; Woods 355). 1 attempted to say enough about

myself to seem alive and responsive but Little enough to keep the focus on the experience of
the leader (Seidman 73). I wanted to be able to dialogue with and challenge my informants

about what they said.
1approached my informants professionally and courteously and for three out of the

four my control of the project seemed to be a non-issue. The fourth would occasionaily

ask a short question about the process bat 1answered as forthrightiy as possible We were
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then able to proceed, 1 believe I was friendly, but 1 did not becorne a friend in that 1have

not continued my relationship with any of my informants since rny field work ended.
Second, Kofodimos says thar while cornplete objectivity in the research of a leader
is unredistic, the reiationship of the researcher and the leader can shed light on the leader if
the researcher monitors her experiences and adds this materiai to the data ( 16, 23).

Zonabend says the complex interaction taking place between the researcher and the abject

(leader) must be taken into account in understanding the research (53).
For example, while most infamants made minimal changes to the interview

transcriptions, one informant made detailed and repeated revisions until, afta three
revisions, 1 fmaliy stated that I couid not wait any longer. The reasons given for the
requests included a fear of being seen as critical, colioquial, or politicdy incorrect.
Although in spoken style this informant's speech was quite casual, it was important for al1
the grammar to be completely correct The sarne thing happened when 1 shared the initial

draft of the chapter introducing this informant. On the one hand this was an irritation for
me, but I quickly realized that it also providecl me with important insights. When 1 probed
fui.ther I found that indeed there was a relationship between this desire for control over

what 1 said and the particular way in which this infirmant wished to be perceivd I found
clues to how my informants handled power with other people by observuig how they
handled issues of power with me.

Third, because I was aware that my personality and inner neais were part of the

research relationship and influenceci my informant's reactions as 1conducted the research
(Kofodimos 14 29), 1 monitored the emotions 1 experienced in relating to my informants
I did not want them to go unexamined and, furthemore, felt that they couid contribute to

my analysis. Smith advises researchers to engage in selfexamination when they find
themselves experiencing heightened emotions and to i&ntiQ whetha these emotions are
generated from the situation or are self-generated and irrational (in Jansen and P e s h h

705). 1 acknowledged the emotions in my reflective writing, and then also wrote about
what had transpired and pondered what significance that could have for my next contact

with the informant I might decide to modiQ rny approach to see whether a similar
situation would develop, or to watch for similar interactions with other people, or to ask the

informant a question related to the experience.
For example, there was one informant who talked a lot without Listening inbetween. When 1 reaüzed this was happening, 1 decided to be more forthright in rny

questions, intanpthg when necessary so that I could maintain control of the direction of
our conversations. 1also observeci interaction witb other people to see whether this was a
general habit or something that happened only with rnyself and eventuaüy, 1broached the
topic in an interview and we discussed it. Ln aaother situation, one of rny informants

started off by posing seventh grade mathematics problems for me to solve mentaily, and I
felt irate, but, by writing about if it also became a research clue for me. It suggested an

entire new area for me to explore in our interactions.
Finally, I recognùed early on that I would respond more naturally to some

informanu than 1 did to others. While I recall having both positive and negative feelings
toward ail my informants at one point or another, 1 saw that as a natural part of getting to

know another person. 1monitored myself for critical as well as laudatory sentiments for
two rasons: FKst, 1 wanted to recognize both what I saw as strengths and as weahesses

in each informant, 1agree with Kofodimos when she observes that excellence in leadership
depends less on a list of desirable traits than on the fit between the leader's charactenstics

and the demands of their particular managerial d e . Rather it depends on the flexibiLity and
self-awareness with which she han-

herseif, and on her ability to creatively aanslate her

inner conflicts into outer achievernent (7). Because 1wanted to avoid what Woods refm to

as romanticization (375) of rny informants, 1 thought carefully about everyone's strengths
and wdu~essesto consider whether 1 was taking everythuig I knew into account rather
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than avoiding c

d realities. It was not my purpose to critique their choices or to applaud

one over the other, merely to present them as the persons they presented to me. However,
without attachhg identities to things that could be interpreted as weahesses, 1 wanted my
picture to be somewhat balanced.
Second, I also monitored my reactions because 1 wanted to temper any personal

tendency to be more attentive to some infofmants than others (Glesne and Peshkin 104).
As I realized that I identified more with one informant than another, i codd monitor the

t h e 1 spent, the questions I asked and the attitudes 1displayed more carefully (Glesne and
P e s W 99). 1 was espeçially aware of the necessity to understand those infofmants whose

faith and language in talking about service were diffefent fkom my own. To be sure about
this, 1 spent extra time with them, making and rec~~ding
observations, checking those
observations in subsequent o b ~ e ~ a t i o times
n s and interviews, writing about them and then

checking my writing with them yet again. I wanted to be sure 1 could write about them

authenticaily.

My relationship with each of my infonnants was unique and forrned an important
source of information for me as 1 reflected on them. I was impressed with my informanu
willingness to be open with me and entrust me with a i l the infmation 1 needed to
understand their views. In response to the trust they showed me and the deeply felt respect

and admiration I felt for each of hem, 1 have attempted to balance saying enough so the

reader would be able to understand clearly with protecting their privacy. In a few instances
this t w k a number of rewrites. It would be difficult to say too much about their w-

operation and helpfulness to me. 1 am grateful for the opportunity to have met and
conversai with each one of rny informants. 1 have gotten to lmow some great people.

Limitations of Research
Qualitative research usually involves gathaing detailed information about a smaU

number of cases. in rny study there are four. It is the uniqueness of each case that is

emphasized rather than the representativeness. In this study, 1am interested in learning
what meaning educational leaders who are reputed to be çervant leaders ascribe to their

service. I want to learn how they think about it and explore their beliefs and meanings. By

doing this 1 am hoping to be able to promote a discussion of the concept of servant
Leadership that 1 believe will be usehl in understanding leadership better. While 1
recognized that it would be intereshg to speak to the people working for my informants
about their daily dealings with speclfic individu& in their places of work, I decided to limit
the scope of my study to what I couid learn directly from the leaders themselves. 1 di4

however, observe each of my informants in their interactions with others and used that
information both to vaify and provide materiai for the interviews.
In writing, my effort was duected at appreciating and respecting each one
individually and presenting their practice of servant leadership as authentically and
accurately as possible. It did not seem to me that cornparisons between my inforrnants
would be helpfbl in this process as 1 wished to think about and present each one as a valid
expression of servant ieadership. Tnae was no benchmark to compare them to - this study
was about exploring that rather than deciding whether they measured up to it 1 constantly

asked myself what each observation contributed to my understancihg of servant leadership.

This led to questions on my part about what to do with the "imperfectionsnor short
comings 1 obsaved in my informants. Given that they had trusted me with important
inf~nnation,1 did not want to paht critical and unfavourable pictures of them. 1 resoived
this question by presenting each one as a person who had made valid choices within their
life situations, choices 1 could respect and that ma& sense given a broad view of their
situation. When there was a shortcornhg that they were preparad to acknowledge, 1 codd
present it that way in my writing. m e r times 1wrote about it in such a way as to prevent
aîtaching it to any pareicular inforniant
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The research questions Listed at the end of my third chapter were the questions that 1

went into the research with and they were, by and large, answered by each of my
infomiants 1 referred to thern repeatediy as I planned the initiai and subsequent interviews
and observations. The answers, however, did not corne in a questionnaire way, and if I

had attempted to summarize them in a table, the answers wouîd be paragraphs so f2.Mwith
qualifiers, explanations, and exceptions that they would be less usefùi than the "stories" I

have written about each i n f m t . I wanted rny descriptions to be "thick"(Geertz) and to
describe each informant with as much integnty as I wuld

To protect the identity of my informants I have changed signifiant details about
each one. This includes their names, their ethnicity, al1 names of places, organirations,
religious associations. in every case, my concem was to protect my informants without
vioiahg the essential characteristics of their petsonal story.

In summary, I elected to do qualitative research because I wanted to look at servant
leadership h m the perspective of the leaders and the^ relational context. My informants

were educational leaders h m the arts comrnunity, the public school system,the private

school system and the religiously affiliated coilegs They were recognized and nominated

as servant leaders by the @dents

of provincial educational organizations. As each one

was selected by random, 1 negotiated a mutually acceptable plan for in-depth, semi-

stmctured interviews and observations of their leadership roles. Data gathered in h t h the
interviews and observations wete carefully transcribed and checked to ensure that the

information and conclusions 1drew were well substantiated I paid careful attention to the
development of trust between myself and my inforrnants and was gratifieci with their

response in sharing their s e e s with me.
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Cha~terFour

- DAVID DALVIELS

In this and the following three chapters I introduce the four informants who are at
the center of my reseafch; the four leaders who agreed to explore their understanding of

service and leadership with me. You WU
notice that each account is individual. This is
because, although I did similar sets of interviews and observations with each one, I took

my cues from them and they showed themselves to be unique people with unique stories. I
introduce each one to you individually, teiling you a Little about them and their contributions
to my thinking about Servant Leadership. In my eighth chapter 1 will reflect on what I

learned about saving and leading h m them as a p u p in Light of the questions suggested
by the liteaaîure.

Who is David Daniels?
When I wrote to David ~aniels2,the Rovost of the Baptist Union Bible College, to

tell him that he had b e n nominated for my study, he accepteci my invitation. He saw in it

an opportunity to assess his leadership style and to look at the implications this bas for how
his leadership is received He had served as Rovost at the above coilege for eighteen years

and wanted an opportunity to refkct on his experiences. He stated that he was intrigwd by
my study especially because he was anticipating moving into the role of president of h i s

college, çomething that happenecijust pior to our final conversation.

in addition to signifiant teaching, as Rovost he was responsible for the planning
and coordination of the academic program, supeMPng faculty and directùig the students
regarding their programs. As -dent

he is now involved in the ovexall co-ordination of

the various facets of the wliege and its relatimships to other colleges and the church.

%ot

his mal aame. AU munis of people, piaces, ethnic gmups and organizations have k e n changeû.
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David was concemed about the observation rimes because he sees the personal

interactions interspersed throughout his days as being at the core of his leadership. Not
only was he concemed that several of the potential observation settings would be
"fundamentally altered"by my presence and therefore less useful, he aiso wondered about
confidentiality. Given ihese concerns, we taked at length about the possibilities for
observation and finally identified t h e setthgs that he felt to be appropriate. The 1 s t of the

three turneci out to be a six-hour meeting with representatives of other Baptist colleges that
provided a lot of material for firrttier discussion. David provideci me with a look at servant

Leadership within a tightly knit community setting.
#en

1 f~stbegan intaviewing David, 1 noticed that when 1 wodd ask him a

question,he would fresuently frame his answer as representing the beLiefs and opinions of
his denomination. He answered my questions h m within the tradition rather than as his

own opinion, almost always speaking of "we". If he then began to speak of himself as
opposed to the group, he wodd notify me by saying something like, "1 am speaking only

for myself here." That he and h i s farnily are so deeply identified with the Baptist church
seemed unusual to ma so I asked him whether he had ever thought seriously about moving

outside of that circle. He said,
1 dontt know. There are times when I have wondered whether 1 shouid move out,

but only fleetingly... niat is not who 1 am. 1 smiggle with how 1 understand

myself as a Baptist. On one haad 1 am enough of a modem person who values
choice that 1 like to think I chose the Baptisîs. At other points 1 think I can simply
say, 'No, that is who I am. I dontt ne& to ask those questions.' 1 think 1 have

affirmai that identity.
David3 uitimate cornmitment to the Christian Church is expressed through his

work in the Baptist Union of Western Canada His specific "ministry" within his
denomination is that of college professur, Rovost and now, President He feels this to be
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a signifiant ministry although he recognizes that "the Christian Church has existed for

almost two thousand yean without BUBC and the Baptist people existed for years without
BU BC. " His deep identification with his denomination influences his entire life including
his leadership that was the main focus of my interest,

Davidfs Home Within the Denornination
As David's father was a pastor and denominational administrator, 1 asked David
about the role of his denominational mmmunity in his home whiie he was growing up.

Weli, there is no question thaî is one of the most important elements for the way I
understand myself... I struggle with how one understands identity, not

individuaily, not vocationaily, but as a particular part of the people of G d That
community item is very, very important to me. I probably get it h m my home...

My father was a pastor and a church leader who spent 14 years as Administrator of
the Baptist Union of Western Canada
David explained that the life of the church was inseparable h m their family life and
that "theboundary between what was the work of the church and what wasn't was simply

non existen~"Their f d y was one hundred percent involved in the church and David

acceptai this as nght and appropriate. He says, "Why would you want relief from that
which you enjoy most. There never was." When their family was to have a special trat,

they would go together to a church conference; in fact, David says that all their trips were to
conferences. "matwas life!"

When I was approximately 9 or 10 years 014we had a favourite cat One night my
father came ùi and said he had lcilled it accidentally with the car. As a reward to
help me feei better he said that the next time there was a conference o u l d e the
province we could aii go. I h o w çome people find that funny. It just made so
much sense.
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David explains that when he was growing up "the whole community was aiso a part

of the church in a way. Ours was by far the largest church in town, and my father was the
pastor of it for nineteen years. There is a kind of integraiion in a community iike that which
is far greater than in the city." David bought into this way of Life without reservatioa even

though it meant that his parents had Little time for his interests. He says it did not bother
him. but he has changed this with his own children.
1 was in high school for four years and 1 was on the high school basketball,

baseball and voiieybail teams ali four years. I am not nue if my fathex ever saw me

once in those four years of playing, even though the whole town would be there. I
was never hurt, it never bothered me. He was busy and so it never

... whereas I

thi& I've probably attended more of our kids games then any of their Mends.

Throughout high school, David says there was never any question in his mind that
he would "complete a doctorate" and becorne "an academicn. He was passionate about

reading and his community was just becoming open to higher education. This was coupled

with the influence of David's father who, as early as elementary school and quite in
contrast to the noms of his community, had dreams of getting an education ab&

These

dreams ended in gracie eight when his motha died and "he had to quit schml alA together.

In his mid-menties he retunied and finished his high school and did some couege" but
David's father's vision for studying "in Chicago or some place like that" was never
r&ed

David received very strong encouragement for higher education fiam his home.
At the end of high school David had several academic options from which to

choose. As his teachers had been encouraging him, he lefi "assuming it would be
mathematics". In addition, he knew that his family valued the field of education highly,

and he had a sense "that [hisj mother wanted [him] to becorne a doctor". In the end?
however, David chose to foiiow the norm for the men of his family, and becarne a minista.
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He now sees hirnself as "a minister-type person" w ho ministers on behalf of the church as
a theologian, professor, dean, and president
1 came fiom a larger family of church people. Both of my grandfathers were

ministers and 1 think 1 have about ten uncles who are mhisters - there was simply

an awfd lot of that and I felt that was almost a nom. [My fatherl was a pastor. He
spent nineteen years as pastor of a congregation ... Basically he was a pastor and
administrator.
David came to the coliege initially when bis father was a student in the early fiftiw
and then retürned again and again, initially afta high school as a student but also after

taking an arts degree, then a Master of Divinity and

a doctorate in other places. It is

here that he has always found a welcome and a role in which he can both contribute and

develop his abilities. David began as a Junior Insauctor on the coliege faculty when a

regular professor was on leave. In addition to teaching he has worked in admissions, in
public relations, as Provost and W y , as Resident.
When I asked about his three children he explained that he has "always been far

more careful to take t h e for their activities then my parents were... They are integrated
into my life far more than most children"so that they "all know the collegetf.H i s daughter

has tallred about attendhg for y-

and he assumes she will. He says that "they have been

brought in, hopefully io a way which aiiows them to own it (That is always a question a
parent asks.)" 1 asked if he was hoping that they would have a role similar to his in the
denoIninational wmmunity.
Well, I asked myself that question and 1 am not sure. I certaidy have never begun
with the assumption that they would be academics so that isn't as central to who 1

am, 1 think. My oldest son is doing a pastoral i n t m s h i p this summer. That
decision has raised ali sorts of questions in my mind about what 1 want. 1 think 1
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would be very happy if they would go into church work although I dont feel that
that is the only option that wouid piease me.

There is no doubt in my rnind that David loves and identifies with the college. His
life is deeply tied in with it and his denomination. When 1 expressed surpris at his not

wanting anything else, he recognized that he has difficulty understanding those who do not
have the same good expaiewe that he has had with the church.
One of my struggles is reiatiag to faculty and others who &n't

You are righl 1

have a hard tune understanding that I always have to teil myseLf rationally tbat it is

appropriate for people to want distance from their work 1 wish we could build a

house here [at the college].

The College as Integral to the Baptist Church

David sees his college as having its' "primary role in relationship to our church"
and says "we have always undastood ourselves as ... an agency of the church. Our role is
to

contribute to and serve that body and so we have no 'sort of existence' in and of

ourseLvesWWhen the coiiege relates to the iarger comrnunity outside the Baptist church,

they do x,on behaif of their denornination raîher than as an independent entity.
1 think that it is clear that we as a faculty and smff of the coilege see ourselves as a

group of people tapped by the church to help the church be faithful and to help the

church nurture the next generabon into that body. The cornmitment is to a part of
the people of God and to helping that part of the people of God becorne more

faim.

The college fùifils this mandate primarily by working with young people afta they

graduate from high school and then sending them back into the church. They have.
however, dso found that they have a direct role to play in the denomination in that they

provide resowces such as speakers, courses, radio taks,and WTitten articles.
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The Role of the Colleee With Students
The college would not be there without the students. David sees the role of the
coilege as helping "the church nurture the next generation into that bodyw. To that end,
David and his colleagues at the college work to help the students recognize "who they are
both in their strengths and imperfections." David wants them to recognize that one is

"always in a movement h m where one is at towards something."
.David accepts this process within himself a s well. When he described the way he

understands his work and place within the denomhaîion, he recognized that he was

describing an ideal and stated that he knows that he does not actually work that way. He
said "1know 1don't, but that's what 1try to do and sometimes perhaps 1even su&

A

lot of times, obviously I don't I'm more selfish, etc., etc., etc." E s does not deter him

h m refahbg the ideai.
David's second concem is for students "to develop a sense of identity with the

body" by which he means the church.
When it is our Baptist young people, 1 would wish they could begin to see

themselves as part of the Baptist community. If it is a non Baptist ... I would begin
by encouraging that sense of identity within that person's own tradition.
David does not give up on snidents easily. A student who was caught breaking

their "no drinlàng" d e was given the consequence of seing David on a weekly basis to
talk. Her attitude was belligerent and she stated that she had no idea of "where her faith
was" but also that she anticipated that she might be in jail in five yeafs.

David was open to

contiming the conversations in the hope that he might be able to plant some thou@t that

would be helpful. He said that he is continually amazed at how open students are about

their personai faith or lack of it He continues to find ways of maintaining communication
with them even when they make choices that pain him. David seemed to me to be iike a

lovhg father who works faithfUy and waits patiently for that work to bear fruit.
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It is easy at BUBC to reflect on those grads who have done weil. academicaily or in
some business, etc. and those who have after BUBC committed themselves to the
church more closely. Yet,every year there are some who, I hope it is not because

of BUBC,buî, during their BUBC years choose the opposite and that hurts a lor
David hopes that the coliege can improve the contribution it makes to their

denomination but he recognizes that they wiU continue to work with young people "who
have high ideals and are very human" and "struggleon very down to earth issues." To
accompiish this, the college cultivates a closely knit comrnunity in which there is a spint of

disclosure and opemess. Whea David presented the courses that were king planned for
the foilowing year, he gave fbll details on each or explained the questions that rernained and

asked for feedback on their preferences or stated a date by which the insbnictor might be

announcesi. 1 thought the students responded w a d y to David He explained that the
wllege cultivates spirituai interest in the students through personal reiatioaships, courses
and worship.

Intemally, that invoIves fellowship wi th the students and personal relations. I t
involves courses in which one treats students and content with as much integrity as
one a n muster and it involves worship. It hcludes at least these three elements
intenially.

The college has also found ways of contributing directly to the life of the

denomination and to this end, they expand their teaching roles beyond the classoom by
speaking, preaching and writing for heir denomination. 1 was interested in David's view
that this includes chdienging the denomination. He says that the college has been

mandated by the denomination to "push" them, p s i b l y in ways that they do not iike.
It is not that we simply do what the church tells us to, we also try to push ou.

church but do so on behalf of them. We see pushing them (or pushing ourseIves
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together with them) as a mandate they have given us.. . I think there are times when
we need to argue with our church.

He sees the role of the coliege as king a thoughtful, evaluative one that challenges
the thinking of the larger church, al1 the while, recognizing "that, in the end, they
detenninenand that "they need to decide". Theologians like David contribute to the pmcess

of formulating theology out of "the experience of achially workhg in aii Life's situations"
but theology remains the task of the people of the denomination.
We don't play that role on behalf of the constituency in the sense that they have
given it over to us, but ratha that we have a çpecific role and perspective in that

discussion... We do not have the whole picture although our mandate is to look at
things from a particular penpective. We do argue with our church and will debate
with them. .. At some points we are saying, Wait a minute. Are we sufficiently

recognizing the impact that has on us and o u . theoiogy?'
David sees the challenge for academic theologians as "on the one hand not to
expect to provide the theology for the church", and yet to fuid a way of contributing to the

process in a way that doesn't "determine the results". David recognizes that "there still is
some power" in the hands of the theologians but says that "whenever 1 feel 1'm in a setting
where 1 am looked at as having the tnirnp card, 1 find myself claming up." While David
enjoys a good argument, he wants to rneet resistance and when he senses that people are
simply waiting for him to pronounce the correct theological answer he reacts "at a most gut
level".
When academics debate they frequently use a somewhat aggressive debating style

which people in the chmhes are not used to. That then can &y

feel overbearing

or overwhelming. 1 ihink one of our challenges is to recognize this as a natural

tendency of our style in our intemal discussions. We have to hold back a bit or put
a Little greater emphasis on Listening so that it r e d y becornes a discussion and not

our pronouncing our positions with them either having to accept it or ignore it... 1
think it is something we are aware of and to some extent there 1 will speak for

myself. 1 think it is something that 1 will always struggle with.
David aiso suggested that the reiaiionship between the cokge and the denomination

is changing in that they no longer ask "Who, in our church, can help us?" when they are
faced with a question. They now look for those who are specialized in that particular
aspect of church iife and do not mind whether the person is from within their denomination

or not This has the eff-

of decreasing the influence and security of the college. Dealing

with this specialization is one of the challenges that h v i d identifies as facing the college.

The Denomination
When I asked David about how people come to be members of his denomination he
said that although "the majority were b o n into families who are part of that community",
there is also an element of choice because "there are many, many oihers who are h m into
those families and are not part of the community." In addition, there is also a small but

growing number who come into the denomination without any family connsîtion
whatswver. Those who stay, Like David, see the "larger body, or in some cases, not the
larger body but the local congregation, as the one in which they want to be as Christians."

David recognizes that while some el-

to make their home within his denomination.

there are also those who leave. When we talked about the people who stay and those who
leave, David identined several dynamics that play into these decisions. David feels that
those who remain "findin that body a community, a support in times of crisis." W

e it

follows that those who l a v e probably did not "see the support in that body", David
suggested that the impetus for leading can come eitha h m within the person or from the

nature of the church. He named a history of abuse as an example of something h m withui
a person's background that might lead a person to l a v e the church.
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We are a very, very human group just iike everyone else and if you are bom into a

farnily where thae is abuse, that kind of reality is often tnmslated h t o objection to a
larger body. That is just one example, perhaps an extreme one,but never-the-less it
reflects the kind of dynamics that influence the decigons a person makes.
The reasons that center in the history and character of the denomination are more
difficult to face. The fact that David brought these up in our conversation speaks of

openness and a willingness to deal forthrightly with denominational strengths and

weaknesses. It seerns that frequently the very things that are tûeir strengths have a down
side that work against them.
Also, there are times we have b e n , 1 don't know if exclusive is the right word,

but, namw in a way which has made some people feel that this is not where they
want to be. They feel rejected One of our strengths as a Baptist people has beeo

ou-emphasis on ethics, on continuity between lifestyle and theology. One of the

weahesses of that is that we can be somewhat judgmental and not as supportive
and receptive to people who for a variety of reasons fa11 outside of what is
considaed acq&bleby the largest numbez.
David recognizes that the Baptists developed "a particular kind of piety in which

works was everything" in their ciose wmmunity. David now sees the move from those
separated, committed communities into the North Amencan culture as the big issue for his
denornination in the last twenty-five years He sees the divasity that has resulted h m this
adaptation as threatenùig th& very existence.

Some have gone a long way in moving into a business world and simply becoming

Canadian business people. They are very aggressive and very much into the world
t h a . Others have moved into North American culture very rnuch religiously and

have moved to an almost right wing fundamentalism. Many have gone v a y fain
the clVection of liberal political thought and othas into liberal theo1ogical. directio~~s
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Given his commitment to the preservation of community and tradition, 1 asked
David what he sees as the desirable place of diversity and exclusivity. While he confessed
that he found the question difficult, he stated two things about which he was convinced.

First, he "completelywrejects the notion that a i i institutions should "be diverse in exactly the
same manner" when diversity means "having no core or cummon assumptions." His

second point was relatai to the first in that he stated that "thereis an inherent exclusivity in
any organization, ûthenvise, it is not an organhtion." He gave the e w n p l e of a baseball

team that is open to people who want to play baseball, but not open to those who do not

want "to do what that group has defined itself as being." It is his feeling that the church
"should be open to anyone who wants to be a part of the church, but it is exclusive to those
who want to be part of that church."

Given these views, David would Like to see his denomination be open (he says that
"there hasn't k e n enough outward lwkuig"), without comprornising their identity. He
says, "We have k e n the quiet in the land, the ones who separateci ourselves h m larger
society" and, like his father, David does not favour being séparate from society but rather

encourages integration while remaining distinct from it. He articulates a "need to, not
separate, but distinguish ourselves hom iarger society."
He sees the issue of movement into the wider society as one that the denornination
again needs the college to help it work on since it "rquiresa kind of spirituality that has not

been part of our tradition." He says that they ne&

to tum to other traditions for help in

retaining their emphasis on a Lifestyle that they would refer to as discipleship. He is
prepared for the college to caution those who "have suddenly become excited and
impressed by the potenhi of moving into larger society" to think carefully about the impact
their orientation WU
have on th& denomination.
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David as a Servant Leader
1 found it interesthg to note that while David is clearly living out his Christian

convictions by serving his denomination and college, he does not often speak about
service. Ln four out of our five interviews, he used the term "serve", "service" and
"servantn a total of only four times. It was only when 1 deliberately brought up the
foilowing "servanthood passage" that he used the tam Sedvice and then only eight Mies.
You know that those who are regarded as d e r s of the Gentiles lord it over them.
and their high officiais exercise authority over them. Not so with you. Instead,
whoever wants to be great among you must be your Servani, and whoever wants to

be first must be slave of all. For even the Son of Man did not corne to be served,
but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many" (Mark 10:43-45).
(Compare this to Father Leonardo who used the term an average of more than ten
timu per interview.) He said oniy that "a kind of emphasis on servant leadership has been

hammered into most Baptistsn and that he wants "to place [himselfj within that"
1 speculate that there may be a couple of reasons for his hesitancy to use this

language. The first lies in the influence of a distinctly Baptist piety that says that it is better

to let others discuver the evidences of your Christianity than it is to tell them about it.
David explained that traditionaily "if someone would ask if you were a Christian, you
shouid Say, 'Weli, ask my neighbour.'" Secondly, 1 think that his early experiences with
leaders who felt they were servants but whose leadership style he wishes to distance
himself from may offer some dues. In the foliowing section I wiil first, review the
development of David's view of servant leadership against the backdrop of his early
experiences, second, describe a process in which he is working out his views and finally,
give a description of how David articulates his thoughts about seMng and leading.

The Overseers
I see David's view of leadership as influenced by the leadership developments in

his denomination during the tirne he was growing up and his father was active in church
leadership. At this time his denomination was led by overseers who had as many as twenty
congregations at a t h e . When we t a M about his perceptions of their leadership, 1 sensed
both a d e q ~
respect for them as individuals and a rejection of their style of leadership. It
was here that I saw David's concept of Christian servant leadership king both fonned and

challenged through several stages.
During his childhood and gmwing up years, he says that the servanthood concept
was always "very important and if you would have talked to any of these overseer, they
clearly would have understood thernselves in that Light. " His father was king "nurtured
and mentored"by a overseer for whom he had "the highest respect" and held "somewhatin
awe". in due tirne, Davids father was invited to be his assistant David picked up on his

father's respect and describes his personal relationship to the overseer this way:
I was baptized in 1963. 1 think 1 was the last class to be baptized by that overseer

and there is no question I was proud of it When that overseer had his auction sale
around 1975,Ibought an am chair that is in our Living m m . 1 have a tremendous

high regard for what he has done ...
David, however, left his home town and church after high school and did his
snidies during "the peak of the 60's movement with its questioning of authority and
emphasis on everyone king equal." He says he personally "was very much influenced by
that" and that in his church this larger social trend precipitated a reinterpretation of

servanthoai that said that they houid not have strong leaders. Mmeover, he understood
that while his father had a p e ~ n acornmitment
l
to the overseer who had ninturedhim, his
father was also the person who was seen as the altesnative to the leadership of the overseer-

It was his father who eventually took over the leadership when the overseer was pain fully

"dismantied".

I did my serninary studies in 71 and 73 and so I worked in an era when the
servanthomi passages were interpreted over against strong leadership and, almost

throughout North America, the Baptist church leaders who were overseers were
eliminated. We moved in a fairly egalitarian direction of the priesthood of al1
believers. We had some functional emphasis on leadership but not much more.
W e David was influenced by this move away h m "strong leadership", he was

not completely persuaded. He now States that "one doesn't have to move fiom that
recognition to a point of no leaders" and argues "against the somewhat simplistic emphasis
of the 60's that that implies that one has no leaders." He says. "1 do think there is a place
for leadership." He did his doctoral dissertation on "The Eüse of Kingship in Israel" and
teaches his students that "administrativeleadership is a royal responsibilitywas he believes
strongly in the need for good leaders as well as those who critique that leadership.
One of the tendencies arnong Baptists is that a l l people preparing for pastoral
leadership want to be prophets. They want to see themselves as over against the
status quo, as chaiienging it ...as a prophet with no role who attacks the leaders. 1
am not persuaded that a people moves h a r d best when that is the pnrnary
modeling. One needs prophets, 1 believe that, but I ofien describe prophets as
those that keep the leaders on their toes, so one needs them [leaders] as well.

Very recently, another aspect of the overseerfsleadership unfolded for David when
his father wrote his memoirs and David assisted him by editing them. In the process he
had "lengthy, lengthy conversations" with his father about the "good number of fairly

major confrontations" his father had with the overseer while h e worked as the overseer's
assistant. This was aU totaliy new to David as he had "never suspecteci any difference

between them," because his faîher "would never have shared that." He says that his father
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"did not involve [the childrenl in

... personal differences of opinions" but that

h e has

"sensedmore feelings in [hisi father in writing that book then in the previous forty years
put together."

Now David sees the overseers as having made "decisions almost unilaterally in

many, rnany areas"so that they frequentiy "rode rough shod over where some people were
at" and "the concerns of the individuals were sornetimes ignored beyond what should be."

David now s s the oveneers as having been "very strong, very key but at some points
almost dictatorial leaders" whose power was "used regularly on an individual basis that

became problematic" in that their "word is simply forced on the people." As David is
taking up a new leadership role as president of his college, he is also attempting to
harmonize the leadership styles he has experienced, his seminary stuaies and this new
information about his father's leadership story. He knows that his "faîha didnftiike the

one person leadership" and recognizes that h e has " b e n influenced by [his] father in
wanting leadership to be not democraîic but a x p r a t i v e ratha than autmtic."
As he returned to these concepts repeatedly in our conversation, it became clear that

he wishes to avoid the leadership style of the overseers. However, whether this was so

because of his intemal need to be a servant, or because he fears the rejection of his
denomination remained unclear to me until we taiked about the present consortium
proposais.

The Consortium Discussion
At the time of my interviews and observations of David, his college was h the

process of discussing a consortium with four other Baptist coileges. 1 had o p p o d t y to

observe David at a meeting with represeatativesof the other coiieges and to talk with h h
about the process.
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Three Reasons for the Consortium

He gave me Wee reasons for his college's interest in this consortium. The first is
that David sees the present consortium discussion as fitting in with the changes that are

necessary for the college to continue king effeaive in numving "Baptist young people into
the church". Ln the last five years David has become persuaded that in order to maintain
their goals, orientation, and ideals; change is necessary. When I asked about why this was

so, David explaineci rhat in the last twenty years, the Baptist people
have gone very much in the direction of greater professionalization and involvement
with higha edudon. What that means is that very frequently, those young people

from our churches who are in the more academic, more professional kinds of
families, do not see coming to BUBC as an option. They go to the university

because they want to enta engineering. They want to enter the various professionai
fields and for them to take a year or two at a Bible college is not something they

reject, they just don't consider it.
David sees the consortium as facilitating "the development of a much larger
institution which offen pmgrams or partial programs in a variety of areas." He hopes that
it will significantly increase the number of Baptist young people who "consider coming
here and do actuaiiy coma"

The second reason David gave for the consortium was "that the Baptists are
sufficiently divided already, and it really is appropriate for us not to have three or four
Baptist institutions of pst-secondary education." David is keenly aware of the

embarrassrnent he and his colleagues feei about all the Baptist colleges operathg separately.

He feels that to be so divided is a poor witness both as coileges and as churches.
David's third reason has much less to do with the students and is related to how
David sees the church articulating its theoiogy in the context of everyday living. David is

very stmngly cornmitteci to "the kind of theological thinking that takes place at BUBC" but
he also feels that "a new type of dialogue" could take place if "academics in other

disciplines" were represented He fears îhat students who now have "done" their theology
at the college may not "have the tools to keep doing theology" (that is to "retlect
consciously and carefully about aspects of iife within a framework of an assumption that
there is a God"), when they study philosophy and sociology and engineering" in other
settings. For David, theology is "good" only if it remains truc to Life as it is experienced by
the cornmon person.

The Challenges of the Consortium
Aithough David can articulate good reasons for the consortium and the consortium
discussions are moving forward, the pmess is a challenging one that may or may not
result in eventual success. David said, "It's awfuily hard work thinking through,
negotiating, and attempting to protect what one believes in. The scary part is that even if
one does aii that hard work, one still may not be able to accompiish i t " David identifiai at
least two challenges in our conversations: his long standing history with and emotional
cornmitment to the coilege as it is at present and the many important questions that remain
unknowns at the present. These factots contribute to a measure of ambivalence that David
is working through.
First, David recoeni7ps that the consortium will certainly change the college he has

known and loved.

I've been c o ~ e c t e dwith BUBC as the college of the Baptist Union of Western
Canada since I started studies here in '64,

... so there's simply a very, very strong

emotional attachment to a church college which is 1 0 percent part of the church.
Regardless of what happens, the way that has worked cannot continue if the

consortium takes place.

David feels that "BUBC has done some wondertu1 things in the last ftfty years" and

recognizes that he is "a very nostalgie kind of person" who is "not the best at change". He
is personally cornfortable with the present and on an emotional level he does not look
forward to the either the consortium process or the outcorne. Yet, because he sees it as
right, he is giving signifiant amounts of time and energy to it.
1 like visiting churches, 1 don't Wre preparing for meetings. 1 like visiting and

working with students. 1 like teaching Deuteronomy and have a great tirne with
students. I continue to be amazed at how students r e s p n d I think I receive far
more enjoyment out of that than fighting over issues of governance... 1 wish 1
could jump ahead five years and get on with the work
The depth of the nsk that David and his coileagues are taking was expressed when
David explained that they have given their entire lives to the college and that they feel that

their "souls are on the linenin the consortium discussion. David is doing this because he
f e l s it to be necessary. He summed up his feelings about the mnsortium when he said,
'We don't [want it], but it's just the right thing to do, so we'L1 do i t "
Second, at this point there remain many large and smaU things that are unlmowns.
When we talked about the consortium, the phrase "1just donPtknow" came up repeatedly,
on a variety of topics. in one paragraph, it occmed six times! Among the unlmowns are
fairly major questions about how present liaisons with the local universities will be
handled, whether Baptist families wiii respond to the new institution by sending their
children in greater numbers, and what would happen to the consortium in the event that one
of the tfiree coiieges would withbw.
At the consortium meeting I attende4 David's tension was readily observable. He

later explained that it had k e n his first time in that role and that he had simply not hown
how it would go. This was exacerbateci by the fact that he had to cornmuniCate to the group

that his denomination needed an extension to the tirnetable that had o r i m y been projected

and agreed upon. David was aware of the consternation this caused but felt that there was
"no altemative... If we simpiy pretended in that meeting that everything is smooth. they're

not well served" His choice of the words "well served" in this context is important
because it indicates that David is prepared to be tnithful even about things that are

uncornfortable and difficult in the belief that it is important to his service of the other people

in the discussion. The goal of senhg the others is something he assumes.
David is a b loathe to give up the present arrangement whereby ciecisions are made

collegiaiiy and "a strong collaborative identity among facultyn is carefuily cuitivated
through shared decision making. This means that their process is slower and that dl
consortium decisions need to be brought back to the appropriate bodies as designated by
the denomination. Unlike the other coiieges, in the case of BUBC,the decision makers are

not only the ones who are present at the consortium discussion table.
Within the college, David also recognizes that "wheo the consortium cornes the
present intemal proces is dead" and that he does not know what will replace it. "1 see as
one of rny biggest challenges trying to think how to adjust what we have done and what
has served us weU, in a way that continues to d o w faculty ownership."
Finally, it is ciear that a venture of this magnitude outside of the familiarity of their

comrnunity brings with it a measure of ambivalence. When I asked whether there realIy
was no 0th- way to achieve their mission of nurturing young people into the church, some

of David's usual articulate confidence diminished. It seemed to be a case of the rational
will to serve overcoming the e m o t i d ties t~ the present arrangement.
I don't know. It's hard to answer and maybe my inability to give you a good

answer refiects the ambivalence that I and many others here f-1.

1 think most of us

at least share some of the vision for the new prospect On the other haad, we
sometimes ask, "Whyare we doing this?"
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I've argued wnsistently in the last year that if the consortium doesn't take place. we

will not simply remain as we have b e n . We will rnake a number of the changes

that are assurned to be part of the consortium. but then it wodd be possible to rnake

those changes and remain f d y part of the church. ïhere are days I wished that's
what we couid do... Emotionally, 1 think 1 wouid even fkd that option atiractive.

Rationally, 1do think our Baptist people are better serveci if we work t o g e t h .

It seems that this whole thing goes against him emotionally but he does it, not
because he is assiired of success but because he feels that the people he is committed to will
be weii sened by his efforts. "It's a nuisance, but it has to be done. 1 recognize that

somebody has to do some of the things. It seems to make some sense for me to be
involved with it at îhis point"

David's actions in the consortium discussion convinced me that he is motivateci by

service. He is going through a painhl and draining process in which there are uncharted
territories to cross. He is very aware of the danger of alienathg the other Baptist groups
and having his uutiatives rejected by his cummunity who are very important to him. This is

an exciting but also very exacting opportunity, and he r d y admits: "Well, 1 am afhid"
It was David's willingness to take on work that he redy does not like, to chart a

course through uncertain waters and to risk the rejection of his denomination that convinced

me that David is a servant leader who places the best hterests of his denomination ahead of

his own. He has thought through the best interests of bis coilege, and, although it does net
fit emotionally, he is pmuing it on behalf of the coilege. He recognizes the challenges

involved but does not flinch h m the unknowns that are a normal pan of such a process.
He is determined to both represent and work out the interests of his coliege and
denornination throughout the consortium discussion process.
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Wbat Servant Leadership Means to David
David States unequivocally, "leadership should be a servant leadership in that it

should be there not for itself, but for the sake of the people". His basis for servant
leadership is "the servant passage and concept" and that he hopes that it "wiil always
remains centmi" in his thuiking. The leader, for David, is not

w, much

one who fui&

solutions as one who helps the church or organization in its "ongoing working at finding
the most helpfd ways of moWig everythuig forward"

There were two main themes in our conversationsabout servant leadership. First,
David embraces influence and respect rather than the power to impose. Second. his

leadership is b a s 4 an dialogue in an atmosphere of mutual respect.

David is attempting to formufate a leadership style which, like that of the overseers
is baseci on servant leadership, but stili stands in c o n m to certain aspects of their practice.
Rather than leadership in which power is "used regularly on an individual basis". he is

trying to develop the kind of leadership in which his word is contested and thereby refined

by those around him. Indeed he says that people who give him power by looking to him

for "theright annver" make him uncornfortable on a very "gut" level.
He recognizes that a leader has power. However, he prefers "to consider it

influence and respect and those kinds of tbings rather than a structure in which one has
people whose word goes."
1 would see strong leadership as a willingness to take a stand and a willingness to

be an advocate for that stand Strong leadership doesaft necessarily require the
kind of officiai power to enforce that stand should you be unable to persuade the

people.
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Although he recognizes that imposition rnay very occasionally be necessary. h e is
carehil to differentiate between such an occasional imposition and the kind of regular
ignoring of dialogue and perscasion that he associates with the overseers. He prefers to
lead on the bais of respect that is gained over a Long period of time and wants people to

have confidence that when he says something, "it has not been said lightly, it has not k e n
said selfishly, but that it has been said for the good of the people." When 1asked him how
this worked in his own case, he said:

Over the years I have developed, (it is hard to judge how much but I have
developed), a considerable influence within faculty so that it is clear that my
perspective is considered quite carefbily at least 1 hope that others are as weL The
power I have developeci has never been in my right to do things, but ratha in the

recommendations 1 make to the faculty, the way issues are presented, information I
have in certain areas and so on,
He says he does not miss the "right to do things" because he thinks that "kequentiy
the greatest need is to have clarity on what the possibilities are and what some of the
arguments on the various sides are." What he does attempt is "to outline as carefully as
possible the options with the pros and cons of the various options" so that group decision
making can be facilitated "1 do see a major role of the leader to be to help whatever body

the person is working with develop a decision, a decision in which the whole body counts,

a decision which is not oniy mine but theirs." He then has "a high confidence in [the
faculty] to make a good decision."
He likes a style in which there is no one penon who can make decisions for the
group. While David is certain that this leadership is different from the overseer's style, he
i s uncertain about whether he would apply the term "strong leadership" to it as the leader
does not make the decisiai but merely facilitates the decision makùig process of the group.
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It is his goal "to develop a unity despite differences which helps people

... to understand.

to grow, to develop in a way which aiiows them to become effective."

There is a good element here that I am terribly proud of and that is the way we have
been able to fight among ourseives and end up supporthg each other. It is not that
we always agree, so 1am very pleased with thar
Underlying David's leadership is the element of nust We talked about how trust is

fostered through experience with a ieader in which his "historyof wnsistency, sense of
identity, confidence,and abiiity" becorne known and accepted by those around him. David
identified inconsistency and "an emotional sense that the oser person has a different

identity or major cornmitment than you" as things that undermine trust in rehionships with
a kader. By this he means that it is important to know where the person "ultimately"

stands on basic issues. David recognized that not oniy does h e want people to be able to
trust him as a leader, he also wants to be able to trust the people with whom he is dealing.

Negotiating important things in a context where there is no expectation of mutual trust is
foreign to David and he fin& it unnerving.

David also shows his respect for others by his willuigness to do mundane work.

Like my other informanu, h e was the one who prepared the m m , cleaned up the garbage
othen lefi behind, dragged dong graduation gowns for those students who had not shown

up and so on. 1 was impressed by the thoroughness of his preparation for both his
interactions with the students and other leaders. As 1 watched David, 1became convinced
that indeed he values people and theh opinions too much to impose on them, even when
that would be a much easier and faster way. He works hard at both the attractive, ugfront

tasks and those that are in the background. 1 would speculate that he is respected by
students and facuity alike.

DiaIome
Davids preferred r e i a ~ g
style is dialogue with m

d respect He was constantly

assessing and evaluating what 1 said and comparing it to his own views. When he said
things Like, "1 asked myself but 1 dont know in what way." or "1 haven't quite put those
two together", 1 thought that he seemed to dialogue even with himself. He gave the

impression that he was constantly thinking about things within himself and taking to other

people. He seemed to be weighing things out and trying things on for size. aIi for the

purpose of understanding and expressing something more clearly.
David likes to argue with people who will resist his views because, as he says,

you nwer learn from people who agree". ' I h i s made for interesthg interviews and is tied

"

into his view of servant leadership because 1 found David to be very sensitive to the fact
that not ail people feel the way he does about an argumenr Although David rem*

that

one must feel that "one h o w s better" because "if you don't feel you h o w better. you
won't debate",he emphasizes that "one still needs to retain sorne modesty about one's own
position and recognize that one may still be wrong." He is aware that someone who
"quicklyfeels attacked if someone says 'Your idea is stupid!' has the potential of being or
of feeling rejected" He works to communiate "a genuine respect for people and positions

different h m f his]"and not only their different positions but also their different "ways of
defading and arriving at those positions."

This implies an intensity of listening o v a a prolonged period of time. He says that
his "impression is that generally when one is in a situation where one can have a longer
discussion, the chances of ending that discussion (perhaps not with total agreement but)
with a sense of unity is fairly high." One of his reasons for this is that "if one has that

longer time for dialogue ... you develop some confidence in the 0 t h person so that you
can be honest." David clarifies things for himself by thinking, talking and writing about
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them but this dialogue occurs within his community and is part of his service to the

comrnunity,
1 saw two assumptions within David's dialogue. First, he assumes that he wiU

have the opportunity to take a stand and that others are interested in that stand. He is
assuming that he wiil have a voice in his world of dialogue. Second, he assumes that there
is a nght and a wrong to debate and that important tmth can be explored by diaiogue. His
is a dialogue aimed at the mutual discernment of truth. While h e has respect for the
perceptions of people, 1 felt that behind the exercise, there was a conviction that sornething

of importance is being accomplished by the process, be it a "good decision", the "right
way" or "ownership of the decision". Dyuamics among people are of interest to and have

meaning for David.
Evidence of David's Re-

for the Studenq

in addition to the will to serve people well even when it is d i f f i d t or painful that I
have talked about earlier, I obsewed sensitivity and respect in David's treatment of the
students. In rny observation times 1 was impressed by the comfort level in David's
relationships with the students. They interacted with him natlnally and accepted hixn in his
role as coilege leader. When one student came into chape1 with a spindly goatee separated
into two braids a d o d with beads, David spoke to hirn and there was a chuckle at the end
of the conversation. David accepts the experimental ciress of the students and gives the
impression of an understanding father who cares for each student individually and who
attempts to understand their point of view.
As 1 obsaved David leading a rehearsal for the graduation ceremony, it became

very clear that, more than simply getting the rehearsal over and done on a very busy
weekend, he was interested in the3 individual needs. My first d u e was his thorough
preparation. The desks in the m m bad been reafiaoged to accommodate the rehearsal, the

procedures were outlined on the blackboard, the gowns were ready, and David had thought
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everything through. H e would frequently stop to take questions that had arisen in the

course of his instructions to them. David was specific about his expectations and relaxed

about setting boundaries. By the end, everyone knew just what was expected and was
confident to do it.
I was impressed by the Gare he tmk with the names. Rior to this date, he had

posted a sheet for the graduates to record how they would like their narnes to appear on

their diplomas and in the graduation program. Now he went over each name for
pronunciation because he would be calling out the names at the ceremony. There were
sevefal corrections and some studenîs who asked that their nüddle name be included even

though they had failed to put it in the program. One said that his middie name was from his
father and so he wanted his father to hear it. I saw in this a sensitivity to individuai

preferences and the importance a name has. It mattered to David because it mattered to the
students.

During the rehearsai several students raised the issue of how the college was
handling those who were graduating with something stiu incornpiete. When David
promised he would bring it to the atîention of the faculty. 1 wondered if he would really
carry through or if this was mereiy a way of putting off the students. When 1 asked him

about it latex 1 found that he had aiready begun to act on it because he thought that it was a
concem of the students and therefore important.

I have raised it with the registrar and I would Wre to see it brought to faculty for

discussion. 1 don't know where I stand on it. I tend to be very hesitant to corne
down quickly on a point and so I am not sure where I stand on that issue, but 1

think that if there are a few students who raise it, it should at least receive some
attention somewhere. So, 1 have checked with the registrat.
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David seems to understand the peer pressure and relationships that the students face

but he lwks for, values and cultivates the openness and honesty in the one to one
situations. It is part of the college role of nurturing young people into the church.

One thing that never ceases to amaze me is how high a percentage of the students
are wiUing to share honestly both their faith as weli as their doubts, even though

when you get them in a crowd, a certain style of bravado determines how they
behave and speak. As s w n as you get h e m in a journal or in an individual

convenation,it opens up.
It seemed clear that David is dedicated and weil-suited to his task of nurturing
students into his denomination. He îakes &light in them and they reciprocate his attention.

Conclusion
The study of David aüowed me to explore senrant leadership with an articulate

person who is thoroughly familiar with the biblical passages about it. Moreover, our
conversationsoccurred at a time when David was rrthinlang his practical leadership roles in
light of hie past and in anticipation of his new assignment as president We reviewed the
various influences on his leadership thinking from childhood through his theological
training and w o r h g life. His insight was keen and he was open to exploring new ideas.
David identifies with and works within this cummunity and finds deep hilfüment
through his tasks. David was determined that innovations continue the basic mission,
goals and objectives of their tradition, but also to enhance those by incorporating future
possibilities. Also of interest was the conneetion 1 identifid between the leadership style

of David's college and Greenleaf's pattern of prirnus inier pares. David is also deeply
committed to his cornmunity and 1 was grateful to have oppominity to observe how this
worked out for them.
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Chapter Five

- LOUIS LAFRANCE

Introduction to Louis Lafrance
When Louis Lathce's3 grandmother died suddedy, Louis' father was brought to
Waldheim to live in the residential schwl. In due time, Louis' father worked in

maintenance in the Waldheim hospitai, marrieci the hospital cook. and had three children,
the eldest of whom was huis. Louis remained in Waldheim until he went to Normd
School and then he retumed to the area to teach before moving to the city perrnanently for

M e r education and his career in the Green Mountain School Division.

He began working in education as a rural teacher after a year of Normal School.
After four years he retumed to university and completed a Science degree. After his

marriage he ~ g hhigh
t school for six years before becoming principal of two K-6schools.
He used the Green Mountain School Division as a home base to reach beyond as his

interests dictated and opporhinities arose in city and province wide endeavom.

He continued to study and earned a B.= in 1963 and an Advanced Certificaîe as
late as 1982. He al- upgraded his certification levels both as a teacher and as a principal.

He was active in organizations like the Teacher's Association, Examination Boards,
Professional Development, and the Science Conference. He is both active in and keen
about education. He was a founding member of the Basketball Association.

I have been very lucky being in this comrnunity since 1960,to be s i t ~ ign this

room in this building, steeped in history and running into ail h d s of people aii

---

3 ~ ohis
t reai name.

AU names of people, phces. sthnic groups an<l organUations bave bc?en changd
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over. I feel very much a pari of the community and I just know that if you want to
have a community you have to contribute something to it

In the late 1980's his school was closed due to declining enrolrnent and he took on

a "retirementprojectn - directing their adult education offerings on a commission basis.
Although he sees this as merely a short term job to keep him busy for the time being, they
have as many as eighty courses of interest to the community in theù fall, wuiter, and spring

offerings. At present he is aiso part of a music group for which he acu as booking agent.
They have a very full practice and performance schedule and h u i s is pleased to provide
music for groups of people as a community service. When he oficially retire4 he was
recognized for more than thnty years of simice to education in the Green Mountain School

Division.

The person who nominated huis perceives of him as a leader for whom savice is
the paramount motivation. As my interviews and observations progressed, 1 explored

Louis'personal reasons for service as relaîed to king recognized, poritively remembered
after his death, and enjoying the exchanges associated with service. 1 found him to have a

unique ability to recognize opportunities as they present themselves, to activate the
cornmitment of others to these possibiüties and then to leave the project in their hands. He

has broad experience of service in both education within h i s school division and in the
community of Waldheim, his town of origin. Louis is a tireless person who enjoys Life and
has a great deal of vitality.

Waldheim
Louis retains a deep mmmitment to his town of ongin, Waldheim where he and his
family stiu own significant property. It seems that his heart is there. When we cirove by
the hospitai, he pointed out the willow tree that his father had planted and stated his

pleasure in the fact that the planner of the hospital had incorporated it into his design. We
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aiso went by the house where Louis and his farnily had Lived and to the residence that had

replaced the hcility in which his father had actuaUy lived.
Growing up across the street from the residence where his father was raised "like

an orphan because his rnother froze to death in a snow storm" shaped his iife and his
choices, what he takes for granted and what he believes. To hirn, home town means

loyalty: undivided and taken for granted. He talked about the s p e d attachment he has to
the residence in which his fatha lived and how this is part of the reason he would Like to
see something done with it now that it has stopped operatîng as a residence. He ieequentiy

said, "The more one puts into a community, the more one gets out of i t "

In the past ten years, Louis has taken two different opportunities to M e r the
interests of Waldheim. When he heard about a foundation that had money earmarked for

nuai areas, he met with others fiom neighbouring towns to work on a share for Waldheim.
A regional foundation was formed to collect money from their citizens that would then be

matched by the original foundation. The interest h m the money coikted is avaiiable to
the communities involveci for community projects such as rnuseums.

The second project is a commmity housing facility with over thuty suites. Louis
put in $150 to form a corporation and then served as the president o f the board. The board

qualified for fun& to cover a feasibility study and then to build He then stepped down to

let the residents run it, but he was invited back to sit on the board of directors for a two
year term. Louis feels himself to be a part of two communities, Waldheim and Green

Mountaui.
Attitudes

Louis, at sixty-seven, is ovawhelmingly positive about life. He is obviously
satisfied with what he has received and is looking out for things he can give. 1 found

myself gaining a sense of respect for him because 1 began to see him as a man w ho is
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determined to serve and to serve weil. Moreover. he is f k e within himself and enjoy s w hat

he does.
When 1 look back I consider it privilege to have been a teacher. There are a lot of
people that would have liked that but never had a chance... 1 can sit here and be
happy about sixty-seven years of success.
He feels lucky to have been able to teach for thirty-five years and therefore "to have

a pretty good pension" and so to have his personal fiaances weli under control. Louis has
both modest expectations in terms of lifestyle and has done financial planning that gives
him f h d o r n . He gives the impression thai he is carefùi, and that money rnatters but that he

is not niled by finances.

Service is his way of having a place within the community and conttibuting to i~
He explains that his relationships usualîy centre around an interest or an activity. He says,
"You meet people and you do things together for awhile." The things that h e does with

other people often are a semice to the community.
When Louis is working with people on an activity, he says that "it Mght take

awhile before they express a whole thought." but that he tends to be "alreadyfiguring how
wetre going to act on the situation." He feels that he can "react very quickly when
somebody says something" and he is happy about that. Louis, however, also recognizes
that this quality has a dowu side when he says, "1 talk tw much!" He readily admits that

"you learn more by Listening than talking" and that ailowing the other person to talk is a
courtesy that he would like to practice. He would like to Listen in such a way that he would

empathize with what the other person is thinking and saying.
It du,occurs to me that talking aiiows Louis a measure of control of situations that

Listening does not. Whiie 1 am not suggesting that Louis is a highly controlling person, I

did observe that his keeping control of the conversations between him and his adult

education teachers allowed hirn to get his work done more quickly. I also noted that he
was quick to d y z e and remedy the problerns that occurred.

Determination to Serve
When we were planning an interview Louis suggested that 1 should d him a &y
or two ahead. When 1 looked puzzled, he said why yes, he could drop dead of a h a r t

attack or somethhg and it would inconvenience me to wait in that case, so for the effort of
a phone cal1 he would suggest that I cal1 first! He was very matter of fact and 1 r d e d
that when we had first made the arrangement to meet for breakfast he has asked me to do
the same thing. I had thought that he felt some other activity might arise that he was more
committed to, but it was probably this concern with his health. "That'swhat the future's

al1 about. 1 could &op from a h a r t attack later this aftemoon, or who knows what."
When I asked him if he was hoping this would happen, he chuckled and said, "No, I'm
just saying because I've been to a lot of fuaexais lately."
Whether it is this sense that he may not have a lot of time, 1 found Louis to serve
with a sense of urgency that allows him to bend school division rules even when it is

inconvenient for himself. Louis commented that he felt sîrongly about the board office

making niles that absolved them of any responsibility of anything going wrong. He felt it
was important to serve people rather than inconvenienœ them for the sake of some d e .
He is eager to participate taking opportunities as they corne along. For example,

when he received my letter, he signed the consent form and put it in the mail before 1 had
followed it up with a phone cal1 because he understood that I was lwking for informants

and he was willing to be one! He explained to m e why he feels that he should do it when
he is in a position to do çornething worthwhile.
Weii, fitst of di,if you don't, you won't get a second chance... 1 can think of

some occasions in my life where there was an oppomuiity and we did not do it
We did not get another chance... If soinethhg cornes along, it doesn't matter if it is

a piece of clothing or something that you might believe useful, or taking time to

visit with çomebody, if you don't do it then. you won't get another chance.
Louis has much to do as he keeps several interests active and there is a quality of
urgency about his activity. He says, "Well, yes, 1 enjoy activity, but 1 also lmow that if 1
don't do it, it's not going to happen." He plans for more than can reasonably be

accomplished and yet accuses himself of procrastination when things are lefi undone.
A calendar's Like a big meny-go-round and there's always somethùig to do. There

are grandchildren that 1 should be spending more time with. 1 have two kids with
homes that 1 could go and do some work there. 1can dways improve my violin
playing which 1 haven't touched for a week now. I couid write a song; I could
write a poern; 1couid wriîe a book

Source of Service Mentalitv

Father
When 1 asked b u i s about his father, he expressed his high regard by saying, "My
father was a brilliant man who could fix anything." While Louis' father lived in the boy's
residence in Louis' future home town of Waldheim a rnissionary doctor by the oame of Dr.
Judd recognized his "greattalent for fixing things". Dr. Judd gave it some direction by
getting him to carry wood for the furnace and to help install an old steam engine in the

basement. By doing so, Dr. Judd gave Louis' father a rneaningfui, contributhg role and a

vocation that is emulated by Louis in his continued service to the community.
Louis saw in his father's function in the community an example of community Life
that has influenced him deeply. To Louis' father community was not an abstract idea,

Louis says, "He Lived it!" and he helped out were he could. Louis' father was "a trauied
plumber and he was fixing things for people all the tirne. People would corne to the house

and ask him to fix pumps and things. Quite o k n he'd simply tum a screw or somethùig,
and he wouldn't charge for it."

Louis made light of the idea that being called on in this way rnight have been
inconvenient. He sees it as having happened within a community relationship that made it a
natural part of living. There is a sense here that his M e r chose to help; he was not under
dures in doing i t It was a large enough prionty for him to want to do it, but he aiso found

ways to make it fit with the remainder of his life. "No, I don't thuik my father ever found
it inconvenient. He probably had to wait for supper or that kind of thing, but 1 think that he

did what he did when he c o d d do it... You dont find helping neighbours or relatives

inconvenient "
Louis recognizes and respects his father as having been a 'brilliant man'. He also

recognizes himself as being different h m his father, having a greater love for people. "To
sit down and poke around to fix a toasta can be fun but 1 think 1 have had more fun in the
people business." P e r h p s Louis has taken the wmmunity mindedness that was centrai to

his father and reworked it to suit his own interests and abilities This value of community
and place within it is a motif that runs throughout Louis' actions and conversation. He
expresses his life motto when he says;

I am a community person. 1just know tbat the more you give to your community
the more the community gives back to you. If you want to have a community, you

have to do something in the community.

Comrnunity

huis sees service a s part of a s m d town, community economy in which seMces
are provided on a barter basis. Swing gives one a place within that bartering system,
something that one can contribute to others in retm for the services one receives. "If
people aren't given the opportumty to do some work, well they're not going to feel part of
the group." In order to feel and be a part of a community, Louis says that one must do

things for the community.
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With the Second World War, 1 really think there was a struggle for families to

survive and people didn't have a whole lot of money. I don? think money was
ever a concern... The thing is, 1 woulddt say that giving has to do with money. It
seems to be as far as building the West, people put up barns together, houses

together, wornen's institutes, ladies' auxiliaries, and ali these organizations. When
there were things to be done, people p d e d together. Maybe it's got something to

do with the community you grow up in, and where I came from, people heiped
people. It didn't matter what time of day or what the &y was, you helped people
who needed help.
While it is doubtful that those who could not reciprocate were refused, Louis is one

who wants to maintain a viable contribution. Although he recognizes that people who have
more can give more, Louis downplays the role of money. He says, "1 think there's more
charity among poor people or people who have less than people who have more". He
thinks that it is possible for nch people to "be arrogant, maybe keep to themselves, and

possibly some of their wealth is k i n g accumulated as a resuit of their greed and
miserliness."
1 asked whether people who had the abiiity to contribute but neglected or even

refused to do this would be cut off from receiving help when they needed it.
I don't think so. There's a possibility, but it seems to me that if those people are in
a particular community, depending on what their needs are, people put up with
them. They're part of the community and people help them as they cm.. If they do
have a ne&..
1 found it annoying if I'd go to the city to get something fixed and paid big doliars

for it and back home my dad would fm things for people for free. People did

things for him too, so it was a twc+way s a e e t 1think that he was highly thought
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about in the community as k i n g

...well, I was going to say, an intelligent person

who h e d things and helped out if needd

Today that is C

O ~ M Uin~a ~barter system but

it seems the govemment is saying

that every time somebody dDes something for someone, we should be collecting. It

seems to me that if you tax every time someone does something for somebody.
you're just killhg your buying power.
Louis is somewhat nostalgie about this community system and regrets its loss. The
system of bartering of services is a part of the "goodold days" for Louis and he would Like
to replicate it in his community life at present However, new attitudes threaten his ways

both in the sense of serving one another and in the value of education.

In the Second World War, there was the attitude that we had to win so that after the
war we could be better and have this sort of pride in the nation. Teachers were
saying that it was important to do the best that you can for the kids because they are

the future. 1 now see that there's downsizing, right sizing, people loshg jobs all

over the place. Just b u s e you have schooling doesn't mean that you're gohg to
get a job ... When people have that kind of mentality, you just creep away in fear

and keep shrinking.

Desire to be Recognized and Remembered
The baiance that Louis is attempting is delicate because. while he retains severai
propaties in the Waldheim area and his personal cornmitment to Waldheim remains slrong,
his work and family life are Iocated in the iarger &an

center. When we visited Waldheim

together, he also made a t e b g comment, "the people living in these houses are no longer
the ones I knew." He, however, continues to want that community to recognize him as a

person who makes things happen. He has experienced this in his work in education.
It seems to me that if you want to have things happen. somebody's got to initiate it.
Maybe it sounds like bragging, but at rny retirement, the assistant superintendent
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was here. He mentioned that while some people know what's going on. othm

don? know what's going on. and still others make it happen. So 1 guess I was
being recognized as heiping to make things happen.
Another thing that Louis is trying to achieve through his service is a lasting
memoriai. H e says that at a funerai "you can teil the merit of the person to the community
by the number of people who show up at the funeral. When the hail is full, people corne

fmm miles around, it is usually because the person w e d the community." He wants the

community to know who he is and to remernber him.
Well, maybe I infierited it from my father. 1just believe that history, family, and
heritage ail go together. The thing is that we're not going to be here for very long

and maybe we want to be rernembered by other things besides just a tombstone
some place in a cernetery. So it seems to me that we only pass this way once, so
let's make it a better place.
He was careful about the image that he presents and that affect& the revisions h e

suggested to the intaview trmscripts he read He did not want to be seen as putting any
church down or to appear proud about money and success. He also wanted to delete
anything that had to do with financial failures on the part of other people. Phrases that

were colloquial were to be changed to more scholarly language and things that were off
topic, in his perception, were to be removed.
Although he is the founder of the community housing project and therefore
desenhg of respect and thanks,he does not live there and there is some evidence that he

may become out of hine with what the place currently is, what their values are. Waldheim
is, however, a beneficiary of Louis' belief that "to make the whole world a better place,
people have to heip each other."
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Service as a Two-Way Street
The idea of service as a two-way street came out especially clearly at the board
meeting for the cornmunity housing facility I attended with Louis. There it was announced
that a suite would be available for rent on the fint of August. Citing the role that he had in
the planning and building of the facility, Louis asked that he be ailowed to rent the suite for

the month of August so that he could use it when he was in Waldheim for his fam. In
spite of some reservations a motion allowing him to u t i l k the suite for the one month was
passed.
When I later asked Louis about this request he suggested that while he was
originating the project, he had thought that it might lead to him having "a free apartment
there

... for perpetuity."

When he verbalized this wish to the board, however, "it was

formally tumed d o m " because "there aren't any places that have free suites for somebody
who has done a gwd m."He saw being able to rent the suite for a month as a pnvilege
"because the thing is, nobody else is going to be allowed to move in for a month and move
out, so 1 would say that it's a privilege."
Louis' continued activities on behalf of the community housing costs him time and
money and he sees this privilege as something they cm give back to him. "Every time 1 go
there and back, it's at my own expense. I've never suggested that 1 should be paid some
mileage or something." He feels that this request was something they could give rather
easily because "rentingthe place for September is a better time anyway. A lot of people are
away for the surnmer, and are not looking to move in?"
Louis feels that in a "private enterprise,

... if you're

management or if you own

something, you should be able to go, take advantage of it, and get some benefits from the
deal. That's not out of the realm of possibility in my books." Louis also stated "that in city

poli tics, provincial politics. there's always somebody getting some benefi ts %om the fact
that they are part of what's going on. " For Louis. service is a two-way street.

I gave that place five years out of my life. I put a lot o f work into it and I would
say that it happened because we were there at the right time, at the right place. with

the right people.

Louis values the community rnindedness he observed in his father and other
Waldheim community leaders such as Dr. ludd He expresses his cornrnunity mindedness
by serving the interests of the communities of Waldheim where he was bom and grew up

and the city where he Lives with his famiiy and has done his work in education. He takes

pride in knowing the people of these two communities and is content there because he says
"narrowing my activities to the àty and Waldheim gives some stability to my life... I'm
well rooted. I'rn not looking forward to king uprmted or moved out of my house for
someplace else. "

Recoenizes O ~ ~ o r t u n i t i eand
s Pursues Them
When 1 asked him how he decides which projects and causes to give himself to. 1
found that the value of service and participation in the community is a given in his thinking.
Louis does not spend much time thinking about what is good or bad. he sees things that
need doing and does them.

I dont know, I wouid say it has to do with people p d i n g you in their direction to
help out. I don't sit amund waiting to decide, is that g w d or is that bad, I just
know that there are things that need doing... I just think that people's well k i n g is

important, that the seniors should be cared for. I just think that life is important.
Louis does not base his choices on thinking out what the cornmunity needs. "I've
had an interest in education and housing. Who am 1 to say what the community needs? 1
havent given a whole lot of thought to that." He seems absolutely sure that what he is

making happen is the nght thing and enjoys the freedom to initiate things.
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I would say that one of the benefits of being the principal of the school rather than

being a tacher is that you have the tieedom to set your own agenda. I would say
the big thing is freedom. 1 would rather be a leader than a slave and like the

freedom to rnake things happen. Maybe al1 those things corne with power or
authority.
Sees Positive Possibilities

Louis describes himself as an optirnist who wants people to get together to do the
"things that shouid be done". Severai times he said, "Don't just sit there, do something.

Life has choices. Let's get together and make something happen." It is Louis' view that
initiative is important and that improvements can be achieved through dreams, nsks and
working together. "What I mean is that if you think it, you can make it happen. Maybe I
told you someone said 1was a dream merchant."

He is very quick to identify the positive possibilities in a situation and stands for
doing something about those even if the oppominity arises out of an error or someone's
misjudgement.

When we switched grain land to hay land, the person who rented it should have
been there to make sure that the end pieces got seeded with grass. He wasn't, so

what I've done is sort of turn these things into gardens and I just think that

gardening is fun, growing apples, plums and things iike that.
It seerns that Louis recognized an oppominity to do something he enjoys in those
field ends that did not get seeded into hay. It was a mistake that presented this opporiunity
that he now takes up with interest and wt

Louis wants to work within each situation for the best possible outcorne. in
comection with teaching he says, " You can't pick the kids and you can't pick your

principal. So it's what you do with what you've got where you are now." When his
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school was closed. Louis accepted the decision even though it was not one h e iiked. and
took up adult education. His attitude is positive and he accepts the decisions of othen as
that with which he has to work He accepts rather than fights things that are handed clown
even when they affect him adversely. By this point in his life, he has accepted those things
that he cannot change and seems to know the difference. H e works with things iike this

instead of against them.
For Louis, the taking of oppomuiities is something h e expects of others as well.

When one is in a position to do something about something, Louis feels that one has an
obligation to do so. He feels impatient with people who do not do this. People who "don't
do anything" frustrate h u i s as action cornes naturaliy to him and he seems unable to
understand why sorneone with an opportunity would not act and act quickly. He is pretty
convinced about his ideas and doesn't understand that others may not be on the same page.
Yes, right. If someone wants to go sulk in the corner, you could put some effort
into it, but if people don't want to corne you can't stop them, so be it 1 guess
maybe 1 don? have a whole lot of time for people who dont want to do something.
Louis talces pleasure in thinkùig big and is not afkaid of large sums of money if h e
sees an idea that is saleable. Louis thinks that the three buildings that recently became
vacant in Waldheim would be usehl for seniors' housing if they would put
some kind of rcmf over the three buildings with some land of an atrium or solarium
inside so that people at this time of year, instead of going outside in twenty below
weather. can be sitting where there is a pool area and some trees are growing. In
this part of the world, at this time of the year, as long as you are behind glass it can
be very cornfortable. Seniors are not travelling, so if this was done, it would be a
facility that would aüract people.
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He thinks this is workable. funciable and repayable. He has a view of what it
would take to make the building saleable. He asks, "Why should people in Waldheim not

have the benefit of nice facilities if somebody was to make it happen?"

He sees the people who own these buildings as "stuck with" them only because
they do not recognize and embrace the oppomuiities inherent

in the situation. He sees

many things as possible if sornebody rnakes them happen. He sees the willingness to work
and &y as a (or even the) major banier to achiwuig things. He wants o t h a people to enjoy
and benefit h m his work. Louis selects the most positive interpretation of each situation

and keeps the most positive possibilities open even if the details of how it can work out are

not yet clear.

Fits in with the Flow

Louis has the ability to take advantage of oppomuiities as they arise. In recognizing
an opportunity Louis is particularly sensitive to the flow of others around him both in t m s
of funding and social dynamics. He identifies available money, finds out how to obtain it,
eolists other people in the project, demonstrates his cornmitment to the project in practical

ways, and then leaves the project in the hands of others. Louis understands the extent of

what is involved in a wmmunity having things and is wiliing to work at it.
Yes, cornmuniiies are people. If you want something you have to work for it. If

you want to have a bali tearn in the community, somebody has to pull together and
work it out so the team cornes togetha and the tearn has equipment to play with. If
they're going to play teams from out of town, there's transportation needed and if

people corne here, you've got to provide hospitaiity. So it's a whole big complex
issue.
He picks up on people and organizations who have "money to spend" and pursues
that money by building a relationship with them (sometimes,as in the case of the air line

tickets and hotel rooms he arrangeci for his basketbail players. over a period of years). He
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also finds out what their plans are and then seeks ways to follow their rules. At the
community housing board meeting there was a discussion about the community meal
program that was not going weil and for which the funding was about to be lost Louis
wanted to see this money continue to corne in and kept coming up with things that could be

&ied only to find that they had already k e n done. Finaily, he had to admit defeat
When he, quite by accident, found a foundation that had hnds earmarked for
setting up rurai foundations, he did not approach them directly, but met with their board to

h d out what their plans were. When he discovered that they were interested in rurai areas

with a much larges population base than Waldheim, he adjusted his plan to include several

toms in the surrounding area and by doing so, formulated a plan that was acceptable to the
sponsoring foundation. "Thereare a lot of people who are doing a lot of things with the

public's money and we w d k behuid them and pay the bills."
Workine Toeether

Once there is money available, Louis looks for what he t a m s "synergy" to activate
other people to becorne involved and carry the project through. He avoids cwrcion but
looks for other interested and cornmittecl people with whom to work Ln the case of the
foundation, expanding beyond Waldheim meant that he had to contact people from other

centres, sel1 them on his idea and work things out together with them. He did this by
identifying people "who are involved in the community", initially working with them and

then working through them to their communities. In the case of the foundation, "it was
decided that each municipality would name two people to the board." Louis formed an

alliance with key leaders, drew in other people and facilitateci their control of the situation.
They had a part in semiig up the constitution and thesefore the ninning of the foundation.
When he was principal, he "alwayshad a parent-teacher council and the third week
of every September [heJhad a parent's night to get the parents involved in the school."

b u i s wanted his school to be like a happy family with parents involved in the schwl.
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Although he recognizes the dificulties of real life, he does not take them on personally but
works within them. 1 asked what resdts made him feel that his efforts as principal were

worth it,
1 would say happy people. 1 mean happy kids. happy mothers, everybody being
happy. There were incidents that were not happy and there's a couple of haïr
raising stories that 1 remember, especiaüy at Green Mountain. 1 think the school
should reflet the community. There are people out there that are hurting; maybe
the faber's in jail or who knows what, lots of crazy things going on, so you t
q to

rnake the best of it. Teachers have problems with their families too, (somebody is

sick or something) so you try to run it like a big happy family.
When he found that there was money for a community housing project, he got five
people together to form a board and got the project under way. It is his expectation that
different people will contribute to the project in whatever ways they c m whether it is by
supplying a meeting place, publicity, leadership. arranging a fund raising dinner, or

donating money or time. He contacts key people and teams up with them to get others
involved as well.
Louis feels knowing people to be key. He takes care with people's names and
records the names and an o u t h e of information for al1 the people he meets each day.
When he mets someone, if he has forgotten their name he will say so and take care to hear
it and say it again. When he was preparing for the printing of the certificates for the sign
language class, he went to each student to be sure that their names were spelled correctly.
Whenever

[

was in a group with Louis, he would always be careful to introduce me to

everyone. In one case, he must have forgotten that he had already done it and so 1 was
introduced a total of three times!
1 noticed that most people had an Unmediate farniharity and cornfort level with Louis
and that he likes all people. He greets teachers by narne, says helio to everyone who walks
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by whether he h o w s them or they are involved in his classes or not. If someone has done

something well, Louis will be among the f i n t to commend them with generosity and
sincerity. His voice is *gravellyNbut his manner and care corne through so that people
respond warmly to him.
b u i s is aware that "once you destroy trust with people, you don't get it back It
doesn't matter what the situation is" and he is careful to maintain that trust. He says that
leaders are

king paid to g o some place and make things happen. You can go there and make

things happen up to a point, but if you don? get co-operation

from the people that

you're working with, you're not going to be there for very long.

f i s own formula includes figuring "out what the needs o f the group are and sort of
work together to generate some benefits for the group" rather than "telling people what to
do." He says that "if those people have no interest in those particular goals, then you're
not g o h g to stay with the group for very long." He feels happy about his accomplishrnents
as a school principal.
1 think that k i n g at one school for twelve years was an accomplishment 1 was

there until the school board decided to move all the principals around and said, "It's
time another community shared your talents," and 1 got sent over here. 1just know

that when you're sent some place, people have expectations for some leadership.
They al- don? want people to tell them what to do. You have to be careful how
you do that, but 1 guess that all cornes with leadership.
What about the Neeative?

Louis conserves his e n a g y for the positive and refuses to get caught up with the
negative. He paid less attention to them because he were busy doing the positive things.
1 don't know, I guess 1 never spent a whole lot of time focusing on that. 1 guess

that some people were not happy but 1 never spent a lot of time worrying about that.
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You have to accentuate the positive. go with the winners, go with the k

t .

and do

the best you can and some people don't want to participate.
When 1 asked about people who actuaüy worked against him h e said:

We had guys who would put sand in the machine. 1 didn't do anything. 1 mean if

they wanted to pour sand in the machine ... You know they are out there. It's the

same thing in the classroom, the learner always has the power of the veto. OK. so
you give it your best shot to make it a leamhg experience for everybody and if
somebody doesn't want to participate, as long as they're not king belligerent or
disuptive. 1trieci to use the collegial approach where you get a consensus hom the

group. I still think that that's the best way to go. 1 know that some people say,
"Tell us what to do and well do i t " Others say, "If Our leader wants to do it, we
don't want to do it."

Louis recognizes that some people worked against him deliberately, sometirnes j ust
because he let them know that he wanted something to happen. He saw this as njust

playing games" and worked around them by geîtkg a group consensus and then ignoring
them (as long as they did not directly interfere). He says there were never very many of
these people and that they were not like that all the time. He wrote them off as people who
had "some hang-upsabout this, that and the other thing."

He did say, "1 don't ever see myself as being a dictator. Some people say I'm a
dictator." Because my study was Limiîed to his own views, 1 was unable to check this out
with 0th people but 1observed that his general attitude to people is gentle and supportive.

He takes people at their word even in comection with money. He explained that if
someone told him that a cheque they had written would be good in two days, he would
deposit it in two days and expect the money to be there. He said, "1 believe his word is his
bond 1 expect that when we put that cheque in, it won't bounce."
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I had the opportunity to observe Louis deaiing with mildly fnistrating circumstances

in comection with his adult education classes. He has some long-smnding teachers with
whom he has a working reiationship but when he is dealing with new teachers, he can be

lefi scrarnbling at the last moment. At one point we made a special trip over to another
school to coiiect some money, oniy to fuid fie class k i n g taught by a substitute and the
teacher not there. This made the trip, in his words, "awild goose chase". On the way out,
h e mused that his wife had left a message on the -cher's

telephone at 4 PM that day. One

wouId have thought that she w o d d have let him know, if she was not going to be there.

He then rationalid i~ maybe she was in the hospital, or maybe she had gone on a hoüday!
Rather than berate the teacher, he began to recount stories of people who had been caught
playing sick and were fired for thev lack of integrity.
At another tirne he gave the register for a class to a student because the teacher was

not there yet. Louis went through it explainhg everything and the student nodded
knowingly but when Louis came back later, the student and the teacher had not done
anything with this folder. Louis simply repeated his instructions, to the teacher this tirne,
without even a hint of irritation and again stated his expectations. He registered no

disappointment with either the student or the teaçher aRw we left the m m .
It seems that Louis Rcognizes htrations but is somehow d é c t e d by them.

He

accepts that some people are dishonest, but he does not fight it He seems to remind people

of the niles and the reasons for those des, but gives them the oppomuiity to follow those
mles rather than insisting on cornpliance. People seemed to respond weil to this on the
whole. He never berated anyone for their decisions, and generally seemed sympathetic to
their problems even when it causes inconvenience for him. He did not spend his energy on
such things but simply wrote them off or tumed them around so that they became a source

of interest for him. He g e n e d y Wres people.
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1 observai that Louis respects the work he does and does not "lie down and die"

when things go wrong. He will assert that he has done what he could about a problem
even if he cannot fix it wmpletely. When the room did not have an adequate number of the
right computers, Louis said that he believed he had made arrangements with someone From
the school to have the nght computers available. When another teacher complained that the
feathers from a class using down were still everywhere, Louis explained that efforts had
k e n made io vacuum them up but were hampered by the smallness of the vacuum cleaner
that the instructor had been given. The &y tacher seemed satisfied that he was not k i n g
taken for granted even though the problem was not removed.
1 was impressed with the detail of Louis' organization and how he did not

compromise his service to bot. the smdents and the teachers. He values his efforts in aduit
education and says, "If people put time and effort into providing a service, they should be
paid" While serving is natural to him, he feels that money in the sense of customer service
is an important motivator for him and he sees this as legitimate.
It's because I know that when you are in business, the customer is always right and
it doesn't take a lot of effort to smile and to let people know that you appreciate

them k i n g there and that you appreciate their business. One reason for doing this
whole thing is the hope of makùig a couple of extra dollars at it. Sure there is
service, but if you are not going to make a dollar at if it is not k i n g nin righr
Louis sees value in things that do not work out perfectly. "Yes, right, it's
something 1 want to do, but if you don't have success at it you just terminate it. I'd like to

be a good violin playa...So there are not a lot of things that I am perfect at, so I'm still
struggling onwards and upwards to improve." Louis sees himself as continuing to work
onwards. He still has projects that h e is interested in ana improvements that he wants to

undertake. It is his sense that "if you work at something, it pays off. If you need money,

go to work, and someone wiii pay you."
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K q s Thinp~sPleasant
Louis wants to keep things pleasant even when people are unco-operative and
obstinate. While he does not give up easily, he believes that there is little to be gained from
confrontation and anger and x,he looks for another way. He does not want to aiienate
anyone even when they say no to him or disappoint him. This may corne From his early
experiences in his father's plumbing business.

He did a lot of work for people who would phone up but a lot of people did not
pay. 1 would make it a point to move around and be his bill collecter. The worst
account was ten years and the pffon was quite a distance from Waldheim. 1 would
go there and he would give me a c

m check for six or seven dollars while he

owed my Dad a few hundred dollars. Every time I went he would give me some
money but it wodd take time and money to go there. We mded up straightening up
the bill b y a couple of loads of hay . If you are doing business, trading or bartering

is the way to cullect.
At the community housing board meeting, the building administrator was
reprïrnanded and put on probation because the board could not understand the financial
statements that she was putting out on her wmputer. This produced some understandable
tension for everyone. 1 noticed that after the meeting that Louis made a point of passing out
generd pleasntries to everyone. This made it seem as if the tensions o f the meeting were
l a s overwhelmingly negative and could be overcorne.

Demonstrates his Cornmitment in Practical Ways
If the project is about getting something done, as it was in the case of the
community housing project, Louis will voluateer on the board of directors even if it means
that he has to drive out and make numerous long distance telephone calls. If the project is
about money, as it was in the case of the foundation, Louis is willing to demonstrate his
cornmitment with a recogmzable amount of money to signal to othen that he sees this as a
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worthwhile project He sees himself as a charitable person and contributes his time and
money as they are needed.
Louis' willingness to contribute by doing whatever it is that needs to be done came
out most clearly in his association with the Basketball Association. He says he was "asked
to look after food services and hospitality." This m a t that he had to amve More seven
in the morning to put on the coffee and get the doughnuts ahead of everyone else arriving.
rnake ail arrangements for their meals including planning special menus for peuple with
particular dietary ne&, and cleanup afkr them throughout the day.
While many people feel that these tasks are not very glonous. Louis says without

hesitation that he has never considered another role in the organization because, "It has

been a fun job." When I asked him about this I discovered that he interprets the mundane
things as part of a positive whole and places the overail purpose up front in his thinking.

The negatives become incidentals that are beside the real point Louis sees the hospitality
as fitting into the overall goals of the association. He cleariy wants the officiais to feel
appreciated and cornfortable and he sees this as integral to the association's ability to attract
quality people back year after year. He resists the sense that to do menial work is

degradiog or stupid by seeing his interpretation as a good choice that he would like to
promote for others as well. He also explained that he feels he has been weil treated by the
Association and so it is now his privilege to serve them. He sees hospitality as very
important and responds negatively to people who neglect i t
Yes that's nght 1 wouldn't do it if 1 didn't like it. It doesn't matter what the

situation is, there are good thuigs and bad things. As long as the good things are
better than the bad things, you keep doing it. Maybe it sounds crazy, but 1 am not

stupid.
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haves the Project
Louis seerns to be able to identifi good ideas, work at them. get others to work
with him. and then to pass the responsibility on to others. At the time of our interviews.
Louis was in the process of stepping back from his involvement with the Basketball
Association after a quarter of a century.

1 wrote my letter terminating my function as a director of the Basketball

Association. I'm stül going to help with f h i , but I'm trying to get out of going to

meetings because I've been there since &y one. That means 25 years of senrice and
it's time that somebody else stepped in. 1also know that if I dont do that, it means

thai 1 have to go on doing these things that 1did before.

He explaineci his attitudes and made it clear that he is prepared to be quite firm about
the need for them to get somwne else. While his tone is detennined, he did not come

across as king harsh. He is not about to be talked into it over and over again.
1 mean, stand back and let someone else do it. 1 am getting older and I'm not in the

school anymore. It seems to me that to keep the Basketball Association gouig, you
should be involved in school physical education. I lmow that people will say that
they can't get somebody. If you can't get somebody, it's too bad. but you had
better get somebody because it's time for me to step aside and let someone else do

it.
He does not allow his investrnent to dictate his involvement in that organization.
He sees that he is no Longer in an optimum position to be hvolved and so he insists that
they find others. He does not accept indispensability and demands the freedom to move to
other interests. "It was time consuming and I am at a point in my life where I want to
spend more time playing my violin."
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An organization in which the tramfer has been successfuiiy made is the regional

foundation that Louis initiated. After doing dl the organizational work and contributing
significantlyfioancially, Louis and the original people had a meeting in which they f&y
handed things over to the w n s t i t u t i o d i y sanctioned goveming group and then "just

waiked away." Louis maintains that passing on the leadership of the foundation was a
must because they are local people. They are presently on target and wdi, for the fvst time

be in a position to contribute some moaey to the local museum.
I asked Louis about what he would do if the foundation got into difticuity. He was
clear that he would not want to become involved again, but left open the door of asking
someone else to do so.
It? apparently, is one of the more successful of the foundations. They have now

named the ten foundations, nine are successfui and one isn't. They are very happy
with this one. They are right on target with raising the money. If they were to

flounder, I would say, "Tm bad." 1 was involved in setting it up. For me to go
out there to invest more time and money at this time in my Life would not interest
me... 1 might suggest that somebody else d o it, but even just to drive out to the

community is 20 miles, it takes time and money.

He sees the investrnent of his time and money as over and sets a h i t on what he
will do for them but he leaves the door open to suggest that someone else might do it He

would probably know the right person for the task It was my feeling that while he spoke
rather boldly about getting re-involved, he would feel rather badly about it and would have
difficulty sîaying away.

Conclusion
1 continue to see Louis as having a unique ability to rmgnize opportunities as they

present themselves, to activate the cornmitment of others to these possibilities and then to
l a v e the project in the han& of others. His early experiences of c o m u n i t y living and
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sharing in h i town
~
of ongin form the backdrop for his entire outlook on life. He has a
remarkable ability to recognize and capitalize on positive possibilities as they arise. His

concern with hospitality (even when he is the one who must make the arrangements) was
strilàng. I was challenged by both his vitality and his acceptance of his own mortality.
1 see h u i s Lafiance as a Ieader for whom service is a paramount motivation. He
aiso suggests that the reasons for service c m be good and usefui even though they also
serve the leader's personal needs and interestS.

Thinking about what service wiii repay and

wishing to be positively remembered do not negate his servant leadership. Rather, it is an
example of how the two can be combined to the benefit of both the servant leader and the

commun@ at large. For him, seMng his community is a way of life; he could not imagine
living in any other way.
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C h a ~ t e rSix

- FATHER LEONARDO

Introduction to Father Leonardo
Father Leona.do4was nominateci by two people who had known him through his
work with a Catholic schools organization. They said he was a person who went weii

beyond duty in both the Catholic school where he was the principal and the Catholic school
organization and that he was an interesting person with whom to discuss issues of service
within leadership. Given that strong mmmendation, I wrote and then called Father

Leonardo. I found that while he was clearly committed to serving as a leader, he was

unsure that the things that he really felt to be central tu that attitude would be observable.
He wondered if 1 would not learn more from talking to others about him than from
observing and talking to hirn. 1 explained that that was ouîside the limits of this particular

study. When he decided to proceed after thinking it over for some the, it was gratifjmg to
notice that his comfort level grew as we went through the observations and interviews.

Several tirnes he expresseci surprise at what I was able to pick up on and in the end he
thanked me for the exacise which he enjoyed and which had helped him know himself
better.
The impetus for St. Joseph's School *une initially from the Catholic community.

When Father Leonardo came twenty-five years ago, he was seeking (and received) a new
challenge. When Father Leonardo began, he was in the classoom eighty percent of time

and had to do the administrative work on weekends and over the summer. His hard work
has paid off,however, in that today the school has grown to an emolment of approximately
Not his d name. AU names of people, piaces, ethnic and religious g~oupsand organbtioos have b e n
changed.
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450 from Kindergarten to Grade Six. They have a good complement of teaching and
administrative staff and are housed in a beautiful facility. At present St. Joseph's School
has lost some of its original character in that it is parentally controlled and only forty

percent of its shidwts are Catholic. Father Leunardo stresses that he has always enjoyed

his work. He recognizes a desire to serve and then delights in the tasks that carry this into
action.
Four years after becoming principal of SL Joseph's School, Father Leunardo added

an involvement in the Catholic schools' organhtion. He describeci this organization as his
c m e n t passion because he feels that more can be done to strengthen the position of

Catholic schools To this end he and its Education Cornmittee mafted an identity staternent,
wrote up a brochure, and prepared a media package designed to address common
misperceptions about Catholic schmls. He has many other ideas of things that can be done

and he wishes to do.
When 1 first began inteMewing and obsaving Father Leonardo, my impression
was that he was too sure of himself as a servant and that 1was getting a facade of idealued

service (perhaps a srnaüering of Fatha Leoriardo's prior thoughts about servant leadership)

rather than a picture of a reai person with struggles and difficulties and shortcorningr I
w o t e extensively about these impressions in a memo 1 entitled, "1 am Uneasy". As the
observations and interviews went on however, those initial concems fell away and a real

picture emerged as he willingly answered my questions frankly and openly. sometimes
exploring things that he had not thought about in those t

m previously. I am grateful to

him for his willingness to be open with me and thereby to allow me ?O see and understand
the meaning service and leadership has for him.

A Service Mentaîity From Chiidhood
1 found Father Lieonardo to be a thoughtful and articulate person who seerns to be

deeply cornmitteci to service in his leadership and who has given considerable long-term
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thought to how it works. His dedication to service began very early in his life. "As a child
1already had a stmng feeling of wanting to teach, believe it or not. I thought that was how

1 could serve the Lord best " His cornmitment to this goal was tested when. during his

eighth grade, his family imrnigrated to Canada and he was put back into Grade Four. His

"dreamsand hopes faded away" when, after he had worked himself back up to the grade
eight class, his parents decideci that he was to leave school and help on the family farrn.
1 always had this desire to teach and

... 1 really resented the fact that what 1 was

going to be was sort of predeterrnined by my parents when 1 sensed very clearly
that the Lord had something else in mind for me. When 1 look back on that, that is

even more clear today thaa ever.

His reaction was immediate.
1 sort o f made up my mind that as soon as 1 was eighteen, 1 was going to leave

home. And I did just thar The &y after my eighteenth birthday, 1 left home, went
to the city and found myself a job for thirty-five dollars a week. 1was determineci

to make something of myself. In due time 1 worked myself up to be the manager of

a very large clothuig store where I had ten people w o r h g for me, but there was
dways this underlying desire to be of greater service somewhere within educatim.
He now sees God as havi~govercome their short-sightedness and having brought

him into the original plan in a very good way. It happened w hen he was able to talk to his

father about their choice of his vocation as he experienced it and, with his encouragement,
he was able to enter the priesthood and then nain as a teacher. He was assigned to the role
of principal after two years in the classroom. His entire twenty-five year career in
education has occurred within one schml setting.

Father Leonardo sees the cornfortable fit between himself and his work as a m u l t

of Divine intervention in his life. He takes a lot of pleasm in this process and while he
wcrks within it, there seems also to be a sense that he stands outside and watches it with
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great excitement. This assurance now gives him energy and life. He sees life as planned
by God from the "cradie to the grave." and he wants to share rhis view with the xhool
community.
Service and Faith
The notion of service is deeply tied into how Father Leonardo perceives of himself
and his faith. In his words, his service "stems from [hisl gratitude for what Christ has
done for me." He sees three basic questions in Me: 1) Who am 1? 2) Why am 1 here? 3)

To Whom do 1 belong? When he entered the teaching profession t e wrote the following
staternent in his autobiography and he stands by it today - "1 believe that I am saved to

serve and that I can do this best by saving children." He says "there is something very
humbling about tbat statement" but presents service as his motivation - serving students,
serving parents, serving the entire educational enterprise.
S e M c e cornes through the leading of G

d in one's life. It's rooted in what you see

your life's calling to be. To be of seNice to others. 1 personaily see my life as
being in savice of God and service of other people. That is not necessarily

conscientiously thought about every &y but that is part of who I am and where 1
corne h m .

Father Leonaréo takes for granted that to serve is the best for himself (but also for
others g e n d y ) . He says that while he is working, h e tends to see things as merely a task
that he delights in, but when h e looks back later he sees his work as a service to the

"schools whose goals and objectives 1 believe in." This would be true of things like a

media package he designed to address some of the common mispefceptions about the
funding and populations of Catholic schools and the identity statement he drafted in his

evenings and passed through various channels for the Catholic schools organization.
When Father Leonardo gave his twenty-fifth and final principal's report, he took pleasure

in recounting the change that had occurred during his time at the school. In his twenty-five
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years at the school a great amount of growth has taken place in terms of student and staff
numbers, resources. and relationships with both the govemment and the rhool division.
Father LROnardo seems glad about how things have d e v e l w

Unhurried
Given his determination to serve 1 was interested in the fact that Father h n a r d o

never gave the appearance of being hurried or b n i e d by his work Father Leonardo says
seMng is not equiMient to buming out

1 never have aüowed work to dominate me. 1 think I am always in conaol of my

work and I guess that is part of my organiational skius. 1 plan things well and

nght now there is only one item on my desk that 1 have to take care of yet for next
week

..,

It has not always k e n iike this. He says that at one time he was putting in eighty

hours a week but that he has "gotten wiser over the years." He explains this development

this way:
When 1 came here, this xhool had very littie. It didn't have a teacher's handbook
It had a litîie handbook for parents, but it was very thin and it lacked what I feit was

substance. So,I worked on some of those things ... 1 also taught 80 percent of the
time, so most of my administrative detail was atteaded to in the evenings... I
would spend the better part of my summer holidays here writing c ~ c u l u mdoing
,
this handbook and redoing i r 1 wrote up a nice thick teacher's handbook so the

teachers knew what the expectations were of them. I enjoyed it, 1 reaily did. 1
didn't mind coming to school and workhg here. To me this was my life where 1

would give ail 1had.
That changed over the years. Robably about ten years ago, 1 began to feel that

there is awther life, that there was your farnily and that your life is short - back off.
1 began to feel that the school would

run without being totally dependent on me,
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and Io and behold, it did 1 didn't spend my sumrner holidays here anymore. 1
think the felings over the year became, 'Don't be a slave to the school'

... There

are some very competent people here (whol have been able to pick-up a lot of slack
It seems that he has s i M through things to frnd the kind of lifestyie he desires and

then has worked to create i t He sees it as his role to keep the "bigpicture in focus"and for
him this means that he keeps abreast of "the day-tu-day activities from which you get a
comprehensive idea of what is happening at the school level as well as the classroorn
level." It also means that he relates what happens at the school to the mission of the

school. He continues to work on this.
S e m c e at St. Joseph's School

St Joseph's School shares Father hnardo's interest in service. When 1 observeci
a board cornmittee meeting there, the desire to p v i d e s e ~ c was
e a motivation for their

decisions. 1 heard about the value o f introducing the studenu to positive service
opportunities in the h o p that the students will corne to see thernselves as generous people
who can and want to help and serve. The s h o o l looks for positive Service opportunities

for its students in hopes of cultivating a Service mentality in them.
Father Leonardo feels good about service being a given at his school and clearly

articulates the expectation that eveqone volunteer without apology. They have formed "a

whole network of cornmittees" He says:

There are extracurricuiar activities and we expect every teacha to get involved in

some way. Right now, we're busy getting ready for a coffee house production
next Thursday. One teacha who looks after the theatre arts program has devoted
innumerable afkmoons to the coaching and directing of the play that he' s dohg.
Some other people have said they would chip in with some backdrops.
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There is the recognition that everyone has a tendency to slip away from work but
they continue to work making the volunteering faûly equitable even when it means pointing

out to a particular individual that they have not volunteered as much as someone else.
While this rnay rnake their service less voluntary in that they are, more or less, required to
"volunteer," the school culture has a volunteering mentality and it has become an
organizational theme. At the staff meeting I observed that there was a spirit of opemess

and cooperation among the teachers in that they would speak openly to one another and
volunteer to work together. Father Leonardo explains how most think about it: "This is
something over and above what we regularly do and we should be pleased to m e on this
cornmittee. This is how most people would look at it"
Father Leonardo's role in the Caiholic school organization is one of faditating the

work of others. He takes the minutes, cares for a l l c~rrespondenceand circulates whatever
materials he feels to be of interest He keeps up to date on how govemment regdations

apply to Caîholic schoois and how issues of fundiag and governrnent relationships are
k i n g handled by Catholic schools

other provinces. Father h n a r d o maintains a broad

pichire of their purposes and uses this information to the advantage of Catholic schools.

They are confident in his representation on their behalf. Father Leonardo serves by talang
such care of the rnundane deîaüs that everyone else can do their jobs.
Caring

Care for Students and Families
Father hnardo's purpose in his work at the school is summed up when he says,
"1 am here for the children." He says that "the bottom line should aiways be what' s best

for the student, not what's best for me." When they hired a janitor who shouted, *Get out
of here!

Or. 'Hey. I just cleaned those steps. Don't waik on them." Father Leoaardo

would not allow him to corne in until5:30 ImM] when alI the students were gone-

We're here for the children. You're not here for me or for yourselves even though
that pay cheque is very important to you. We're here for the students. That's what

the whole school centres around. It wasn't built for you; it was built for the

children.
1 perceived Father Lemard0 as affecting mident's lives for good This gives him a

great deal of Mirnent in his work
I feel very hifilied. 1 feel successful and I fed very fulnlled in what 1 am doing

and what 1 have done. That is a very short definition but 1 thùik you are successful
in sornething when you are satisfied and feel fulfilled
Fatha Leuairdo expresses his care for people by saving them. Father Lmnardo
was a friend even to the janitor who did not know how to deal with chii&en because, in

Father Leonardo's wurds, "He'sa human king. He's troubled, he needs help. He needs
a fnaid and he doesn't have many." Father h n a r d o says, "It is always difficult for me to
say 'No' because then 1 sense 1 am denying someone something."

This came out

especially clearly when he described the process of writing a letter to a mother whose
special needs child could not be accommodated by the school. The letter was only two

paragraphs long but required "nwnerous rewritesn because of its sensitive nature and

negative message for the motha.
1 sensed, in Father b n a r d o , a caring concern for students and their families.

After one of our conversations, Father Leonardo was en route to a Grade Six Special
Interest Class in which he was teaching financial management His purpose was to kach
these students about take-home pay, credit card management, taxes, mortgages, debt

management, and different incorne levels through Miulated incornes. One student, the son
of a wealthy family, had drawn the $19,000 per year family income and was "tickedoff"

about it. Another was surprisecl at the tax bite into her family's $78,000 income as an
attorney. Father Leonardo recognizes that there are fmilies in his school who have
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difficulty with financial managemenf students who have bank car& in Grade Six. and he

wants to help them bring that aspect of their îives u n d a control.
Father Lanard0 offers understanding to the students even when it is inconvenient
When spring nui off bad created a ternpting lake on the playground, Father Lmnardo asked

his teachers to be kind about the children's "accidentsn. Father Leonardo achowledged
that children are attracted to water "like magnets".

He wished them to be accepting of the

nature of children, even though he also arranged for the removal of several boards that
were exacerbating the pmbiem and wmked on geîting the lake drained. He was open to

patientiy working within the situation.

Much of Father Leonardotsfulfilment cornes h m affecting studenttslives by his
ieaching and being there when he i s needed. Another side of Father Lanardo's caring is

firniness. He said that the students shouid "know yes is yes and no is no and that is good
for them to know." Father Leonardo is serious about education because he is convinced
about its importance.

Care for Staff
There is evidence that Father h n a r d o cares about his staff as individuals and
cultivates a cariag community among them. "Whena staff has a birthday, we draw a narne

out of the hat and on that &y somebody will bring a cake for the staff." Father h n a r d o

appreciates the "nicetirnes"when the staff sits around a table and visits.
When Father Leonardo gave notice that he would be resigning in fourteen months,
there were several requests that he write policies for things Like acceptable student
language, student attendance, the para-professicmals, and staff diess code. He feels that

this may have happened because there was a desire to have some of these things secure and
predicîabie durhg the transition phase. He wanted to address this and so -te

policies for the schwl in his iast year there.

up several
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Fatha h n a r d o looks for ways to build up the staff. When he saw that a teacher
was not in a position to benefit h m criticisrn, he deviseci a less conhntative approach that
had the same final result On the other hand, when he received a letter confvming his

teachers' suspicions that a certain student was suffering from fwd allergies, he made a
point of letting aiI the staff know they had been right The outcume o f Father Leonardo's

work is a tmst relationship between himself and his staff. He was thinking about trust
when he said:

The fact that the majority of teachers wili very readiiy corne to me and share a
fiutration or ask a question about çornething that they were not tao sure about, teiis
me îizat they feet very cornfortable with me, that I am a good Listener, and that 1WU
hy to provide them with answers 1 sometimes will pick-up some of the dirty

work

with them as well, and sit in on meetings with parents. just to give them the
assurance that 1 am with them.
Father Leonardo relates trust to accountability. He says, "1think the principal has

to stand behind his staff, but staff also needs to h o w that the principal has to do a job,and

that incornpetence is just not acceptable as a nom ta operate on [ b u s e l it's not fàu to the
children." To this end he has his teachers hand in monthly reports on what they are going
to cover so that he can "checkhow that matches up with the cuniculum, and an outline that

they present to me in the W"
Faîher h n a r c b cares for the staff by Listening to them either directly or through the

team leaders. When he proposed teacher evaluations by the students it was on the premise
that he "wouldLike to sit down with the teacher and go over those, not just sit here by
myself and make my own conclusions. W e would do that together." H e gives the

impression that he reaily does want to hear the teachers and that what they say influences
what he does and how he goes about it.
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It seems that he supports the teachers and wants to give them as much &dom as

possible within fiscal responsibility. Father Leonardo had a concem about the field trip
budget that was getting low. He asked how many teachers had field trips planned When
there were a goodly number he simply said that they would have to dip into general xhool

funds to cover these and a&&

the teachers not to "over do" it. It seems that he wants them

to be able to go, but that he is a s h g them to voluntarily look for ways of spending less
money.
This support also extends to unofthodox teachg practices and lifestyles. Father

h n a r d o talked about how he has corne to accept a teacher who dresses and acts somewhat
out of the ordinary because "his hart is in the right place." There is acceptance and
w r n here that Father h n a r d o offers to other people.

He is a Little bit of a rebel perhaps, but one that 1could live with because I lmew his
h a r t was in the tight place. He's an artist and anis& tend to look at things
differently... 1 can respect that.

I also noted a mutuality in Father Leonardo's relationship with the staff in that h e
invites critique by talking about things that he knows are unacceptable to them. For

exampie, h e shared the story of when he had made an inquiry about a person's faith and
was told that they believed in the Trinity. fis response was, "So does the Devil!" When

he s h e d the story, eveqone laughed and said, "OH, OH, that was not NICE!" He
expiained that he had not been able to Rsist that iine (and he obviously also could not resist

sharing it) but that he had aiready straightened it out with the person involved When

Father L.mnarcb M e r stated that any teacher who did not accept a student evaluation was

obviously afraid of something, the teacher representative on the cornmittee pointed her
finger at him and said, "Tkt is the wrong place to stan!" He accepted that h m her. He

seems to open himself to criticism even in fakly public circumstances and is not
embarrassed or put off by it
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Father Leonardo Values Complete Honesty
Fuü Disclmure

It seemed to me that Father Leonardo wants people to understand and to act on the
basis of that knowledge. Not only was he exceptiody open with me in his explanations,
1also saw him k i n g open with his staff and the school cornmunity. When a truant student

mis& so much s c h d that she lost al1 her credits and therefore had no academic reason for

coming to school, Father Leonardo told the staff what was happening, not because there
was a decision required but because they were a part of the cornmunity.

Father Leonardo also told the teachers about how a new government regulation that
ailowed them to suspend students from the classroom for up to two days would be
processeci in their institution. Other principais I observed at the meeting for the leadas of

Catholic schools saw it as a negative development for themselves and were hesitant to tell
their teachers about i t Fathex b n a r d o said, "1 think they have a right to know. I think

the easiest thing is to not say anything. Most teachers wouldn 't even know what regulation

cornes across, but 1 think it's best to be above-bard with them." Father Leonardo
communicates a policy of full disclosure that implies participation in cornmunity and a
shared responsibility for one another.

He values openness because it "removes a lot of speculation and rumours" and
buiids trust and confidence that then lubricates aU the interactions at the school. When 1

asked how he has corne to be so open, he explained, "1 think that's always k e n me. I
think that's part of my personality." He regrets that "thereare certain things, of course, 1
cannot reveal to the staff, but what they should know, I think they have a nght to know and
they ought to know. In that sense, yes I'm very open with them."

Part of his openness is not king afraid to be quite directive in his leadership. He
sees that there are issues for discussion and issues for direction. He feIt that he did not

have to consult his staff about a certain policy statement because it was "too insignifiant
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and it was something that we have talked about already before many, many cimes." He
does not thhk he needs to expiain something of which they are already h i i y aware.

One of the big headaches that we have had is that everyone mvelied tfrrough here to
the staff room which used to be nght next door. It was like nothing had changed:
everybody was kùid of rnarching through here with their cups of coffee and what
have you. 1just put out a directive this morning that this mmdor is not to be used

by staff as a short cut to other areas of the school. They are to use the main
hallways or go through the gym ... 1 know it will be taiked about, "Father

h n a r d o doesn't want anybody walking through and so on." 1 don't, because it is

tm distracting.
I saw Father Leonardo as also prepared for the staff to be angry with him over
isolated issues and for periods of time. He says it is a natural reaction. When he

introduced a discussion on a dreu code for staff it became a "hottopic" in the staff m m .
Father Leonardo explains that "it was a storm that passed by very quickly" and that
"principalshave to expect that to happen from time to Mie." Father Leonardo sees this

kind of process as a normal part of leadership and rides it out with confidence. When a
certain mother refused to have her child sewed by a particular paraprofessional because she

had applied for and been refused that position at the school, Father Leonardo said, "She

has to swallow her pride. 1 was not prepared to assign another paraprofessional because of
that and 1 haven't" When the board bungled a personnel case, he is detennined that they
will neeâ to aclmowledge t h e error and say "Yes,we goofed"even if that is very difficult

He acknowiedges that he occasionally becumes angry with them and that, after
taking "a &y or two to sort out how I will want to approach it in my own rnind" he will
initiate a conversation in which the goal is resolution of the conflict. He sees apologizing

and forgiveness as an important part of living with one another on a &y to day basis.

Father k n a r d o seemed wiliing to deal with human failings as they arise. He
challenged the teacher who had begun prioritizing extra-cdcular activities over the
academic work
1 think he felt very badly about that, not in ternis of having been caught but also in

tems that I made a report up on that and put it in his file for one year. 1 was very
open about it and said, T h i s is gokg to be in fiie for one year and you can request
removal of that from the new principal a year from now." He signed it He was
somewhat reluctant to sign it, but 1 felt we needed to keep a record on file and it
shouid be a wake-up cal1 for him t
h
t
,'You're here to do a teaching job. AU other
becornes extr;BCunicular.."

Father Leonardo sets limits and holds people to those expecting that they will corne
around to his view of the situation given some time. He wants the staff, rather than
C O ~ S ~ & M'
~How

is this going to effect me - negatively or positively?" to share his

cornmitment to the children. It is to this end that he holds them accountable and is
acwuntable to the board himself. He and the staff serve a wmmon purpose. Taking
people to task is part of his role and h e will do it.
1 think today he will say, 'You were right to say what you said.' In fact, h e

acknowledged that actually very quickly. 'You were right what you said Fint
things first.'

He's quite enthused about it now.

Fattier b o n a r d o does not back away from difficulties but takes "the bu11 by the

homs" to do whaîever needs Qing. Within that process, however, he is careful to provide
su-

prepre meticulous documentation,p v i d e many oppominities for remedying the

situation, and involve a p u p decision making process. When a teacher needed to be told
that h a contract would not be renewed after a couple of years of attempting to work things

out, Father Leonardo put a substiîute in place so that she did not have to return to h a
classroom that afternoon. He al30 ensured bat there was someone with her who could
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parentally rather han church controlled and the board has ultimate responsibility for the
school, Father k m a r d o seemed adamant about the Christian nature of the schooi, "This
is a Catholic rhool but everybody has to be treated quai here. Whether they go to an
Ailiance Church or whether they go to a Reformed Church or whether they go to a

Mennonite or a Lutheran Church, shouldn't make any ciifference."

He says, however, that the reality is a little different He h o w s that because the
board is afkaid of offemiing the founding people and losing their financial support, they
retain the fkeedom to make exceptions for families who have k e n associateci with the
school for a long time but who do not conform to the school payment and attendance
policies. Father Leonardo disagrees with these exceptions and, even though he is not

involved in finances, he takes whatever oppomuiities arise to point this out to board
rnembers.

We talked quite a lot about the relationship between the school and the founding
church. They still identify with the r h o o l as important and they continue to raise special
huids to help the families who have difficulty with the modest tuition. In fact, he said that

when granctparents see their grandchildren graduating from the school, they see in that an
expression of God's faithfulness to them throughout the generations. The cornmitment of

the founding people to the school outlasts their children's involvement with it and they
form the informal core group. The constitution states that sixty percent of the board
members are to be founding church members but Father Leonardo says that it is becoming

mare and mure W c u i t to find those members.

By contrast, families from other denominations tend to be education consumers
who go h u g h the "schoolroutine" while their children are at the schwl but then leave the
school behind. They are less incorparated into the informal network at the schwl. Change

is inevitable and their new principal is not of Catholic background and many of the teachers

have not train& at Catholic colleges. Father Leooardo sees that what is offered in the
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classoom is no longer as "pure"as it once was. My impression is that Father Leooardo
f i l s thatit is unfair for the board to be sixty percent Catholic while the student population
is only forty percent Catholic and the teachers are very diverse because it is a parentally
operated school rather than a chirrch operated school.

leaders hi^ bv Vision and Persuasion

Father Leomdo describes himself as a visionary who likes to pursue his visions.
"1tend to be a bit of a visionary, 1think. I sec something down at the end of the road and

then 1 Wre to go after it." He identifies things that would serve people's interests,

articulates them, fin& ways to accomplioh hem and to bnng people on board "So yes, I
see oppartunities of &ce

and 1think 1have the ability to see what that can be and also get

people invoived to do those things." H e has numemus ideas on tùings that he would like
to do for Cathoiic schools. Whai the govefnment instituted school plans, Father Lmnardo

recognUed them as "av a y intensive and extensive process" with which s m d e r schools

might have difficulty. As a result Father Leonardo suggested that a seminar for the
principals be set up with someone h m the Department of Education io distribute material.

He did this because he "feltthis would be great semice for our principals and our schools."
Other ideas range fkom putting out a newsletter for Catholic school teachers to providing
people with specific expertise to work dong side -chers

from smaller schools to help

them deal with specific challenges Father Leonardo is looking for ways to support
Cathoïic schools and piace quality & d o n within their reach.

Sharing the Vision
1 asked him a lot of questions about how he pursues his visions for service. 1

found that it fkequently involves building a foundation by the dissemination of information
and communication to bring people of similar interests in contact with one anotha. I saw
Father LROnardo as interested in a deep and steady kind of belopment rather than a faster
but more superficial type. An example might be his idea of forming a support group for
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teachers in Catholic schools because of the common ground they would have. Rather than

setting out to establish such an orgadtion directly, he propos& "a q u a r t ~ l ynewsletter
which is not now a v a l e for teachers in Catholic schools." He feels that this is feasible
because he has already identifieci one principal who is very eager to help him with this. He
is hopeful that "from U t , bigger things may happen." I was interested in the fact that he

wouid proceed only after receiving support from another person. 1 did not see Father
Leonardo as one to push t h g s that others are not ready to buy into.
Once the grouad work of information is in place, he watches for the development of

"bigger things" in the thinking of other people. Father Leonardo listens for indications that
others are redy ready to commit themselves to an innovation. He feels that he c a ~ o t
sense everything that needs doing but Qpends on others to make him aware of things that

are lacking. When this cornes he will assist them in rnoving ahead or he may become
petsonally involved wmking together with them.
An example of this might be the formulation of the appropriate language policy for

his school. When the onguial request for it came, he did not pick it up for a year or so. He
explained that he had not known wbat to do with it It neaiai time to stew in his muid as

he is "not one to rush into things." When it came up again, he fint initiated a discussion
about it with a bœrd cornmittee that is c o n d with "the weil-being of the staff and the
students" and took notes on that discussion. Father Leonardo uses this group of parents,
board mernbers, and teachers as a safe place to work on and test ideas because it is

representativeof the iarger setting in which the school operates. He used th& responses to
formulate a draft that he circulated to the staff. After the staff responses wae also

incorporateci into his draft it was circulated to the cornmittee once again. From there it went
to the entire school community before it was adopted by the board as policy. Father
Leonardo set down his ideas, but an extensive process of interacting with and king
influenced by ail affected p u p s followed befoie it became on officialpolicy of the school.
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Persuasion
Fatha h n a r d o sees the need for something and works by persuasion to get others
to see the wisdom of it and only when that is accomplished does it become instituted in

the negotiation of a govemment fuiding agreement for the Catholic schools, pursuing his
vision involved persuasion. He felt very strongly that some type of a clause to the effect
"that Catholic Christian schools shodd never be forced to teach a part of the Cumculum that

would be wntrary to the reiigious beliefs or Christian philosophical perspectives or the
values of the cornmunityn should be included. Although his two colleagues in the
negotiation did not feel as stmngly, he won them over and persuaded the govemment
negotiators of the value of his position. As a result, the regulations s a t e

that we are expected to foiiow the [provincially] prescribed curriculum but that
exceptions will be given to anythiog that might be in conflict with the values and
religious convictions of the school and that permission to not to teach something

may be requested h m the Minista.
Sornetimes persuasion takes a considerable amount of tima When Father Leonardo
asked the teachers to extend their teaching day by ten minutes so that their students could
go to another school for a certain class, he sensed there was a bit of reluctance because he

was asking for their tune. Father Leotlilildo felt that his rquest was reasonable but the
teachers who &adto give the the were not pasuaded, so rather than work against then he

gave in for a year.
1 could consult with them but 1 was unable to persuade them. They had to

experience it. Now they are persuaded. I did not force it.... 1have never been one
to say, "Do as 1 say." 1 always hope that by talking it out with them they

realize that what 1 am m

wiU

g to sell to them has merit But if I cannot seil them, 1

am not going to twist their arrns. They persuaded themselves to give the extra ten
minutes a day because they could sec that it wasdt working.
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While Father Leonardo seems prepared to persuade, he seerns reluctant to oppose

anyone directly. When he joined the Catholic schools organization, it was. in his
estimation, a loosely run organization that was dominateci by one very strong individual
who was the president Although Father Leonardo admired the president for what h e was,

he saw him as "very much in control in that what he said, sort of went." Rather than

attacking the president directly, Father Lmnardo worked with the group and eventually
there were bylaws passed to prevent any one individual from dominating the president's

chair. T h i s method aUowed the organization to continue to benefit from the extensive
experience and cledicatim of the forma @dent

and avoided the rancour that would have

hurt both the person and the organhtion*

Father Leonardo depends on persuasioa and sees himself "as king able to persuade
peopleweven though h e is "not always sure how persuasiven he is. He also does not force
things. He sees hirnself as a consultative type of leader rather than a directive one w ho
works for consensus by dialogue in which he attempts to make others see the wisdom of

what he is doing and to be influenced by theV points of view. He feels that if there is
consensus, there will also be ownership of the results.
1 was interesteci in this combination of persuasion rather than manipulation or

coercion, because it f d s in line with Greenleaf's prescription for leadership and 1 asked
him how he had corne u> this position. He explainecl that when he started he "acted and

was the boss" and "called the shots."

At times he would decide things "to the

dissatisfaction of the ohers." He f e l s that the change came very gradually and thaî he was

influenced by several factors not the least of which was the realization that he needed to
work together with rather than against his staff*

1 do know that part of me sometimes would say, 'Well whether they iike it or not,

this is the way 1 want to do it" but at the same time I would feel that I'd better get
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them on my side, so 1 will mnsult them and make them see the wisdom of doing

what we're doing or what 1would like to do.
When he considers this change, he recognizes that he also had a growing awareness
that "teachers are different than they were fifteen years ago" and that he rnay have been

influenced by the practices and attitudes of board members who deait with personnel in
large companies. ln addition he feels that having k e n in the classroom for eighty percent
of his time when h e first came to his school may have opened his eyes to the potenàal of
wmking with the staff in a collaborative way. "kingback in the classoom and king one
of the group may have been a contributhg factor." He says. "It wasn't a conscious

decision. 1think it just evolved with the changing environment that we iive in the eighties
and catainly in the nineties."

He does not seem impatient with this process but I aslced him whether he ever feels
that coihhmtion takes too much time
Whether it takes a long time, 1 don't h o w . It has to be sort of digested - often they

will talk about it amongst themselves before they corne up with an answer. 1
suppose it does. It's probably easier to say, "Listen, 1 want you out there two

minutes before the beii rings' so that when the childrai come out at mess tune,you

are thm. 1 don't want you thirty seconds late; 1 want you out there." Now the
approach is, 'How can we be sure that you are out there when you're supposed to

be out there? Give m e çome ideas."
He recognizes that "it does take more time,but in today's environment, it's the
approach you have to take. There's no m m for d i c t a t d p in the schooL A dictatorial
attitude from principals is just not acceptable." He sees it as "more effective in the long

mn, there's no doubt about that." He chuckles as he r d s his work with his staff. "1
think 1 have a very good team to work with and 1 doo't think 1 have many enemies on

staff."
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He accepts that othen wilI have different views and uses those views to temper his
own. When there is disagreement about something he will look for oppominities to talk
about it in light of their common cornmitment to the children, challenging them to "change

my mind." He avoids digging in o n his position because he says "it doesn't accomplish
anyîhing."
Sometimes 1'11 say, "You know. you make some good points. Why don? we. at
the next staff meeting, get some more input on this." My mind has k e n changed

by other people's ideas who in the end had better ideas than I initially had. I'm

v a y open to that. if you can prove to me... Or I'U say, "Go to the team leadersn;

let the team leaders discuss it with their primary group, and the intermediary group.
Let's tallc about it and report back to me.

Father Leonar& will not simply push something through, even if that means that it
does not happen at all. He proposed a bylaw "that one cannot serve as a Board member

when the spouse is in the employ of the school, or vice versa, the spouse cannot become an
employee of the school. That has not been passed yet and 1 see the logistics of that-"
When it did not pass because some others felt that it would only make the recnlltrnent of
board members more difficult, Father Leonardo was content to wait and rethink his

position. He sees this as a part of his expression of savice within his leadership.

Father Leonardo Gives UR Power and Control

Father Leonardo does not see service and power or control as k i n g against each
other but he sees that they "meld very well together." H e feels that he probably exercises
"a great deal more swice han of powernbeclause in the "consultative pmcess" that h e Likes
"to operate under, o n e does not have to exercise a great deal of powa" in the sense that "1

am the power, so you'd better do as 1 say." He summed up his feelings on power when he
said, "1like to think that together we make up the power."
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Our conversation teturned to his eariier statement: "1 believe that 1am saved to serve
and that 1can do this best by serving chiidren." Father b n a r d o feels that
there is something very humbling about that statement. It certainly does not speak

of power, it merely speaks of serying and 1 think Christ has been the best example
for me of what it means to be a servant. 1refer to him as the suffering servant
While he sees himseif as "a savant to the children" he also recognizes that as
principai he is given some power in terms of safety rules and curriculum requirements.
1 also see rnyself as having been mandateci by the board to manage the facility

which is here on behalf of the children. People and staff memben are accountable
to

me because I am accountable to assure the Board that what's happening here is

within my mandate so that they qm report back to the parents and say, "Theschool

is ninning welLn The whole h e of accountability speaks of that
Initially, I was rornewhat hesitant about Father Leonardo's assertion that he did not
want control, but over the course of several

observations and interviews I became

convinced that this was indeed the case* He seems to be seeking to build a group of people
who can work together toward a shared goal. I asked him a lot of questions about how this

works out in his school and the Catholic schools organization. 1 found that his view of the
parents and the board as having the ultimate responsibility for the school wupled with an
active cornmitîee structure had the effea of placing the powa and contml in the han& of
others. 1 found that while Father Leonardo has an important role to play, he respxts the
limitations of his role and does not usurp the control and responsibility of the others. This
became a most intereshg study for me.

Parentally Operated
1 observed thai there were many people who had parts to play and that they were

both willing and able to do those things for the school. They could perform their tasks
without refwnce to Faîher h n a r d o and he made no effort to be included or consulted.
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Father Leonardo seems very clear about the organkation of the school and his role in
connection to that of the board and, for that matter, dl the otha people who work or have

some role at the school. Father h o a r d o wants everyone to have a rneaningful place and
to fulfil that place with fkdorn.
This is a parentally-operated shool and not a principal-operated school. I think 1
need to keep in focus that thuigs can't al1 be done and shouldn't all be done and
driven by the principal... If you want to do everything, you're going to get

yourself in trouble because you usurp the role of the school board... You can also
get yourself in trouble by taking on everything that cornes dong and then finding

that you're unable to do everytiimg that you take on. People hold you accountable,

and when you can't deLiver, then they say, 'We don? need a principal Wre t h k "
He does not want to usurp anyonetsplace and to that end, he tries "to work very
much out of the task description that has been given" to him and "not to cross paths" into
other people's areas. He thinks that "ifyou h o w what is expected of you and you do that,

it c m be very, very successfui for you."

Ultimate Reswnsibiiitv for the Schwl
When h e says îhat the school is parentally operatecl he means that he sees the
parents and the board rather than himself as king uitimately responsible for the school.

The ultimate oontrol, however, lies with the school board which has b e n el-

by

the parents to oversee the &airs of the school on their behaLf. 1 think 1 am very

keenly aware that it is the board to whom 1 am responsible and that the board is
responsible to the membership.

He Qes however, also recognîze that he has a measure of cuntroï as well in that the
board depends on him for insight into what is happening and also to impiement the
decisions they make. He explains it this way:
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1am a manager in essence and I am doing the board's work on their behalf because

they can't be hem. in that sense 1 am in control on their behalf but they are the

conimlluig body of everythuig that ieaily takes place, financiaiiy, educaiionaüy.
1 guess 1am in a sense very much in control. I am the manager of this facility, I am
the one who implements policies that the board and boards past have passed and I

am also the educatiod leader who is supposedly an expert on matters educational.
1 do believe that, in my advisory capacity at the board of directors, 1am looked to

h m the board as well as from the committee to provide the answers to the

questions they might ask.
He, however, says that sornetimes his "adviceis swght and not accepte& other
times, my two cents worth seems to be very valuable to them and it is followed upn and is

quite content to have the board say "no"to him "Yes they can say "non to me and I

respect that*" They do say no to him. For example, he has long felt that the fees should
have been raised incrementaliy each year but, [he gesturesj he explainecl his point of view.

they did not make gradua1 iacrements, and now they, not he, will have to live with the
results. There are times when his advice is not acceptai.
Acce~tsEr-

Father Leonardo does his best to make things work smoothly while leaving the

board in charge. For example, he was left to deal with an unpleasant staMng problem even
though he had foreseai it and suggested a Merent path "because we have an interview
cornmittee and the cornmittee carries the vote." He aIso allowed the board chair to make
mors in judgement for which he then had to mend faces. It came out rnost ciearly in a

situation that arose when a serious misjudgement on the part of a teacher iniàally came to

Fa-

Leonardo's attention. Realizing the seziousness with which this action was regarded

by the commiioity, Father LROnardo discussed it with the board chair.
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The chair and 1 discussed it and 1 suggested to the chair that we take this to the

board because, 1 said, "If we don't and try to cover it up, someday the roof wili
cave in on us. " There were a few people who were aware of it and 1 was afraid that
this would e v e n d y spread through the community. The chair, in his wisdom,

decided that he was not going to do this. I felt that I had no right to insist that he
do, but 1did reiterate that there could be consequences down the rœd.

In dowing the chair to make a decision agaiost his advice, Father Lecmardo wamed
the chair, and then left it. That was five years ago but apparentiy, "the roof did cave inn

and not only is the current community incrpasingly unhappy about the teacher's continued
presence a t the schwl, the board is also irate because the information was kept h m them

initially. When the current board couid not corne to agreement on how to handle the issue.

a cornmittee was formecl but they bungied it so badly and the climate bg.ame so sour that
the kacha M d e d to resign. As this was a teacher whom Father Leonardo valued highly

he explained his r a t i o n to his suspicion of a peMnal vendetta this way:

I decided not to go to that one board meeting (which 1now regret) because I just

didn't know how I would be able to contain myseif e m o t i o d y and 1 didn't want to
l a v e on a sour note... It was such an emotional issue for me. Actuaily, behind the
scenes, I've done everythuig to brhg this to a resolution. I've pleaded with the

teacher to diow me to find a mediator so I can bring both parties together. She
deched that Now, after the kt,we wiU try to get both parties togetha because

ttiere has to be recoIlciliation and there has to be an admission from the board, 'We

handled this thing tenibly."
Fatha Leonardo had v e r - stmng feelings about the board's mishandling of this
issue and pleaded (passionately, 1 ttllnk) with both sides to find a resolution. He ailowed
the teacher to refuse his request for a mediator but remains convinced that "there has to be

feconciliation"and now he has ammged for a "mediator who will try to bridge some of the
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chasms that are there." Father h m d o would have liked to be able to explain the board's
point of view to the teachers to counteract çorne of the rancour that this incident has caused

but he has not because he says, "1 don't think 1 can say or speak for the board. 1 have to

know my place." He says he is hoping that ihis will come out through the mediator and
that "by the t h e school starts in August again, that this wili have come to an amicable

conclusion for everybody."

One may or may not agree Hith the choices that Father Leonardo made. but his
position in regard to the board king ultimateiy responsible is very clear. Father h n a r d o ,

hirnself, is very certain about what the problem is and who is at fault. He ailows people to
make mistakes but he does not accept their blame. 1 also see here an attitude to moral

demmas as hunian problems that need to be solved, not by intellectuai puzziing that results
in abstract principles of ultimate rights and wrongs, but in living them through with the
individuals involved (Noddings 96).

Cornmittees
To facilitate the involvement of as many people as possible, Father Leonardo has
set up a network of cornmittees to assist the school board, to plan extracurricular events
that enrich the school's academic program and to do the work of the Catholic schools

organization. The board is facilitateci by a number of cornmittees who do the groundwork
and male recommendationsfor board decisions.

The mode1 works fairly well in terms of cornmittees king the arms and legs of a
school board as the school board doesn't have to do cornmittee work but acts on the

recommendations the commitîees make with good, solid grounds.
Father Leonaréo's job, then, is to facilitate the work of others by the provision of
information, the co-arnination of eff-,

the recruitment of cornmittee members and so on.

Father h n a r d o idealizes an organization in which everyone works and he seems quite
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prepared for the giving up of control involved in this arrangement. He U e d about how

the oomznittees work in the Catholic schools organizaticm.
Yes, you can't just be there once a month. We want to them be involved almost on

a monthly or a bimonthly basis with a committee as weii. To me, that makes the
organization thrive when everybody does their share... 1 think setting up aii the
various cornmittees; the annual conferenœ ammittee, the education committee and

a public relations committee ... were put into place more less by my insistene that,

"Forus to fuaction weU we neeâ good arms and legs on the body and we shouldn't
expect one person to do it a l l but that we should have as many people as possible

working together to make it work" These cornmittees work together very well.
Father h n a r d o likes a system in which everything has a place, a proper way of
beiag dealt with, and everyone knows their place clearly. He thinks it is important to speli

out exacty what the mandate of each cornmittee is and to hold the cornmittees accountable
to report on that. He explained that "out of crises and frustrations, policy is developed."
When he found that a number of last minute details for the school graduation were
"dumped"on his desk, he Qalt with the situation as best possible. However, he also
wrote those things into the responsibiüties of the graduation cornmittee so that this wouid

be better handled in the future. When he realUed that many of the committees in the
Catholic school organization were working without adequate job descriptions, h e
prioritized it in his planning.
What strilres me now is that we have never spelled out the precise mandate for any
of these cornmittees and that's somethùig that I will probably work on this year.
It's something that needs to be done... Unless that's there, our cornmittees can
easily flounder if the leadership is somewhat weak.

Father Lmnardo's p h for maintahhg the committee structures and accountability

includes every cornmittee h w i n g precisely what they are to do, either because it is spelled
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out in the by-laws or they make a statement to that effet earty in their tem-

[t also includes

reporting on their progrws in fulNIing that mandate to the o v e r d board regularly and
pffparing motions for the board. Father b n a r d o has similar expectations of the teachers

in their responsibilities at the schooi in that the committees work independentiy and then
report to the staff meeting about what they are doing so they can co-ordinate activities and

ask for help as needed
Hands off Position
When I asked Father Lmonardo how he keeps himself h m interfering with the

work of the cornmittees he gave me three different ways in which he does this. The e s t
was that he has Ieamed to expeçt ody a reasonabie standard that they can attain without his
intexvention. He is not looking for perfection, merely for effort and appropriate standardsIt might have k e n more so in my earlier years as principal where 1 tended to be a

bit of a perfectionist and evaything had to be just nght I've gotten away from that

completely; everything can't be just 1 0 0 percent right and we have to live with
e m that happen during a program. 1' m quite content with that. 1 think it' s quite
natural to see such development.

The second way that Father Leonardo keeps h m doing other people's work is by
trusting the people who volunteer to carry through and to have good judgement in their

choices He knows the people he is working with and whüe he may not always understand
their choices, he trusts thern as individual people and therefore leaves them done.
1 take a very hands-off position. 1 would check For example, with the Christmas

program 1 will check how things are going with the music director. Do the kids
know the words by now? 1just get a bit of feedback of what's happening and I've

never been disappointed really. When the final product was presented, it was very,

very good 1 have to trust the people who volunteer to be on the cornmittee that
they also will c a q their weight and m a b sure that it is a vay presentable p

m .
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Not surprïsingly, Father Leonardo's desire to trust his staff is reflected in the kind
of people with whom he prefers to work. He Likes people who are "alwaysbrirnhil with
ideas and enthusiasm," and who will initiate thùigs that are useful and b

~ higher
g
profile

to the school,

There has to be a trust relationship between principal and staff and vice versa 1

have to be able to trust t h . they will do a good job in the classrmm because 1 can't

be there everyday to check up on them.

The third way that Father Leonardo keeps from doing the work of others is by
refusing to impose his personal biases on to other people.
1 had some questions about the play inidally

...

It's not one that I would have

chosen. It's not one that reai3y appeals to me,but the director thinks that it's just
great and it wiU be weU received. I'il t ~ sher
t good judgement in that.. It may be
a personal bias I have against that type of play and I can't let a personal bias stop
her h m doing what she thinks is going to be wonderhl. The kids enjoy doing it,
she says.

His "hands off position means that he depends on persuasion to accomplish
things It gives him the tirne to allow persuasion to work

Does not want Control or DeDendency
He will offa some help to cornmittees in their work For exampie, when the board
was working on finding a successor for him, Father Leonardo wanted to remain out of the

process and stayed away, but he did compose a list of fifsr questions based on his
experience in intentiewùig. His motives in writing the questions were twofold; he wanted
good questions to be asked and thereby to contribute to the process and he felt that this list

of questions muid be off&

to other Catholic schwls when they kced a sirnilar situation.

He sent these questions to the people involved saying that he wanted hem to have them but
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that he would not be hurt if they chose not to use them. In this way he sees himself as

having served the process without controllhg it.

f t seems that while he will pass dong ideas to a cornmittee, he has chosen to spread
himself and his commitments around so that no one organization becomes unduly

dependent upon him. He cleariy states that he does not want to become the sole driving
force of anything. He has catried this out both at the school and in the Catholic schoois
organization by limiting the cornmittees he is active on
When 1came to [this school], 1 made a cornmitment to myself that 1 was only gohg
to serve on the Board and on the Educational Cornmittee, and beyond

that,I really

did not want to serve on any coinmittees because 1 did not want to give up dl my

evenings, and secondly, 1 did not want to give the idea that nothing wili go well
without me. Tiiat's the long and short of it
He expressed his felings about the Catholic schooI organization this way:
1 am not on the Membership Cornmittee or on the Public Relations Cornmittee,

dthough 1have a few ideas for that cornmittee which 1can p a s on. I would again
feel that if 1 was on that cornmittee, I'd probably become the driving force and 1

don' t want to feel that that' s the way it should be.

. .
The Vision/Mission Statement fm the School
His determination to operateon this bags came out particularly ciearly Ui comection
with a conmittee that was struck to work on a vision/mission staternent for the sch~l.

This was a situation in which his decision to b i t his cornmittee involvement has resulted
in tremendous disappointment in the fact that the vision/mission statement for the school

has floundered and not been completed before his retirement. He @an

to

about the

need for a vision and a mission statement as long as five years ago. "We need to h o w
who we are, why we are, and where we're going with that." He still feels passionate about
it.
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It is my view that unless you have a clear focus on where you are going as a
schwl, you don't quite have the entire picture, the big view in mind. Your

curriculum has to fit very clearly into that mission and the teachers have to really

feel piugged into that mission, and it 's just not there. 1 think that 's a weakness in
this school yet and it'ç not for lack of trying; it's just that the powers that be
somehow don' t see the urgent need for that kind of thing.

Father L*eonardo sees "the powers that ben as other than himself. Although they

frustrate him because they lack the view that the school needs a vision statement, he has
decided to work within that structure. He laid the groundwork for the process carefully.

After years of persuasion at the board Ievel and dimissing the concept in detail with one
teacher, they used a professiad development &y to introduce it to the school staff. Father

Leonardo says, "We had a w o n d a time working m u g h some of the questions, lookhg
at the weaknesses, the strengths, where we would Wre to be five years from now, and so
on." It was then disussed by a board cornmittee and a rrcommendation made to the board,

"Yes,we should develop a vision and a mission statement for the school."
At this point an ad hoc cornmittee was appointed to develop the statement but Fatha
Leonardo explains that it floundered

1 chose not to be on that cornmittee. That cornmittee has never met.

It's sort of

failen apart as people's appointrnents expued, and mother cornmittee chair was

appointed. They've been treading water the entire year.

In an attempt "to keep the whole thing dive" Father Leonardo developed what he
thought was "a very nice mission statement" that he then passed over to the cornmittee.

They, however, "éecidedto just let it ratn and to first get feedback fkom parents through a
questionnaire. II t m s that the cornmittee was f i e to make a decision to consult the
membership even after Father Leonardo went to the trouble of developing a vision

statement and handing it over to them. Father Leonardo recognizes that heariog h m the
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"grassroots" is important but he also recognizes this as yet another delay and fean that the
vision/rnission statement may never happen because other people do not see its importance.

Conclusion
1 am grateful for Father Leonardo's contribution to my research because he

represents servant leadership that grows out of a religious cornmitment. As such he

represents a way of life that Chnstianity not oniy sanctions but also commands. Father
b n a r d o is a positive example of the f

i t of that mode1 over a life time in an educational

setting. This is what he has verbaliy presented to me and how he sees hirnself. 1 found

him to be a thoughtful peMn who was willing to explore uncharteci ideas with me in-depth

and, in doing so,to articulate his practice so tbat 1could better understaad
Father h n a r d o was interested in more than simply modelling semant leadership
within his mganization. He wanted to see it institutionalUed throughout the organizations

because he saw it as somethuig he wanted everyone to experience. Father Leonardo's
school was in tune with him in emphasizing Service and lookuig for ways to promote this
among the staff and the m & n u It was the nature of his entire milieu in which the more

and the les able servecl one another.
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Cha~terSeven

- BETTY MACNEIL

Who is Betty MacNeii?
1 initially heard about ~etty5during my undergraduate days at the university; she

performed two piano music with her husband Stanley who was one o f my music

professors. She fkquentiy attended our social events but spent her days taking care of
their three children. Although B e q was originally h m Toronto, she and Stanley had

moved to our city from Vancouver where they met during their undergraduate music
studies.
hiring our first interview she explained how she had rapidly tired of housework

and began teaching "justa Little bit" so that she could pay somane to corne in to do her
house cleaning. From that beginning Beny has becurne one of our leading piano
instructors and has numemus award-wuuillrg students.
She is now a grandmother but she continues to teach piano and for the tast nine

years, hm k e n the half-time coordinator of the Maritime Music Conservatory More
recently 1 have also becorne active withui the musical community and have heard about and
observed Betty in several contexts.

The Premier Music Conservatory
Approximately ten years ago two similar music institutions were founded in order
to enrich music education through teachers co-~peratingtogether; the centrally located

Music School was h t and the University affiliated Music Conservatory came one year
5 [ remind the reader that this is not her real name and tbat d names of people, places, ethnic groups and
organkhans in reference to Betty have been changed
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later. The Music School held the opinion that to be associated with the univenity was to be
wlnerable to the whims of changing directors and administrators so after some initial

discussions aimed at co-operation, the two institutions became competitors for a large. but

f i t e , number of music students. The two institutions offer fairly similar progmms.
Betty taught at both the Music School and the Conservatory when they opened.

While the Music School was going well, the Conservatory ran into severe dificulties with
the univasity administration during its first year of operation and seerned doomed to fail.

Its coordinator resigned and the teachers were disgruntled because they had never been
paid At this point Betîy, who had a knowledge of the University music facuity in that her

husband Stanley and was cornfortable in the university setting, was called in to rescue i t

Betty remgnized the difficulty of the task but also saw potential in that the facilities
were essentiaily without cost to the Consem~toryif the univenity's administration codd be

navigated and the teachers paid regularly. Free facilities meant money for student

enrichment, so Betty persuaded the teachers to try again, recmited students and persisted

with the university administration. Her work has paid off and at present the Consematory
is well estabfished with well o v a 1500 students. Beîty co-ordinates the Conservatory
(half-tirne)and teaches students within the Conservatory and the university.
The Conservatory offers private lessons for every conceivable instrument and
group lessons for adults and children in piano and guitar. Young children can take
Kindermusik, Music for Children or Suniki. Particular needs are addressed through their

Music Therapy and Special Needs programs. Student interests are reflected in the Jazz
Improvisation, Musical Theatre,Choir School, Speech Arts, Composition, aad Enrichment
programs. In summa they o f f a Theory Classes and a Music and hama Camp.

Betty has many ideas on things the conservatory can do. Currently she is
considering a s p e d program to introduce children who want to enjoy music but not study
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it seriously. She would be able to incorporate the services of both the Fine Arts and
Physical Education faculties to supplement the "funn aspect of this program. Betty also

continues to seek for a way to pmvide music instruction to children whose families cannot
afford either instruments or lessons. She participated in such a program during her
university training but so far, has not been able to do it through the Conservatory.

B e t t ~Places Service Ahead of Self-Interest
There is ample evidence that Betty places service ahead of self interest and practices

a measure of self denial. The evidence 1present h a e has to do with her hours, her attitude
toward money and her penonal safety.

Bettyls Hours
Most immediately observable are her extremely long work houn. 1asked her about

a srpicai day in or&r to asses just how much she works and how she thinks about it. 1
found that she genetally arrives at work by 10 or 10:30 A M and as her CO-ordinator
position is haIf time, she is meticulous about giving four hours to the admùllsmtive work
of the Conservatory. These four hours are interspersed with the piano lessons she teaches
students €rom the university music faculty and the Conservatory until approximately 10 or

10:30 at night. She then goes home, visits with her husband for about one hour before
practising h m 1 1:3O PM until 1 AM. On good days she gets about seven hotus of s l e p

before starting mer again in the m d g .
Her work also spills over into Saturdays and Sundays. The weekend 1 did my fust
observation, Betty casually mentioned that on the Sunday she had had a f d y birthday
party and at least two students into ber house, one to "dona concerto. My r o u a estimate
is that "doingna concerto could take two to three hours because this would not simply be a

once over and finished, but a reworking and discussing and trying things out together.
This means that aftaworking a full week previously, and spending 1- 11 PM Saturday on a

masterciass and its related obligations, she worked for much of Sunday. When 1 spoke to
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her on Monday morning she saw it as her chance to do lots because everyone else was at

home and the facuIty was supposed to be closeci.
1 asked just what she does during the four hours each &y

that she gives to the

Consematory. The formidable tist included things like phonecails. student placement,
problem solving, recitai and workshop programrning, ensuring pianos are tuned. and
budget planning.

'Inere are a million thingS. AU those thuigs... Whatever has to be done to deal wi th
alf these students, and ail these parents, and aii these teachers and problems in

classes..

The last thing 1 did last week was putting together 36 chamber groups.

1 got coaches for those, organized h e m and got the music. [laughs] 1 can get on

with things like that. Corning soon will be the orchestra workshop. That means
that 1 have to get the orchestrai music aii snaightened out so the orchestra will have
ali the things they need to work with.

AU those kinds of things corne dl the time.

If the work does not fit into the &y time,Betty does it at night so everything can

mn smwthly in the morning. She seerned unwilling to talk about her extra hours but
diverteci the conversation into how bad it used to be and how much better it is now. She
gives no recognition to the fact that others work many less houn in a l e s pressured time

frame than she. When I called the work that she did on the weekends unpaid, volunteer.
she said,
Weli, the Saturday and Sunday are all extra thhgs but there is so much that is exlm
There was a time when 1 was here at three in the moming aU the tirne. 1 was always

here at three in the moming. It got to be funny with the police. The police used to
corne in and say, "Are you here again? Your husband will never believe us!"
tlaughs h@y

1

It would appear to be in Betty's self-interest to work less but there is no observable

evidence for this. She always appears rested and enthusiastic about the things she is
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dokg. She has an indomitable spirit and, rather than looking for ways to slow down. she

is constantly seeking out new projects. She appean to enjoy a robust constitution that

flourishes in her wmk.
Betty and Money

Betty's placement of service ahead of self interest is dso evident in her lack of
conceni about money for herself. While this may be aii right for her life situation, she

recognizes that the other teachers really need their lesson fees and goes to considerable
lengths to see that her teachers get paid.
Beq's Pay
Betty was a teacher at the Consematory during its first year when it was k i n g CO-

ordùiated by someone else. Through a lack of proper planning and support to the person

ccmrdinating it, the teachas at the Consematory, one of whom was Betty, were never paid

for the lessons they gave. She said, "We never got paib 1 never reaüy womed about it. 1
knew, eventually, 1would get paid and it did not really bother me."
She continues not to bother herself about getting paid for everything she does.

When 1 observeci that she was not geiting paid for the things she did on the weekend she
said, "Oh no. Well no, I just have a sakuy. It just goes in. It is just part of my job. 1just

consider it as part of the business of d

g the Conservatory. Just what 1 have to do."

1 confirmeci that it cornes to more than the twenty hours a week for w hich she gets

paid "Oh, yes, OH YES! ALWAYS. There is never a week that is twenty, ever. No,
that is impossible. No!" She aliows this to continue and does not seem to spend any time

or inward energy on ir She says, "It [her salary] is not very high, but at the same time it is
what 1 feel is just and right." Betty presents herself as having thought about what she
should be paid and corne to some decision.
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The Teacher's Pav
While Betty may be sornewhat relaxed about the money she receives, the other

teachers wbo were not paid during the first year of the Conservatory felt very differently.
Betty explained, "They were highly annoyed. Rhoda Hiebert said to me, "My goodness.

rny credit card is at the hilt! It won't take another thing. Would somebody please pay
me!" [laughsJ I mean, she had twenty students in the program." Betty recognized this as a
problem and addressed it.
When Betty took over the leadership of the Conservatory, her fust task was to

persuade the teachers to try again. In response to their demands for "a reason to corne
backWBetty promised they would get paid and developed a program that was interesting
enough for them to feel that they would be missing something if they did not retum. Her

approach has worked and from a beginning of 450 students ten years ago, the
Conservatory now has well over 1500 students each year. Betty told the teacher's that she
understood their hesitation because she was a h one of the teachers who did not get paid,
but she îalked thern into coming back The thing she promised was that they would get

pai d
Betty feels that she has kept that promise but it surely was not easy to do. In her

words, "Those first years were horrendous, just horrendous!" Even geaing the teacher's
contracts signed so they could be paid was a challenge. She would Literaily cary them

from office to office herself, waiting in each one for the necessary signature before
p e r s o d y carrying it to the next official and repeating the process there. The university's

bweaucracy did not make her iife easy. Since then, more feasible arrangements have b e n

worked out and she no longer couriers between offices, pounding on desks all &y, and
wmking until three in the moming. These changes were precipitated, however, o d y when

some "importantman" tesigneci because it was "too stupid for words"!
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She says it was horrendous because the Conservatory's needs ran counter to the
way the university operated its cash flow system. Betty was constantly running into

administrative problems.
1 would try very hard but 1 was always closed d o m and 1 was always over there

pounding my fist on the desk saying., "It is Christmas, so and so has not been paid
and they must."

... Because of the cash flow thing.

For instance. "He has taught

these lessons but because of your cash flow thing, you are going to close it down.

You are going to say that he cannot be paid until this cash-flow thing fiows. We
haven't got the time to get this cash-flow thing to flow because the money actuaily
is in the baak, and the man actually has taught the lessons the parents have actuaily
paid Your problem is a papa problexn. It is not a r e d problem and 1 want you to

pay chat man today because it is Christmas and he has got to be paid today whether
or not this cash fiow problem seems to be a problem.

Betty cornmitted herseIf to the teachers of the Conservatory being paid and she
stuck by that ttnough considerable difficulty. Although it was very arduous for her to deal
with the administrative tangles of the university, she persisted and people got paid "That

was one thing 1went in on here. This was my thing that said, "Everybodywill be paid or I
will die!"

Betty 's Persona1 Safety

Pounding on administrator's desks a l i &y meant that Retty's other work had to be
done a b hours. Even now she fresuently stays out at the university into the wee hours of
the moming and she told me about some of her experiences.

One night a screaniing mob "grabbedthe si& door on the si& where I was and the

whole building shook They were going to break the doors." The police came before the
door gave way. Another night, during the time she was inside teaching, there was a rape

out in the parking lot where Beny parks her car. Othm have expssed their conceni but
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Betty continues to work until two and three in the morning very frequently and then walks

out to her car alone.
"This is a very lonely place at night As a matter of fact one of the caretakers who

came in to close up the building said, "Have you got a gun?"
1 said, "Whatwould 1 want with a gun?"

He said, "Don't you think you need a gun?"
1 said, "What wouid 1 do with gun? Tell me that! 1 wouldn't have the foggiest idea

what to do with it and 1 certainly would never fire it.[laughs heareilyj So, no thank

you, 1do not think I need a gun!"
"1dont know," he said, "1feel uneasy about you out here."
1 know of very few people who would put up with things like this because they had

commiaed thernselves to some teachers getting paid on time. Did Betîy really mean that she

would die if they did not get paid? Ha laugh implied that she w o d d not go to that extent,
but she does take grave ph ysical risks by working in her office until three in the moming.
Recently, she purchased a home cornputer that allows her to do more of her work at home
and she says this has helped.

It would be in Betty's personal best interest to work less hours, to get paid for the

work she does and to have a safe work environment. Lnstead her commitment is to the
work getting done and the &chers getting paid on time in spite of administrative hassles.
Betty places Service ahead of self interest as it is usually thought about.

The Conservatorv as a Tool to Serve
Betty sees the Conservatory as a ml, not for its own sake o r her own, but for

service to the music students and teachers. Betty accomplishes this service in two ways:
Fkt, she sans the musical community to identq needs and resources so that she can use
the Consexvatory to b

~ them
g together for mutual benefit Second,she identifies people,
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such as her husband, her sezretary and an univenity administrator to help her in her work

at the Conservatory.
Betty's Service to the Students
When 1 asked her specifically who she was doing it for. her response was
unequivocal. For her, semice to the students underiies everythmg. "But who am 1 doing it
for? 1 am doing it for the community, for rny students, for aii the students around that are

interested in growing and developing." Betty delights in their individual leanllng. At First,

I thought she might be interested ody in those students who were totally and fanatically
dedicated to leaming to perform, but Betty shows a love for all children no matter how
varied their interests. She enjoys them and feels tbat experience in music can rnake them

richer, better people. She looks for a sincere musical performance at the student's
individual level, no matter what that is.

She does not r e q d the children to dress f m a l l y for their recital performances. A

few teenage boys wore sui& cornpiete with ties but the majority of the students dressed
very casuaily. The impression was that they perform in-between non-musical kid's

activities such as hockey, tobogganing, birthday M e s and school assignments.
She foilows each student's progress and by considering their prior learning, puts

everything they do on stage into context She was happy with nothing more than a sincere
effort from them. After the recital she not only remembered what piece each student had
played, but something s p d about each one. The stuclents (and parents) responded well!
"You p h & the Bach beautifhily. Each phrase had a beginning and an end! " [To
a younger siblingJ "And when will we be hearing from you? Som, 1 hope!" "Now

this girl really carne to play! You had an idea and you comrnunicated it That is the
main thing about music, of course, having ideas and communicating them to the
audience." "You are a true musician! You have an inward excitement that cornes
through when you perfm music! "
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Betty does not expect the students to be anything but leamers, and delights in the

imperfections of a learning situation. AU special activities (such as opportunities to play
with the university orchestra) are planned with potential for student leaming in mind.

Oh, we had great fun with that [playing Sonahas with the orchestra], oh yes, we

did, and it was really good for the kids to fïnd out how strong their rhythm has to

.... how strong that beat has to be.

be

They can't muck around the way they do.

Boy, did they ever fiod that out Because on a two piano your teacher will adjust
you know. Orchestras won't, they can't adjust It was wondemil. Al1 those
things are great.

When she shares her excitement over these things one can only conclude that
student musical and personai development is a motiva-

for her. She delights in seeing

students take on the challenge of leaming and then growing through it It is the growth that
excites her.

-

and the Students Work Hard

Beüy works hard but also gets an arnazing arnount of diligence and dedication from
the students. This wouid be true of whatever program the students are enroiied At the

beginning of each year Betty sits down with each student and they pian the year's recitals,

wmpetitions, masterc1asses a d examinations together. Betry then works with them to
achieve their own plan, albeit with flexibility.
One example might be her interest in raishg the standard of performance. For

those really into perf~fmance,Betty has developed a series of recitals and masterclasses
that are included in the fees ali the students at the Conservatory pay. There is only a

relatively small group that regularly take advantage of these options and I asked Betty what
would happes if ail the students who qualified chose to participate al1 the tirne. She replied
that it would put her into deep trouble but that she does not worry about it because the
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amount of work involved for the students, their families and their teachers is prohibitive.
Many studeats, parents and teachers are UR-

or unable to do this.

There is really not much danger because it requires so much effort on both the part
of the teacher and the student There are so many extra lessons to be given and

things to b ~ thegchilcfren to. Then there is the extra practice the chiidren must do.

There are additional services Betty provides for her own private students. For
example, Betty practices h m 11:30 PM to 1 AM in order to give her students the extra
perk of her acmmpaniment for their concerto performances. It costs at least %45 each time
a student hires an accompanist for either rehearsai or performance. With a concerto the
costs would increase because the pieces are very long. Having your teacha on stage with

you rather than a comparative stranger is also v a y reassuring. Not ail teachers are able or
want to take this d e fm th& students.

Betty Jso gives a lot of extra lessons to many of her pupils. While Betty says she
does not wony about them in-between lessons it sounds as if she takes a lot of
responsibility for preparing them for their performances.
When so and so walks in the door, then, "AU right, you were getting ready for such

and such, whae are you at?" Then we work very hard at where they are at. "Okay,
you have this cornmitment, what do you have to do to get there? Now let's make a
plan and let's get to work here because we have this and this to do." 1 have to put in

lots of extra lessons, &of extra lessons because if they are not ready, they have to
get ready. If they are not ready, they have got to have enough extra lessons until

... 1deal with it when they are here, and

they are ready. That is the kind of thing

then I've got a place f a them. When I say, 7"I'at is not ready yet, you need
another lesson, corne at such and such a time. Can you do this? Fine, 1can do it."
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While she aEks a great d d of the students, Betty also recognizes and deals with the
pressures they face. She does her best to accommodate her musical demands with other
parts of the student's tife.

Students are under enormous pressure these days as weii. In my &y, we did not

go to school at ail during the music festival. We would stay at home and practice
in-between our classes. Now,David had to play on time because he had to go for a

Calculus exam nght after. Jeanette came Ui saying that she was feeling light headed
because she had been up until two the ptevious morning preparing some report for

her schml. She had al1 kinds of exams during the time of the Festival. The school
does not care about anythuig apart h m theh own &man&-

The students are at the hub of Betty's interest. For her, the Conservatory is a tool
to help the students Leam and grow through music studies- She uses the Conservatory to

present them with opportunities and challenges that sketch them and prepare them for
m
e
r work Their growth is her delight.

Betty's Service to the Music Teachers

Serving the students means serving the teachers and Betty does this in four ways:
1) offering support 2) offering learning opportunities to both teachers and students, 3)

opening up the Conservatory to as wide a range of teachers as possible, and 4) allowing

them considerable independence in their work with the Consavatory.
1 had anticipated that there might be considerable cornpetition and possibly some

bad blood among the teachers because their students c o m p t e against one another
constantly. My observations, however, suggested warrnth, support and admiration as weil

as an absence of cornpetition. Betty confirmed this in the ha1 interview.
We support each other. They phone and say, "What do you think about this?" and

so on. For instance,1 was doing something for festival a couple of years ago and 1
did not think the pi-

made sense, ro 1phoned and said, "doyou have a change of
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tempo on the top of the third page?" She said, "Yes," I said, "Wonderful, my kid
has cut that bit off!" [laughs] 1 said, "What is the tempo?" and she told me. 1 said,

"Thank you, you just saved rny Life!" My kid went in there and two days later she

won that class and Rhoda's was second [laughsj Rhoda phoned me and said, "1
shouldn't have told you about..." See what 1 mean, we do support each other.

For Betty, support includes helping teachers deal with the disappointrnents they feel
when their students fail to meet their expectations.

Betty was discussing student

performances with another teacher, m e , after a recital. Lorne's keen disappointment
showed in comments that were clearly out for blood but Betty ternpered his bittemess with
positive observations. She wodd frequentiy say, "Yes,but.." and then go on to point out
that the student who h

e was complaining abwt was al- musical, or that she had voiced

certain chords successfuily, or that she had realited the essence of the composer in this or
that part, or that she was a tme @ormer

in that she had a real idea she was presenting to

the audience. By the end of the conversation Lorne had simmered down considerab1y.

Maybe the half bottle of whiskey he threatened to mink stayed on the shelf??
Betty's support also includes the promotion of relationships within the musical

community. She wants people to know and support one another and she sees the
Consenatory as a tool that can facilitate that. Betty speaks enthusiastically about the
musical community and sees the Conservatory as contributing to its supportive networks
by introducing students fiam various teaching studios io one another.
1 thùlk this is a great musical community, it is absolutely exceptional. Oh yes! In

Vancouver they tell me that the teachers are not talking to each other... WeU, it is
not Like that around here. You wüI see our kids standing out there by the stair weil
chattïng away... What I love about this whole thing is that

...

they corne to the

workshops and they talk and they aii know each other... 1 didn't know how much
they knew each other until one of the kids came in and said, "Boy,is so and so ever
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stresseci out! They are getting cold sores because they have this to do and that to
do! "

Second, Betty is committed to serving the snidents and teachers by offering a menu
of learning opportunities from which they can choose. I have already alluded to much of

what is offered the students so here I will merely mention the fact that there are also
professionai developrnent opportunities for the teachers alongside their students. Betty

does not expect every teacher to participate in ail the offaings but feels that if they do not,
they have r e d y missed something that she considers important.
So often I find that the t e a c h a and the parents go for the idea that if their child or

their student is going to be directiy involved, they will corne. For the teacher, if
one of her students is performing at a rnasterclass, she might come, but oot often,
they often don't. But they have to be directly hvolved. If they are not, they don?
want to come... 1 don't know why they did not come, but they sure rnissed it!
Third, Betty serves the music teachers by inviting as broad a base of teachers as
possible to parhcipate in the offerings of the Conservatory In addition to their needing
basic under graduate teaching credentids Betty wants to be sure of their ability to work
with students.
1 would also have to know that they are a good person and they can do a good job.

Aside from that I have to tmst that they are going to be a person who really is
conscientious and would try hard to be really nice with the kids and do a good job.
So 1won't just take anybody but at the sarne time, as wide a group as possible is

welcome. 1 think that shows in the 200 teachers we have already.
Teachers are at the Consenatory for a variety of reasons: 1) They use it as a way of
motivating their students to work hard and get Ïncreased experienœ in perf~~nance.
2 ) The

association is usehl to them in their career building and advertking. 3) They know Betty
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and respond to her requests for help. And finally, 4) There is a tax benefit for those that

have advanced students.
There is also a group of teachers that see considerable benefit in teaching at the

Conservatory but are unwilling to fül in the forms required by the university administrative

machine. Betty retains an opemess to this group of teachers and cajoies h m about joinuig
but does not change the requirements to accommodate them because she feels it would

"killwh a program for every one else if she did
Fourth, Betty serves the music teachers by allowing them considerable

independence in their work. As a music teacher Betty identifies with hem, is concemeci

about their feeiings and looks to them for directives in deciding which artists to bring in for
the students. She is determineci not to anger them and uisists she does not contml them as

they are very independent. She says that "blow[ing] it up by getting everybody madn
would make it "unwieldy and awfulw.
She defends the teachers to the parents when they want to demand that each teacher
be responsible for certain allotments in €und-raisers. She sees the teachers as generally

helpful and says that she understands them.

That is why, with that Parent's Cornmittee thing they get so mad. [they sayInTell

your teachers to....."

[and 1 say] "No, 1 Qon't tell my teachers to do anything. 1 ask

my teachers if they would wish to do such and such.
Betîy serves the teachers by providing a support group, by o f f e ~ professional
g

development activities alongside the student offerings opening the Conservatory to as
broad a spectrurn of teachers as she cm, and by respecting and insisting that others respect

their Uidepen&nce. They are generally gratefui for her work.
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How Bettv Accom~iishesBer Service
Betty uses the Conservatory to serve the music students and teachers of the musical
community in two ways: First, Betty identifies needs and remurces and then brings them
together for mutual benefit and second, Betty enlists the help of other committed people.
Betty Identifies Needs

When Betty began at the Conservatory, the first need she addressed was the
performance standard. "You see, 1 am really interested in raising the standard of

perfurmance and a lot of what 1 have done is in that direction." She addresses this through
the recitals and masterciasses in which serious students at the Conservatory are invited to

participate. There can be no doubt that the students who participate over a period of ten

years before they graduate from high school reap the benefits of their dedication in the
cornpetitions they win. The srnall minority who decide to pursue music professionally
have a good basis from which to work. Betty provides a useful service to these young

students.
For Betty and a srnali number of other teachers, these performances also provide a
significant source of motivation. She tells her students, "Next month you have this

workshop and that recitai so you had better hurry up and get this piece going." She gels
snidents to wark by giving them this reason to do it and her confidence about this aspect of
her work shows when she talks about these students. "They wouid not be who they are
today if they didn't bave it because * k t is how they learned."

"But," Betty says, "we are doing it for a wider reason than thai, too." When she
goes on to enlarge on the second, wider reason, she talks about the things students are

leaning through programs like Fun With Music in which young children leam basic

musical concepts such as pitch, rhythm and creativity. A wide selection of programs such
as Orff, choir, Suzuki, jazz and the Big Band aim at a fundamental musical base in
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understanding in a wide variety of musical expenences. Students with particular musical
interests cangain enjoyment as weil as musical skilis.

These programs were ail started in response to needs that Betty perceived in the
musical commünity. Ln the case of the choir she had to be penuaded of the need by leaders

of the choral community.
1 never thought the choir was going to do what the choir has done because we

already had Haiifax Girls' choir and Halifax Boys'Choir and 1 did not think there
really was a ned for another choir.

I did not want to put it in until Dr. Michaelson and IROnard Giesbrecht came dong
and said "Look, you have got to do this. There is a need out there!" I said, "1s

there really?"They said ,"Yes,there i s NOW W IT because we want a choir that
is not just taught to sing by rote but a choir that can sight-read and a choir that
understands style and theory. We want to mix the theory in with the choir. We
want to mix in a style shidy. We want to rnk in sight reading so they can take a

piece of music and read it right off the top.
1 said, "Well, okay, you want to do i t Let's do it!" And we did and gee whiz, has

that choir e v a grown. It is getting huge. They had to divide it and now they have
two choirs and both choirs are good So there was a ne&
These programs, while not centered on perfecting solo performance, take music

relatively seriousiy. Betty is, however,also aware of a third need; students who want to

leam about music onlv for enjoyment. For these chiidren Betty would like to introduce a
new program that would be fun, possibly incorporating both physical education and fuie
arts. Her purpose here wouid be twefold: First, helping them grow as people through

understanding and knowing music and, second, preparing them to be a discriminating
audience in the future.
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So, I think I'd like h e m to have a chance to know what music is aii about and
maybe make a better audience later on. Even if they are not going to be perfonners,
they wuld be a really nice audience if they grow to love what exists. In that way I

think it could be a usefui way to build audiences.
Finaliy, there is a fourth need E3etty continues to seek a way to address; she spoke
about her long standing wish to make serious music study available to children whose
family's cannot pay for lessons andor instruments.
Yes, there is another area of service we need and that is .-.. and we have always
said this.... and we do it anyway.... but that is for the people that cannot affmd
music lessons. That is the other area that bothers me. That is the other area that

needs help because there are kids that can't have....
She had one experience with this in another location in which she "had a bailn but
has not found a way of doing it hem. In fact, she has been dirouraged h m trying it

because people who have some experience say that it would not work here because the
motivation of these children in Our city is too low and their family life too turbulent for

consistency. She says "1would not necessarily want only taiented students. 1 would be
looking for students who would actuau'y do the work and that would be my only criteria"

She realizes, however, that it is difficuit for students to "do the work" without family
supports.
Under Betty the Conservatory Parent's Association has responded to s m d l
inctividual requests h m time to time but Betty would like to see something more formai in

place. She has made some attempts at co-operation with the University Pedagogy class but

has been stymied by the fact that this class is only offered every two years and therefore
does not aUow for continuity. Betty continues to dream, continues to taik about it and Look

for a resourcethat couid address this need
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Betty Identifies Resources
Betty not only s a n s the musical community for needs. she identifies resources that

are available and seeks out ways to fdly utilue them for the gaod of the students through
the Conservatory. The Conservatory owes its very existence to her perception that the

university music facilities had unreaihed potentiai. The Conservatory was in deep
difficulty when Betîy was asked to l a v e her teaching at the other Music School and lead it
I asked Betty why she had made the move from an institution that was flourishing to one
that had very Little hope.

Yes, this was dead and the Music School was fine. 1 made the move because 1
thought that there was a resource over here of a building and people that was not
really king used to its maximum because it was not king r d y used after four
o'cloc k.
Under Betty, the Conservatory has grown from a very tmubled beginning to
becorne a success story.
So, that is how it started but it bas gone way, way beyond that because it used to

be, we had ail these profs do the workshops. Now, we very rarely have the profs
do the workshops ... Now, it has gone way beyond that, too, because it is the
visiting artists like Mary that corne in and do the workshops, which is just

wondemil. So... it has gone beyond that
Betiy's interest in the students also influences how Betîy uses the resources of the
Conservatory. Last year was one of two years in which they ran a deficit, about S25M) on

a $500,000budget. When she describes the situation, she repeatedly emphasizes quality
"for the kids". It cornes across as her centrai motivation.
"Yes,we had 1700 snidents and we had a dekit. This year we have less and we

are fine. We are up. This is what we want a be because we want to be able to
offer quality to the kids. The siirplus is what gives us the guality because we use it
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We put it right back into the program, whatever surplus we get, so that means we

can do other things for the kids. So, that's the way we want it. It is fine this year.
We wiil be able to do lots of things next year because we wiii have a good thing to
work with this year.
Betty initiates recitals, chamber groups, masterclasses, theury classes, enrichment

classes, whatever she can dmun up anci distributes the costs involved in them throughout
the entire Conservatory student body. When a person with a Ph.D. in jazz mïved, Betty
decided there must be someone out there that would benefit h m jazz instruction so she

started to actvertise She describes her joy at what they are now accomplishing.
Bert takes groups of kids and they go play over at the student centre at noon hours.
They go over and play little sets. Are they eva le-g

to improvise! And you can

reaiiy see the difference if you take a Junior, intemediate and Senior group. The
littie Juniors are just learning to play their little melodies and getting enough
confidence to make something up in front of a big audience and then the
Seniors.....WOW!

Betty uses the Conservatory as a ml to serve the music smdents and tachers of the

musical commuaity. She has worked to raise the performance standards, offer a wide

range of musical experiences for students with different interests, and is even now seeking
for a way to make musical training available to students whose famiiies cannot afford
lesson fees and hstmments. Her approach is to find the resources within the wmmunity
and to use the Conservatory to bring h e m together with the needs and interests they can
best serve. She delights in the resdts.

Betty Finds Others to Help Her

Betty ailists the help of other wmmitted people, such as her husband, her ~ecrew
and an University administrator to help her in her work at the Conservatory. Betty works
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together with these people but also credits them with much of the success the Conservatory
enjoys.

Stanlev
The most obvious of these people is her husband, Stanley. She explained that h e
has an absolutely crucial support rote for her. He makes meals for her, chauffeurs guest
artists around, and hosts masterclasses for her when she is occupied with other
simultaneous events.

Yes! [laughsl Stanley is the one that makes it all happa. Without Stanley. 1would
be dead in the water? absolutely dead in the water. Well, for instance. 1come home
at night, Qing home at nigh
....t

so 1usually get home at about ten after seven,

quarter &a seven, maybe twenty after seven. I have a student at seven thirty.
What would 1 do wiîhout Stanley? He has got dinner on the table! Etight on! 1

corne in the door- EAT! without a problem. He is delighted to do thar What a
sweetheart he is! S o there it is, that is why 1 can go ahead and finish teaching! ...

During the initial phases of E3etty's work at the Conservatory, she aedits Stanley
with having helped her fmd her way through the administrative tangle of the University.

Even now Stanley acts as a sounding board for her ideas and tempers her ambition.
1 was taIking about it [a new idea she has] to Stanley this moniing and he said, "Be

carefid! " He said, "That thing could be so popular that you know. that would be
another xhool and,"he said, "and you don't have tirne! Now just remember that!"
1 said, "Yes, but 1 would not do it, it would just be just like the music camp, 1

would get it started and then it nins 1 would hire somebody to do it and then it is
done! But 1don't nui it." 1 set it up but that is it[laughs]
There is evidenœ of affection between Betty and Stanley. They portray a unity that

I have seen only in couples that have given each other fieedom within a stable, unending
cornmitment, He is also a music tacher and shares her excitement about music as weii as
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her wmmitment to the Consematory. They seem to enjoy doing this together in spite of the
fact that it sometimes takes them physicaiiy apart for long hours. Betty could not say
enough about him.
It is absolutely Cabulous! So 1 finish teaching at about ten and then we have a g w d
visit and see what the &y was iike and so forth. At about 1 1 :30 1 start up again and
pctiœ.

Tessa- km's secretarv
Betty credits Tessa as one of the reasons the Conservatory can be under control.

Beny tells both me and Tessa that she is wondemil!
The great thing about Tessa is.... When 1 have other people on that desk 1 can't

count on them and 1 end up doing all k d s of things, extra such as, "We did not get
the phoning for the recitals done, sorry!" ..... ummmm and they walk out the

door. So what do 1 have to do? and 1 have students all evening and 1 have to get

this phoning done and that is A BIG PROBLEM, [laughs] but with Tessa. she
would never do that. Never would she do that! She would take it home with her

and she would do it at home but she would never leave me with a big mess on my
hands and say, "Sorry we did not finish this today,can't do it by ....." She would
do it at home.

The former office staff obviously kept the job within the confines of the houn
allotied to th& work and then left. Betty expects and geu more than that from Tessa
Weii for instance,Saturday, she was in there putting out chamber p u p letters. 1

said, "Tessa, what are you doing here on a Saturday?" She said, "1 realize it is
going to be closed on Monday and this really should go o u t " So she said, "1 want
this out!" and so she was doing ail this stuff extra
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Sallv wonq

One ofthe reasoos Betty has been able to keep her promise regarding the pay of the
teachers, is that Saily Wong over in the administration office took a speciai interest in the
plight of the Conservatory a b its first year.

She just was interested and was very sorry and did not want to see it foid Very
interested and said, "AU right, we can do something about this. We can make it a

Wority, people will get paid" And she did it, and she has done it al1 dong. She is
absolutely super. 1 am realiy grateful to her for that. So anyway. she is the one

who made it go! Now the people got paid.
Sally made a commitment to Betty that if the information for the paycheques was in

her office by the third of the month, the pay cheques would be in people's rnailboxes by the

fifteenth.
Well, dear Saily, she has really stuck by that ali these years. If we get the stuff in,

she gets the stuff out. She makes a &y of it and her staff has to give that first
priority before anything else. That is wonderful,

absolu tel^ wondemil because

before it was Like throwing it in the sea. It rnight corne on the other end anytirne in
the whole year. And that was hopeless, but this way it..

Betty seems to base her evaluation of others on her reading of their heartfelt

intentions. Sally was "interested","very sorry " and "did not want to see it fold". These
~
qualities are important to Betty. She identifies others who will support or s h a this
fervency to create a working dynamism and move mountains! It seems that Betty then
commits herself ta particular people who she sees as sharing her commitment to the

Conservatory.
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The Parent's Association

Another group that Betty has brought dong side to complement her work at the
Conservatory is the Parent's Association. When 1 asked whether their most important
function was fund-raising Betty concurred but added that they also provide her with

enormous help with the Christmas Party and help keep her in touch with what people think
thus allowing her to respond to those needs. Betty uses the parent's group to stave offthe
isolation of leadership.

Last year they rai& about $2,000, and I asked what significance this had for a

budget of $500,000. Betty explained that it could mean the freedom to pursue a new
initiative when, at the end of the year, she considers what she will be able to do the

foliowing year. This contribution is meaningful to her.
Betty sees the Conservatory as a tmI for serving the musical community but

realizes that she cannot do it a i i by herself. She enlists the help of other comrnitted people
such as her husband, her secretary, a university administrator and the student's parents.
Bettv and Self-fulfilment
Betty suggested to me that w M e servant leadership may involve elements of self-

denial, for her it is essentially self-fulfilment.

Betty works long hours, her salary

cornpensates her for only a part of what she does, and sometimes her personal safety is
threatened. She can do this only because she is well matched with her work and receives a

large measme of fulfilment from i t Betty Loves her work and is one with it

Betty's Love of Music and Learning
For Betty. the love of music and its expression in music teaching, is the highest
calling and she feels privileged to have a part in i t She responds to both the technical
intriacies of music and the beauty she experiences within it Betty said that the visiting
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artist who did the teachds workshop played so beautifully that it made Stanley cry ! There
is a response to beauty here that sensitive people find strengthening.
When Betty talked about what she hoped to accomplish through her music
appreciation classes for students who want to do music as recreation, her observahon was
that "They couid be a really nice audience if they grow to love what exists." Betty is ail
about the love of music and she wants everyone to have an opportunity to learn to love it
too. She wants to open the children's minds to a wider understanding and thereby lend

meaning and credence to a i l their musical experiences. Betty loves music and combines

this with her love for people.
The m n d thing that she loves about her work is the continua1 leaming she does.
When a particular teacher's workshop is poorly attendeci, rather than feel that it might not

have been worth the expense and planning she put into it, she feels absolutely certain that

for her it is an hcredibly wonderful opportunity. Before she would ever think about
cancelluig such an event she would want to consider how much she learned.

For me, 1 mean, it was wonh it if 1 was there by myself. I learned so much from
that because I just asked her a l l my questions. 1 had a million questions and it was

an open mic session and she said, "Just keep coming in. What do you want to
know?" Well, 1 had a million things I wanted to know, and I just kept asking these
questions and, my goodness, 1 got my answers. I got my answers in her playing
also.

Betty reçognizes that the other teachers are busy but is so impressed with the
richness offered that she fin& it hard to understand how they can stay away. For her,

music teaching and leaming is over-riding, her very life. These priorities are not shared or
shared only to a limited degree by the o t h a teachers.
I benefit more than anybody because I am at all the workshops and I just sit there
and learn and leam and learn and learn al1 &y long and that is wondemil. It is
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absolutely fabulous. 1 have leamed more from those workshops than anywhere
else. [Reflectively j I shouldn't say that, 1 have leamed a lot from a lot of people in

a lot of areas. It is not fair to say, "Only theren.
Betty has the ring of a child with a wonderhl new toy; she is happy and fulfilled by

what she is doing. Yes, there is self-denial, but in Betty's eyes, it is far outweighed by her
love for music teaching and leaming. The Conservatory is merely a tool that allows her to
encourage an ever greater number of people to share in her experience.

Purpose in Life
Underlying Betty's music teaching and learning is a belief system that relates h a
work to ultimate realities. Betty feels that it is important to find out "who you are and
where you should ben She enlarged on this when she said,
1 guess that what you spend your iife doing is trying to figure out why God put you

here and what He needs you to do because, you know ... We are put here for a
purpose. So what is the purpose? So what am I supposed to be trying to do here?

So let's find out what you are supposed to be doing and try and do it.

This statement is important because it reveats the grounding of ha belief system in
Someone beyond herself whom she identifies as G d 1 was also intriguai by her choice
of the phrase "what He needs you to don that implies that God "needs" her. I don't
suppose that this means that she sees God as helpless but rather that she is God's helper
much in the same way as a child will be "proudn to help a parent There is an identity

there?a definition of what it means to be a person and cerrauily a degree of importance that
connects the work she does with God's overall plan. There is meaning in the notion that

what she does not do may not get &ne at al1 because G d n e & her to do i t This gives
her a s m n g sense of purpose.
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There is no question in her rnind that "We are put here for a purpose". It is simply

a matter of finding out what that is and then doing it. She finds this purpose by taking

opportunities to make things a little bit better as they present themselves rather than in the
grandiose ten year pians.
But in the long r u , what happens is, you can have ail this ten year plan and ideas

in your head but each year you have only a certain amount of money and each year.
at the end of the year, you fïnd out what you've got And then you have this much
money. And then you say, "AU right, 1 have that much money to work with, whaî
am 1 going to do to rnake things better with this much money." And then you c m
do the little thing that you can do to make it better. So it boiis down, really.... the
bottom iine boils down to what you have got to work with hem.
As she goes dong doing what she thinks ne&

to be done to make something a

little better in the present she also keeps her eyes open for çomething else that may need

doing and moves on to that next. Betty doesn't need to see her innovations as big
improvements, but merely moving in the direction that she perceives of as "alittle better".
Betty is constantly scanning the environment for both needs, resources and the right
situation in which to pursue each one. It is the oppominities, or rather, her perception of
the opportunities that determines which idea receives priority at any particuiar tirne. She is

not so commiaed to one plan that anotha opportun@ is rnissed

In this way, she is not victimized by circumstances, they are directives for her next
initiative, the planning and doing of which are a source of joy to h a . "1dont think there is

any more fun thing to do than to find a need and do something about and then see how it
worked And to have the joy from that. That is terrific joy." She uses the word "joy"
rather than satisfaction, pleasure or happiness. She is motivated when she sees the

possibility of making a positive clifference in people's lives. However, while Betty derives
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a lot of joy h m h a work with the students in the Consewatory, it is not her only reason
for living.

Oh,my reason for k i n g is related to lots of things. My family. You know. 1 have
a wondemil husband. I have GREAT grandchildren. Wonderful kids. So there
are lots of reason for k i n g outside of just here. 1 wish 1 had more time for my

church, for instance, which 1 haven't had much time for.... I used to be Junior
Choir pianist and nin their Junior Choir. But 1 used to run a tennis camp at the
beach. AU kinds of smff that 1 hven't got time to do now..... [laughs 1 There are a i i

kinds of rasons for k i n g and as long as th-

is something out there that needs to

be done,then you kind of respond to that need. So, that is how life goes.
Betty ha3 a belief in God and E s ways that give her a full and satisfying purpose in

life. She loves music and people and expresses these loves by relating them to the needs
and resources she perceives around her. "Ifthere is a need and you

oui help,

that is why

we are in this old world, eh, is to try to make this world a little better for our having been

here." Betty views herself as one whose mission it is to improve things, to make things a
Little bit ktter.

Freedom
One of the things that impressed me repeatedly is the fkeedom with which Betty
a m . Betîy comects believing that something has to be done (that is, judging the present

situation as unacceptable) with doing something about it and serving. The judgement of
unacceptability and the fact that Betty feels completely free in making those judgements is
key to her freedom to act She is not contuiually second guessing herself about what ne&
to be done. She observes,she judges and then acts.
It is only because you believe its something that needs to be done and then you get

it starteci and then you have to serve.... Its a Service because it is there, you have to
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make things happen so it takes hours to do it. You believe in it. Therefore it is

important.
She seems to take the soundness of her judgements for gmted and to move
f m a r d without reconsidering her choice as she is free to act upon that which she believes.
When she addresses a need through matching it up with a resource, either a program or a

person, she than believes it is "good" and she does not spend time or energy on a notion of

a criteria for "goodness". The freedom to make these assessments and decisions is a
signifiant factor in her motivation.
Betty emerges as a person who is happily matched with her work that she is
fortunate to share with her husband. She loves it, it nourishes her and she serves ohers

through i t It answers h a deepest awareness of her calling and fits with her understanding
of the rneaning of her iife. Betty has found out who she is, where she is supposed to be
and she embraces it with al1 her energy. For Betty, the opportunities provideci by the
Conservatory are a tailor made match with her personal desires and she is free to work.
This involves self-deniaibut it clearly is not selfishness, it is self-fulnlment

Betty values who she is and what she does and demands that others do the sameShe resists having her goodness questioned or her gifts taken for granted.

My

consideration of Betty's case has helped me understand how the line between savanthood

and abuse can be drawn and defended. She demands respect, not so much for herself as
for the work she does because it is her way of contributhg to making things better and
therefore it is important.

Betty told the story of one situation in which someone questioned her goodness. It
occurred when an adjudicator did not show up for a cornpetition and Betîy was forced to

take over that role. She manage- to get oomeone else to do her own students but
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adjudicated the remainder sirnply because there was no one else to do the job. Aftenvards,
one teacher called to say she did not like that because Betty could have held down the
marks so as to let her own students win. Betty's reaction was immediate.
1 said, "WHAT?" 1 was furious! I said, "It never occmed to me to hoId the marks

down, EVER," and I said, "1 am really incensed that you even thought that I
would, that 1 rnight do that!" Yes,just amazing! It is arnazing isn't it, and you can't
even believe, it would never even m u r to you... you would be trying to do the
nght thing, the fair thing and bending over backwards to do the nght thing

.... It

made me mad, 1 was futious, I Iet her have it, 1 told her 1 was IÛrious. It was a
dificult situation in which something had to be done.

Betty wants to be seen as right and fair. She takes for granted that she did the
"right" thing in this situation and that she, in general, wants to do the "right" thing.
Moreover, she takes for granted that everyone else would do the same thing. She does not
see herself as unusually "good". 1 have uncovered nothing else that makes Betty really

angry!

Betty also insists that the things she does are valued and respected by the

administration. When she senses that her work is being taken for granted she deals with it
immediately and fmcefully. "1 have never k e n a dish mg, 1 will never be walked on. 1
wiil give because 1 want to give, but I also won't be walked on if it cornes to the

administration doing things." Betty sees herself as giving because she wants to, not
because it is taken far g r a n d

There are things that Betty will not tolerate in relation to her position at the
university faculty. At one point, Betty came upon her own contract when going through
the Conservatory contracts. When she noticed that it had k e n written on an office staff

rather than an academic staff f o m , she acted irnmediately to have the forrn changed She
feeis strongly that her job is an academic one, dernanding academic expertise and she is
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determined that wiil be recognized in her contract and officiai status in Cie university

faculty.
So 1 said, "Weil, 1 do not want this contract. 1 want a President's Number One as

an Academic appointment aud 1 will accept nothing less." And he said, "Okay,what
do you want? Which form do you want? How do you want it worded? What d o
you want?" 1put it in and he said ,"Finewand that is how it went through.

Anotha time Betty noticed that the head was givhg several other people raises but
not doing anythuig for her. That was when she said, "He is not recognizing anything and

so 1 wiU deoland recognition" She wrote in a raise for herself and sent it to him! When she
felt she was being taken for p t e d she ad&essed the issue purposefully and -y.
She projects haself as strong when relatuig to the administration ùoth of the music
faculty and the university in genaal. She "made"them pay her teachers even when the
situation did not fit into their normal protocoI. Betty seems happy to pmtray herself as able
to command some response from the head of the music school. She presents herself as not
hesitating to stand up for hasetf. There is an element of power here that Betty uses as she
deems neceçsary. She could not continue to do her work without it. She says, "1 will give
because 1 want to give."

Bettv and Power
Betty has power that she uses to serve the music students and teachers; indeed, she
could not serve without power. What she finds meaningful is to see them flourishùig,

leamhg and growing and she uses her power to this e n d Here 1 want to wusider here
what her power is based upon.

First of a& Betty has power connected with her position. She is central to her
organhtion, taking responsibility for and m a h g the decisions She is the one who has
information that she can chwse to share or withhold She has power based on her cenaal
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p s i tion within the organization. From this central position Betty cultivates connections.
Her husband Stanley is a music professor at the university and has an administrative role.
Because Betty is an acquaintance of the people she approaches for help in getting things
done, she cannot be hllidered or neglected as e d y as others might be.
Ektty du,has connections with those who bring artists into the city for concerts.

This network of relationships allows her to cwrdinate her masterclasses with other
engagements for visiting arîists. By Epeaking to musical friends across the country, Betty
is able to select the very best artists for the student wmkshops at the Conservatory In

addition, Betty maintains connections with a variety of other musical organizationr Betty
taught at both the Music Institute and the Conservatory as they opened She was fnendly

with the teacbers at both places and found it possible to straddle the two very successfully
without aïenating either one. A second example of this would be the piano students Betty

teaches for the university music schooL This is a source of power for Betty in that she
thereby has connections with the &y-time life of the music school, interacting with faculty
and shidentç. The bridges she cultivates into areas surrounding her work give her power.

Second, Betty has p o w a connecteci to knowledge of music. As a musician and
long time music teacher, Betty knows a i l about music from a perfonna's and teacher's
point of view and seems to know ail the repertoire instantly. In addition, Betty knows the
students and their families. She remembers where each one is at musical1y and therefore

knows what each one needs. Remembering all this represents a lot of effort, but it algives her power.
Third, Betty has power that arises fiom clarity of vision. To settle any issue that

arises, Betty goes back to h a vision of what the Conservatory is and makes the decision on
that basis. An example might be the suggestion that students be auditioned for playing in
the recitals. Betty disagreed not because it would be an adminisîratively impossible task
but because this would change the entire function of the recitals that is to get the sîudents
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playing. By d o h g this, Betty went back to something that is foundational and has been
agreed upon by everyone, thereby facilitating consensus around an issue that could

otherwise be a point of contention.
Fourth, Betty has an ability to tum negatives into positives. In a conversation about
how education is emphasizing science and technology over the arts, others were expressing
consternation. Betty, however, asked whether there was any way we could use this trend
perhaps by selling highly appeaiing music software for ear training, sight reading and

junior th-

to students and kachas. Betty was ready to explore them as a new angle on

fund-raising.

Finally, Betty has power because of the understanding she offers the music
kachas. When she was facd with the issue of g e t ~ them
g to return to the Conservatory

after the year in which they did not get paid B e v recognized that she had to do two things,
guarantee their pay cheques and plan a program that would attract them. Beyond that, she
had to persuade them to think about the Conservatory as a promising possibility rather than

as an institution that had cheated them out of their wages. She had to persuade them that it
was worth trying again and that it could work

in order to accompli& this, Betty first of dl recognized that there really had been a
problem and took that problem seciously. She said, "1 know. I am one of the teachers
who did not get paid I am with you on this, but 1 think it is worth ûying again. I think it

can workw Having been one of the unpaid teachers h m the previous year helped Betty
legitimize a different way of thinking about it in the mùids of the angry teachers. When she
said, "1known,they knew she did know in a very real and experiential sense. Since she

was one of them and it was she who was suggesting that it could work perhaps it was
worth trying again.
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Betty's is a power to accomplish things rather than a power that is over people and
things. It was my distinct impression that Betty's considerable and widely based power is

used to serve students, teachers and families rather than to have power over them. They
are there because they want to be, doing what they want to do and Betty is faciiita~gtheir

success in their lives Servant leadership for Betty is not powerlessness but power used to
serve the interests of others rather than her owo,

Condusion
Betty cornes across as placing service ahead of self-interest in the hours she works,

her personai safety and her determinaton to keep her promise that the teachers would get
paid She views the Conservaîory as a tool for the piirpose of serving the music students

who want to l e m and grow, and to facilitate this, Betty has developed an innovative
program that connects needs with resources, serves the teachers and recruits other
cornmitteci people to help. This service is an expression of her deeply held beliefs and
bnngs her great joy as she watches the shidents develop musical interests. She utilizes her

broadly based power to serve the students, their families and the teachers and to facilitate
the goals they have for success in their lives. Her actions helped me understand the

relationship between servanthood and powa. She also challenged me to think through the
diffaence between king in charge of an mgankition and being negatively controlling as a

leader.
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Cha~terEieht

- MY

INFORIMANTS. THE LITERATURE ANI) SERVANT

LEADERSHIP

In my h t chapter I explained that I wouid be exploring the meaning each of rny
informants gave to service within th&

leadership. 1 wanted to know how they thought

about Service and what ciifference it made. in my second chapter 1 identified six research

questions that the fiterature suggested for my research and in my third chapter 1presented
the research mettiods that 1 used In the last four chapters I have introduced each of my

inforrnants and written about how each one expanded my view of servant leadership. In
this chapter 1 write about the overall themes that came out of my explorations with my

informants in Light of the literature and consider how these themes have influenced my
thinking about servant leadership. As my sample was limited to four people, any
statements made about servant leadership must be understood to be indicative of servant
leadership only as it is represented by these four people.
As 1considered the material I had heard h m

my informants, 1 brought it together

into four overall themes that co-ordinate approxirnately to the six research question 1
outlined in my second chapter. I begin with a section, "Servant Leadership - Not an
Oxymomn", that reflects mainly my first research question: How do my informan&balance
their self-interests with th& leadership? It adclresses the questions raised by the Literature

on service and the self. My second overd theme, "Character and Servant Leadership,"
centres on the second research question: How is servant leadership related to the character
of the Servant l e ? My third overall theme, "MyInf~mantsHad an Ideai" uses mataial
h m the third and fourth research questions: How do my informants view and talk about

their cornmitment to a better Society? And, How do my informants hande theu power?
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My fourth and f i a l overail theme I have titled, "Mutuality in Relationships" and it presents
the information from the fifth and sixth research questions: How do my informants relate
to other people? And, How do my informants handle their position within their
o r ~ o n s ?
&fore I begin with these themes, however, 1 want to review the influence of my
methodology. You may

that my informants were educational leaders who were

nominated as servant lea&rs by someone who knew them. There was no further test
involved. This means that 1 studied aii who were nominated and then selected by the

process described in my third chapter. They are part of my study because someone

recognized them as a servant leader, not because they correspond to any predetermined
"definition" of servant leadership. 1 recugnize that it rnight be possible to formulate a
"definition" on the bais of a majority and then to label any one informant as "less" a
servant leader than the othas on the basis of that definition. I have, however, opted to
stretch the concept rather than do that because my exploration is in a very early stage and
my sample of four is alrrady very limited. My concept of servant leadership grows out of

what 1 o b m e d in them. This fact must be borne in mind throughout my research.

Servant leaders hi^

- Not an Oxvmoron

When 1 began this research, I felt certain that service and leadership are not as

o p s i t e to one another as they seem but 1 had a lot of questions about how they could be
understood so as to complement one another. Greenleaf's writing had suggested that they

could be compatible and 1 set out to explore rny informants' thinking about the ~lationship
between seNice and leadership. My conversations and observations suggested that the
concept of servant leadership is helpful in understanding and describing how my

informants relate to their work within their educational setting. It is a concept that saw
iiiustrated in the actions and beliefs of my infarmants. In this d o n , 1 present, first of all,
my informants views of the meaning of the term,savant leadership and second, the extent
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oftheir altmism within their leadership. 1 then end with an exploration of the relationship
my informan& identifiai between service and personal fuifilment.

Am 1 a Servant Leader4?
The term itseif had a range of meaning to rny informants, from a community

mindedness for Louis, to an daunting and unattainable ideal for the others. When 1 asked

Louis whether my letter telling him that he had been nominateci as a semant leader had
surpriseci him, he said it had not b u s e he has been and is involved in a wide variety of
community initiatives and lcnows a lot of people. He tûok the nomination as a compliment

because he sees servant leadership as roughly equivalent to community service. He sees
both his professionai involvement in educatim and his voluntary work in his cornmunity as

servant leadership. Louis accomplishes a gnat deal to the benefit of his community
through these involvements.

My other infmants were considerably more daunted by the term and would
consistently dodge making a statement like "1 am a servant leader." Alîhough Betty was
detennined that her conservatory will be a Service to the comrnunity and Father Leonardo

would say that others saw him as a blessing, neither one ever us& the term servant leader

in reference to themselves. David explained thaî he has had servant leadership "hammered
hto" him h m childhood and that he clearly sees himself and his college as serving the
denomination, but he would not clairn to be a servant leader either. in his own ttieological
style, he wodd say that his Baptist tradition has "always emphasized the New Testament
Jesus and the servant passage", that h e "would very much want to place [himlself withui

that", that his thinking continues "to emphasize the servant passage and concept and [that
he] would hope that will always remains centraln;but he never would quite say that he was

a servant leader. He was aiso very aware that it is possible to understand oneself to be
doing sentant leadership and yet fa11 very short of the ideal. David aspired to servant
leadership, was nominated as a servant leader, and I saw him as an example of servant
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leadership. However, he consistently dodged refemng to himself as a servant leader.

These three informants seemed to be characterized by a humility that kept them from

clairning to be servant leaders.
For Fatha Leonardo, Betty and David, service is the test of leadership - leadership
that does not serve is, for thern, invalid They were very aware that, as leaders, they codd

f
d into using their organisations and thek followers as a means to shape the world in the
way they wanted, with them in control and receiving the greatest share of the benefits,

rather tlm as a means to serve the best interests of their irnmediate followers and their

community at large (Perrow II). They had recognized that it is unethical to treat people as

a means to an end rather than as ends in themselves (William Foster 55) and wanted to
serve so that their leadership would be restorative and rwxeative rather than attacking and
consuming the cornmon good (Chappell in f i c k 5).
David said, "Leadershipshould be a servant leadership in that it should be there not

for itself, but for the sake of the people." These informants see leadership that expresses
itself in semice as the only legitimate form of leadership. There is no opposition between

the two concepts, rather they complement one anotha in that leadership is expressed and
legitimsted through semice.

They seem to have recognized self-transcendence as the most reliable way to
promote helping and caring over time in a variety of situations (Kohn 203) and they wanted
their example to encourage others to look beyond their own immediate interests because
that is what they feel to be right. My infonnants agreed with Greenleaf's emphasis on the

importance of people-building rather than people-using (Servant Leadershio 40). Rather
than king cynical about service,they placed a very high importance and significance on it
as the test of leadership. For them,leadership was a sacred trust that they fullil and give

account for in t a n s of their fâithfuiaess to service,
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servant leadership is a usefbl concept in understanding and describing

how my informants related to their work within their educational setting. For my
infornianu, its meaning ranged from straightfornard community mindedness to a rather
daunting and unanainable ideal. They stated ciearly that leadership is not to be there for
itself but for the sake of the people and siw service as the ultirnate test of leadership.

Servant Leadership Involves a Degree of Altruism
For my informants, servant leadership involved a degree of almiisrn but it did not

demand cornpiete self-denial. Although 1 was open to identifying self-interest in my
informants' leadership, I went into my research with the presumption that genuine altniism
was also a possible motivation for their service within their leadership. 1 found that while

my informants' motivation went beyond their own immediate interests, they al1 saw
significant benefits in their work for themselves. For the majority, these tended to be less
the materiai benefits such as money, and more in the area of fulfilrnent and usefulness
(Noddings 41). While none of my informants claimed to have completeiy altruistic
motivation, they used their positions of leadership as a servant, that is, as a conduit to
empower and enable those who follow (Kiechel 121) rather than to protect only their own
interests. As predicted by Sergiovanni (Reflections 3 10) the motivations expressed by my
infofmants were cornplex, very individual and moved beyond simple self-interest.

In David, I saw a deep identification with and respect for the value of community so
that his service was directeci for the good of that comrnunity and its young people. For
Betty, there was a deeply held love of music that she wanted to share with as many as

possible and for Father h n a r d o service was tied into his cornmitment to serve Christ in
the very best way possible. For him this meant b n g children through educ-ation. b u i s '

service was, 1 thought, tied into his desire for achievemmt and recognition.

My informants suggest that there is a clifference between "self-interestedn
and "other-interestedmservice. In the first category 1 would place the customer service
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customers retuni again and again. While this is not a %ad" thing, 1 do see it as conrrasting
"other-interestedn senrice. The joy, the fulfilment of this "other-interested" service cornes

when the recipients grow independent of the service and can themselves offer the sarne or
another service to others. This is not to say that these are the only motivations that each of
these leaders had or to imply that there was no self-interest involved; each one saw
themselves as benefiting from their service. For example, for Betty, music teaching and
learning was over-riding, her very life.
For me, 1mean, it was worth it if 1 was the= by myself. 1 learned so much from
that because 1 just asked her ail my questions... 1 benefit more than anybody

because 1am at ail the workshops and 1just sit there and learn and learn and learn

and leam dl day long and that is wondemil. It is absolutely fabulous. 1 have
learned more h m those workshops than anywhere else.
Money was a side issue for David, Father Leonardo and Betty . They required
relatively Little comection between the work they did and the money they received. They
thought about it as an enabler that allowed them to do what they love and are committed to
while fulfilling their financial reqmnsibilities. Louis, however, was adamant that service

has its rewards and stated that he was motivated not only by the money that he could make

h m service,but also by the wish to be favourably remembered. He was also not adverse
to benefiting h m his contribution to a particular projet.. The statement, "The more one
puts into a commiinity, the more one gets out of it!" became a kind of refrain in our
conversations. Louis was putting things into his community, but he was unapologetic
about his expectation that he would a h receive back h m it.
It is possible to see Louis as somewhat of an "outlier" in that he openly
acknowledged his tangible self-interests such as a large comrnunity based funeral, free rent
and compensation for his efforts. Even his "customer Service" is partly motivated by the
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possibility of gaining fînancially. He is open about his desires and some might even

amibute a refhshing quaiity to his honesty. To imply that Louis is refkeshingiy honest is to
suggest that my other informants were not. 1 do not see my other informants in that way.
To the contrary, for Betty it was reward enough to see the results of her work in the growth
of the students. My sense was that she wants nothing else in the way of money, perks,

mals, or recognition.
Father Leonardo retired the year I intewiewed and observed him and he talked
about the video recorder he had received as weU as the art work the teachers and chiidren
had prepared for him. I have no doubt that he was deeply appreciative of their efforts and
moved by their expressions, but my sense was that he did not do it for this reward The

recognition was a by-product for him. 1 think he was serving as an expression of his belief
that he was commanded to serve regardless of the responses he got. For him, service was
about expressing hirnself and his inward Me. It was my impression that the relationships
he cultivates with the staff and the students mean much, much more to him than tangible

rewards.
David serves as part of a community and expects to retain a his membership within
that community. He presumes that they are interested in what he has to say and that he will

remain a part of that comrnunity for the rest of his life. There is also a sense that semice
has been commanded by Gad, that he is stmggling to understand its meaning, and that he
wants t o fulfil that wmmand David asks only that he be a part of the community that he

loves and he submits to its dictates regardhg his lifestyle, his d a r y , his activities. and his

work SeNice, for David, is part of the process of p w i n g persoually; tt is something
everyone shouid do and he expects no particular rewards.
Louis may be an "outiier" in his tangible self-interest because he seems to see

service as more of a reciprocal arrangement than the others and service seems to be more
closely related to rewards.

Louis suggests that it is possible to make significant
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contributions to one's community and to be recognùed as a servant leader by others while
having some very tangible self-interestr Louis was nominated on the basis of his

unarguable cornmitment to community service and having his views in my study offered
the opportunity for sharpening the concept of servant leadership through a rneasure of

contrast.
1 have stated that for the purposes of this research 1 am using Greenieafs test of

Senrice to dehe what is good However, because ail my infofmants had at least a rneasure

of "good" motivationTmy research did not answer the question of whether "goodumotives
are essential to "good" actions. It seemed to me, mmeover, that my informants thought
about the purity of their motivation very iittle. When they were convinced that there was
work to be done they concenîrated on that. For example, Eetty connected believing that
something had to be done (that is, judging the present situation as unacceptable) with doing

çomething about it and senring. She observed, she judged and then acted.
It is only because you believe its çomething that needs to be done and then you get

it started and then you have to serve... Its a service because it is there, you have to

make things happen so it takes hours to do it. You believe in it. Therefore it is
important.

My informants were people wbo car& very deeply and were willing to do whatever
they could Beîîy asked herself, "What am 1 going to do to make things better?" She then
did the "Little h g wthat she wuld and felt responsible to do no more and no less than that.
This has an element of deciding to care in it, a choosing to be involved and to address

issues from which one could simply waik away. 1 think that rny informats served out of a
cornmitment to care.

Betty acted upon that which she believed. When she addresseci a need through
matchhg it up with a resource, either a program or a person, she believed it to be "good."
1 think that Betty and my other informants recognized that if they waited und they had
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wmpletely dtniistic motivation, they would wait for a very long the. The alternative to
serving with some self-interested motives is not to serve at ail and they seemed to have
simply decideci to get on with i t The result of their leadership is positive for our society
and it is on this bais that 1 find myself able to respect them.

in summary, servant leadership involved a degree of altruism for my informants.
but it did not demand complete seif-deniai. They all suggested that it is possible to use a
position of leadership as a servant rather than to protect their own interests. The
motivations expressed by my informants w a e cornplex and very individual and although
each one saw themselves as benefiting h m their service, they thought about the purity of
th& motivation very Little. Rather, when they oPed about the work that needed to be done,

they were willing to do whatever they could and concentrateci on that.
Servant Leadership and Personal Fulfilment
When I considered the various motivations presented by my informants, 1 came to
see that whüe servant leadership may involve elements of self-denial, it is essentially self-

fulfilment. Servant leaders may deny themselves superficiai thuigs Like money or prestige,
but the t h s t of their experience is self-fulfilment at a very fundamental level. Coles'
staternent that those who put a lot into savice get back much more (221) is remarkably like

Louis' refi-ain; "The more one puts into a cornmunity, the more one gets out of it!" My
informants aU knew where thek mie fulfïlment lay and acted on that knowledge in such a
way that they and those around them benefited. There is a sense in which the lives of my
informants were aii of one piece in that their work grows out of their passion.

My f%stexample is Betty. In my seventh chapter 1explained that Betty works long
hours, her salary compensates her for only a part of what she does, and sometimes her
personal safety is threatened. For Betty,howeva, the love of music and its expression in

music teaching, is the highest c a h g and she feels privileged to have a part in it. Listening

to Betîy talk has the ring of a chiid with a wonderful new toy. The Conservatory is merely
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a tool that aüows her to encourage an ever greater number of people

to

share in her

experience. She saki, "1don't think there is any more fun thing to do than to find a need
and do sornething about and then see how it worked. And to have the joy from that That

is tarific joy."
Betty emerges as a person who is happily matched with her work She loves it. it

nourishes her and she serves others through it. It answers her deepest awareness of her
calhg and fi& with her understanding of the meaning of her He. Betty has found out who
she is, where she is supposed to be and she embraces it with a l l h a energy. This involves

self-denial but it clearly is not selfishness, it is self-fulfilment.
E3etty is not alone among my informants. Louis talked at length about the penonal

satisfaction he feels about being part of a "great school divisionw,and constructing a
building that was a "big step forward for housing" in his home tom. Father k n a r d o ,
whenever he r W e d the houn and effort he had put in, always talked about his work as

his delight David lwked at me quizzically when 1 asked him whether he had ever wanted
to have a "normal" holiday; that is, a holiday to something other than a church relatai
conference, when he was a chiid. He explained that even the question reflected a
perspective that was foreign to his home and to his present thinking. Instead he asked a
question of his own, "Why would you want relief from that which you enjoy most?" He
continues to feel that he wouid like to have his home nght on his coiiege campus so that
more aspects of his life would be in one location.
In looking back o v a the my Literature review now, 1 realize a new meaning in

Nouwen's statement that when a leader discovers that those she leads have a lot to offer
her, she can begin to see her work as a srnail r e m for what she receivese-(
Ministry 83434). My informants worked; they wmked hard and were very devoted, but

not one of them felt short changed in their efforts. They felt they were more than amply
repeid by the joy they received through their work Until I had observai the sheer joy that
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my informants expressed about their service, this statement had little rneaning for me.
Having observed, however, that rny informants love what they are doing, that they fmd
meaning in it, that they want to do it and that they dl are pleased with their
accornpiïshments has provided me with four examples of this kind of thinking.
Character and Servant Leadership

The second research question about the relationship between servant leadership and
character asks about the influence of the leader's early life, religion, reflection, and
personal experiences. Fkst 1present W on both the influence of my informants' Me
experiences and belief systems. The second seaion presents the individual ways in which

my informants expressed their service. Servant leadership stems h m character that is
shaped by inciMidual expaiences and choices Therefore, it wouid be difficult (if not
impossible) to ctraw a definitive tempiate of measurable servant leadership actions or
quaiities and then to apply that to any particular leader to see whether she or he q d e s as

a servant leader*

Servant Leadership as a Way of Beiog
Because all my informants were in later stages of well established careers, it might

be possible to see th& service as examples of noblesse oblige; that is, as the obligation of
the xich and powerfid, after they have becorne nch and powerfui by whatever means were
at their disposal, to then contribute to the society around them with their weaith. It is my
impression, however, that rny inforrnants did not wait until they were well established
personaily and in their organizations to begin senring, but that they served h m the
beginning befm they had either money or position. Service was, for them, a way of life

that they practised to whatever degree they were able, whatever their circumstanances. It
would be interesting to study a leader who is not yet well established and to compare that
&ta with rny present ample.
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For dl of my infonnants a deep cornmitment to serving others was a part of thek

early life that they have maintained over decades of work. Any one of them could have
pemed the Line from Coles that 1 quoted earlier: "It matters

... to me and my

family.

[becausel that's the kind of people we are, and this is what we beiieve in doing" (Coles
34). Greenleaf understood his entire life as r e f i e c ~ gthe idea of wanhg to serve that he

saw first in his father when he was very young (On Becoming 343,369). Louis believes
in serving his community partly because he saw h i s father do it and participatecl with his
father in it. He is aware that he fhds it graafying and pursues it in such a way that other

people aiso benefit greatly. Servant leadership has to do with, first, a person's life
experience and, second,with their beïief system.

Life ExDerience

Coles wrote about an iterative relationship between the leader's identity, beliefs,
and purposes and her leadership experiencw ( 143). David and I convened at length about

the leadership he had observed in his father and his denominational community while he

was growing up. David continues to consider these influences as he moves into his new
role as president of his college, carehilly seeking out similarities and differences and
practising putting those into words so they can be tested out with his coileagues (and a
researcher such as myself). While he has many ideas about leadership, David continues to
consider his leadership experiences in an iterative way.
Father Leonardo might serve as another example. His early ambitions for an
education and work within the church were hstrated by his parents immigration to Canada

and the need f a his help on the family farm. His determination led him to leave home as

soon as he turneci eighteen and becorne the manager of a clothing store. He was then ahle

to talk things over with his father and gain bis support for entering the order and training as
a teacher.
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By the time he graduated and took on his f i s t teaching position, he was so
convinced about the importance of education for children that h e dedicated himself to

serving in that particular area throughout his life. His dedication deepened as he went

along and increasingly brought him into contact with other people who shared his
convictions. After only two yean in the classroorn, Father Leonardo became principal of

his school and t w k defight in seeing his work with the others result in better educational
opportunities f a children,

While 1 have no doubt that Father Leonardo was increasingly dedicated to the
education of chiidren fiom the begïnning of his education career on, he explained that he
had developed his consultative style of leadership as he matureci. When he starteci, he
"acted and was the boss" and "cailed the shotsw. As time went on, h e realized that he

needed to work together with rather than against his staff and he sought out coilaborative

strategies for worlang with them. He remembers this process as a v e q gradual one in
which he had plenty of time to try things out and then evaluate them as he committed

himself to this leadership style.

These examples suggest that perhaps young servant leaders are those who are
developing a life-long commitment to an ideal and are learning how to efiixtively bring
themselves and others into the service of that i d d . Cornmitment to the ideal aises out of
the early life and personal expaience of both the leader and the followers. It is not an

overnight transformation but a series of dow steps that culminates in a deep cornmitment to
put aside self interest for the sake of a cause or an ideal. These steps typically aliow for

exploration of the ideal and lesser wmmitments along the way.

Because all my informants were weLl advanced on thei. career paths it &ms
reasonable to ask whether people attach the appellation of semant o d y after watching a
leader for a very long time, perhaps even a lifetime of w o r k This would mean that
younger people can strive toward servant leadership, but that they are unlikely to be
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recognized as such. Asking for the approximate ages of al1 rny nominees at the nomination
stage would have allowed me to kmw whether any younger people were nominateci. Lt

would be intereshg to research younger perceived servant leaders and to contrast them
with my informants. Untii such data are available, my four inforrnants remain my only

basis for constructing the concept of sewant leadership and they seem to indicate that

servant leadership may be best recognized in those who have worked in a single
community for a significant length of time.
Belief Svstem
Coles also pointeci out that many who serve view themselvesas agents of Someone

above themselves (143). There was a strikïng simüarity behveen a lady Coles desclibed
and B e q . The lady explained how her service came about: "Now maybe it was the Lord

Jesus putting that idea in my head, or maybe it was just me trying to get rnyself cioser to

Him - I'd be in His favour. Or maybe it was just my momma in me talking to me..."
(Coles 2 18) Betty said:
I guess thaî what you spend your life doing is nying to figure out why God put you
here and what He needs you to do because, you know ... We are put here for a

purpose. So what is the purpose? So what am 1 supposed to be trying to do here.
So let's fhd out what you are supposed to be doing and try and do it.
At one point in this research, 1 was asked about the relationship between servant

leadership and Chnsdanity. As mentioned in my first chapter, 1am corning to my research
from a Christian orientation, and 1 am interesteci in this question because of its importance

in the Christian faith.
Although 1 did not plan it this way, three out of my four informants tumed out to be
more or less committed to the Christian church. Beay MacNeil, David Daniels and Father

Leunardo were avowedly Christian in their thinking and talking about their leadership,
ascribing great importance to the Christian ideai and striving to work towards it as bat they
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could Father Leunardo said, '1 believe that 1 am saved to serve and that 1 can do this best
by serving children." This is a powerfd staternent of motivation that has guided him
through decades of senrice. David stated clearly that his entire view of life is informed by
the presumption that God exists and is involved in his life. He wants others, including his

students. to recognize the involvement of God in their Lives and to learn to serve in Light of
that recognition. Their stories are firmly set withui the Christian iradition and suggest that

servant leadership can happen within the Christian faith, but they do not comment on
whether a deep Christian cornmitment is necessary for savant leadership.
It could be argued that b u i s Lafiance and possibly Edward Smith of my

background study offer a slightly different perspective -se,

whiie they were nomùiaüy

Christian, their faith was less central in our discussions. When 1 did my background study
of Edward Smith 1 found that although he was obviousiy understood as a servant leader*
his faith was very private and had no outward expression in tenns of conversation or
church attendance. h u i s was somewhat active in the church but saw it as "a social club".
While he stated that God may exist, 1 did not get the impression that God was a large part

of Louis' life choices. It seems that Louis' service stemmed from his father who was
origmally recognized by the doctor as having something to contribute to the community.
He was then given an oppominity to move beyond his place as an orphan who was there to
receive an education !?om the community to one of contribution and value within that

community. Louis has embraced this view of life and takes ail opportunities to contribute
to his community in any and every way. Louis and Edward suggest that leaders with a

more nominal Christian commitment can be recognized as servants. In the case of Louis
and Edward, it would appear that the cultural influences in combination with their particuk
Me experience was sufficient to influence their choice to serve.
That is as fa.as I feel rny data take me. They do not address any questions about
savant leadership outside of the JudeeChristian tradition because 1 had no informants who
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represented that for me. A complementary, and very interesting, study might be designed

to look at this question by seeking nominations of perceived servant leaders as informants
from a diverse variety of religious faiths (or no faith at all) for cornparison to the present
data 1 speculate that any religion that fosters a sense of comrnunity and a sense of service

within that community would be amenable to the development of a way of thinking that

combines service with teadership.
Whether there was a deeply religious cornmitment or not, 1 observed in my
informants a striking knowledge of who they are "deep down inside" [Greenleaf Semant

Leadership 8) quite apart kom their roles as leaders. Father h n a r d o expressed cleariy
that he kgan with a natural desire to serve in the very best way possible and then only out
of that came the desire to lead He explaineci that even now he does not f-1 more than the
motivation to serve wben he carries out each individual ta& It is o d y in retrospect that he
recognUes Service within the tasks he has done. At that point, the effort and time expendeci

and the money he received (or did not receive) become incidental because his purpose of
senrice has been accomplished.

My informants suggested that savant leadership is an expression of their individual
background, early Life and belief system. For three of h e m this involved a tie into their

religious cornmitment and understanding. My inf-ts

impressed me as people who had

gotten to know themselves well and who were now &g

their unique contribution

through th& leadership and service. They had thought carefuily about what they found
rneaningfd and were acting on those beliefs.

Servant Leadership is Expressed in Individual Ways
While they were ail serving something other than their irnmediate self-interest,the

expression of servant leadership among my infonnants was as individual as its source in
theV experiences. Some of the individual ways in which they practiised servant leadership
were related to the liteirature.
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in David's love of dialogue and argumentation within the trusting relationships of

his coilege and denomination, 1 saw something of William Foster's approach to leadership
that occurs when leaders and followers evaluate the present and the past in a dialectical

process in order to make good decisions about their future direction (52,53). Both within
his primary role at the coiiege and his leadership role within his denomination, he was

respectful of past leadership and eager to build on its strengths, but also prepared to seek
out better and more emancipatory ways. In his contributions to the consortium discussion,
David showed his determination that innovations continue the basic mission, goals and

objectives of received tradition, that is, to nurture young people into the church, but also to
incorporate future possibilities (Foster 54).
Louis' story rnay be an example of Burns' transformational leadership that d o w s
the leader and followers to combine their efforts towards a common goal that is in their

collective k t interests (425). Louis wmked together with those who shared the vision he

onginated for each project he undertook and when they were ready to take it over, he
would leave it in their hands. This means that they must have both understood and
embraced Louis' vision. Louis was pleased that he had been able to identify values and
goals that resulted in group decisions and real,ïntended change (Burns 415). Louis is a
person who makes things happa by working together with others whether it is in
education, a housing project, a foundation, or a musical perfonning group.
There is a sense in which Betîy was also a transformational leader. She worked
with people who shared the goal that was in their collective best interest (Burns 4251, be it

enriched musical experiences or enhanced performance. She did this partially by
demonstrating its possibilities but mainly by inviting people whose personal goals
wincided with h m to avail themselves of the services she was offaing. By identifying
needs and matching those nee& with available resources, Betty e n s d that everyone who
was interestesi in music had an oppominity that rnatched their interest, She then made
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certain that those who wanted to put in more effort would have increased opportunity. that

is, more instruction, more masterclasses, more lessons, and more performances. In this
way, Betty worked together with the people who shared her goal.
When 1 thought about Father Leonardo's way with his students and staff, 1 related
it to Greenlds conceni for a just and loving society that provides greater creative

opportunity for aii its people. Greenkaf sees this as reaiized when the more able and the

less able serve each other (Servant leaders hi^ 49). He says that we need to make the care
we have for di people touched by our institutions count (Servant k d e r s h i ~55). A s 1

have written in my sixth chapter, 1 saw this in Father LeooarQ's serving the students and
staff and in his teaching them to also contribute wharever they couid.

The schwl janitor who was unable to get on with children serves as a case in point
When Fa*

h n a r d o fou& that he muid not alter the janitor's mamer with the children,

he insisted that the janitor work after the school &y was over and the children were out of
the building. 1 saw service in this action, oot only for the children who are Father

Leonardo's prime concern, but also for the janitor who he views as a troubled fellow
human being who needs a friend Had such a compromise not been available, Father
Leonardo would have put the needs of the children first and, perhaps, helped the janitor

look for more suiîable work elsewhere. L saw Fatha Leonardo as leading his school to be
an organisation of support rather than of feu.

For the sake of this discussion, 1 have presented the individual expressions of
servant leadership by my informants as mirroring the fiterature of William Foster, Bums
and Greenleaf. 1 wouid, however, like to reiterate that ail my informants are their own

unique mixture of leadership style. In addition to Foster's dialectical model, David also
sought to work together with others tuward a common goal of a just and loving society.

Father Leonardo seeks out those families that share his conunitment to Christian education
and they work together on thei. common goal through extensive dialogue. Louis is
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motivated by his concem that his home town have housing that allows its citizens to live
creatively throughout the winter season. Each of my infomiants is an individual who has
leamed to know themselves, their interests, their abiiities and has found a way in which to

work together with other people to the benefit of a larger group.
Mv lnformants Bad an Ideal

While many, if not ail, organizations have a goal or a purpose by which their
success cm be measured, all my informants had something outside of themselves that they
were passionate about and that transcended their self interest. They felt that their ideai was

more important than they themselves and so they gave themselves to its service together
with others who shared their conviction. My informants saw their ideal as an Oppominity
to participate in something tbat went beyond themselves and had a greater importance than

they could ever have as an individual.

My informants ideal and their dedication to their ideal had several implications for
their leadership. In this section 1 explain first that the value my infonnants placed on the

ideai ailowed them to respect the work they did towards accomplishing i t Their work was
important because the ideal was importaut. Second, they were passionate about their ideal
and, whether it was the education of children, wrnrnunity housing in a rural town or the

denominational community; they identified with it and sought out others to work together
with them. Third, although they respectai the right of other people to make their own

choices, they were there to persuade as many as possible about their ideal. Fourth, my

informants ohared th& power with those who shared their ideal and directed it at builduig

up the ability of the group to bemr achieve their shared goal. Finally, 1&te about how
having a shared goal affects the foilowers' perception of the leader's use of power.

Self-Respect Arises Out of the Ideal
The shared ideai was the basis for the confidence of my infofmants in the work they
did Because they saw the shared ideal as bang v q important, they respeaed themselves
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and their contribution to it as signifiant They thought of their work as important not

because they themselves were important but because they were convinced of the importance

of the ideai.

Louis' work in education was based on his belief that education was important and
that his was a "great division" that offered a quality education to its students. Louis

believes in what he is &hg, whether he is acting as the principal of a school, making
arrangements for adult education, cuitivating a garden or setting up a foundation. This

belief is reflected in the importance that he attaches to each Qsk.

The same thing could be said of each of rny infofmants, but it was my consideration
of Betty's case that helped me understand how the h e between savanthaxi and abuse can

be drawn and defended She demanded respect, not ço much for herself as for the work
she did because it was h a way of wnîributing to making things better and therefore it was
important B e 9 wants to be seen as nght and fair and projects herself as strong when
relating to the administration both of the music faculty and the university in general. She

teUs them what kind of contract she wants and she "madenthem pay her teachen even

when the situatiog did not fit into their normal protoco1. She does not hesitate to stand up
for herself because she has a personal respect for her work and she says, "1 will give
because 1 want to give."

My informanu "knew" their work was important because it fit with the ideals they
believed in and shared with others in their organization. In the same way as the ideal was

important, their work was worthy of respect. They were ready to insist on it because they

were convinceci about the validity of their ideal, and therefore they respecteci themselves.
The Ideal i s Shared
M y infonnants' personal ide& were reflected in the goals that lay at the h a r t of

their organization. These were s h e d by the other people in the organization partly
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because my informants insisted on it, These common ideais became the basis of their

community.

When I was t a h g to David about inclusivity within the context of his coilege, he
explained that every organhtion must have some non-negotiables that defme what that
orgaaization is.
Well, it seems to me it' s not a question of essential or non-essential. It's a given.

Baseball teams are not open to people who have no interest in basebali and who do
not want to play baseball, and so they might be open to anyone who wants to do
what that group has defined itseif as being.
It is tme that each of my informants had an ideal that tbey were worlMg on together
with other people and that this ideal was at the center of their organization. For David it

was Chnstianity as expressed within the Baptist community, for Betty it was music, for
h u i s it was his school division and his home town, and for Father Leonardo it was the
of children through education. Sergiovanni suggested that "servant leadership is

&ce

practised by serving others, but its ultimate purpose is to place oneself, and otbers for
whorn one has responsibility, in the s e ~ c of
e ideals" (Moral Leadership 138). Al1 my

i n f m t s placed themselves together with other people whom they cared about, in service

of the s h e d ideai that was the definhg urnist of their association.
My informants felt that their ideals were worthy of sacrifice, tirne and work and
they would defend them without compromise,not because it made them more cornfortable,
but because they saw the ideal as k i n g important. They worked hard to b

~ theg goals of

others in line with the ideah they held and would d e f a d the ideals in the event of a wnflict
with the perronai goals of a follower. For them, accountability is an important component

of tnist.
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1-think the principal has to stand behind her staff, but staff also needs to know that

the principal has to do a job, and that incornpetence is just not acceptable as a nom
to opffate on. I think they sense that very clearly.
When Father Leonardo found a teacher neglecting his teaching responsibilities in
order to work on the school yearbook, it was a serious matter that he dealt with very
forthrightly. He said that the children were in school to be taught and that the teacher's
primary responsibiliîy was to plan and teach them weil. He sbted that the year-book was

extra-curricular, and while it had to be &me, the teacher could use neither preparation nor

class time for it He did this on the bais of the ideal of service to children through
&cation tbat he did not defend, but simply insisted the teacher accepr
That becornes often rny point with them. We're here for the chiidren. You're not

here for me or for yourselves even though that pay cheque is very important to you.

We're here for the students, That's what the whole school centres around. it
wasn 't built for you; it was built for the children, and then! is accountability.
My informants were constantly l o o b g for others who were prepared to share their
ideals. Betty sought out those people whose goals included serious music study, Father

Leonardo looked for Christian families to corne to his school. Louis worked hard together
with those who were prepared to get on board and simply ignored those who "put sand in

the machine" as long as he possibly could because they were ljust playing gamesn. Some

may feel that ignoring those who w a e not persuaded amtains an element of exclusiveness,
but my infonnants did wt see it that way. They were quite prepared to spe11 out their non-

negotiable criteria up front, often in a vision staternent or as prerequisites for joining an
activity, but beyond those guidelines they made efforts to be as inclusive as possible. They

wanted everyone who shared their interest to be included and they saw aü who agreed *th
their goals as potential allies with whom they were prepared to work What they were not
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prepared to do was to Iose theu purpose by pandering to every wish thai walked in the

door.

When a group of people work together on a shared ideal over a period of years. a
community forms. David's experience within his coilege and denomination suggested how

the shared ideals of servant leadership can operate within a commuaity context and how, to

a large extent, community ties can becorne substitutes for extemai controls such as rules

and the p o w a to enforce decisions (Sergiovanni

~~ Leadershio 138). Much of what is

done in David's coiiege is based on traditions that have deveioped over years of association
in the comrnunity around a wmmon cornmitment to the ideals of Christianity as expressed
in their Baptist community. David explained that one of the things that the consortium

discussion is bringing to iight is the fact that "sovery, very many of the things that now
need to be negotiated have never, ever been said hm." It has been their style to operate on
the basis of a common understanding of who they are and what they are doing in serving
the students and the denomination. These community ties have carried thern for fifly years.

My inforrnants, then, had a goal, an ideal that they were passionate about and they
diligently sought for others to work together with them. This was not because it made

them more cornfortable but because they saw the ideal as important and worthy of
dedication. The shared ideal was the basis for their group interactions as membership in
the group was premised upon support for the shared ideal.

Persuading Others About the Shared Ideal

My infamants were seeking to persuade other people about their ideal beause they
were conceniecl with hi-

values, purposes and f m s of self-fuifilment and they sought

to foster those in contrast with a narrow, egocenttic self-actualization (Burns452). Rather
than sirnply using cœrcion and manipulation that might get a partîcular short tenn result but

that also violate the pason and therefore strengthen resistance, my informants used

conviction,dialogue and example to persuade (Greenleaf Servant Leadership 42). n i e y
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were not neutral about the decisions reached by others because they were personally

convinced about their views and wanted to share their views with others.
Some were interesteci in more than simply modelling servant leadership within their
organktions; they wanted to sec it institutionalized throughout their organizations because
they saw it as someîhing they wanted everyone to experience. Father Leonardo's schwl

was in tune with him in emphasigng savice and looking for ways to promote this among
the staff and the students. While he wished service to permeate his school system, it is

interesthg that Father h n a r d o did not attempt to alter the hierarchical system itself. He

lefi the board and schwl adminismtive structure unchdenged.
I observed this quality of persuasion, first in comection with students, and second,

with the staff* The approach, predictably was somewhat different but there was always the

sense that something was right or better or ideal and that they wanted the other person,
whetha student or colieague to corne to see it that way, m.

Students

My informants' interest in their students was reflected in their concern that the
students be, first, positively impacted by th& service and, second, that the students
themselves develop a positive view of serving. Their concerns for the students were the

same as Greenleaf's test for service: "Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while
being served, become healthier, wiser, k,
more autonomous, more likely themselves to

become servants? And, what is the effect on the least privileged in society; will they
benefit, or, at least, not be further deprived?" (Servant Leadershie 13-14 italics in the

original)

Betty cleariy wanted her service to have positive results for students. She worked
hard to make the necessary arrangements, to find stimulating workshops, to provide

performance opportunities, to support the teachers in their pteparation of the students, to
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cultivate ensemble work, to sponsor parties and so on and on. When 1 asked why she does
ail this,

she explained her thoughts about just one aspect of her ambitions. She is clearly

wanting to elevate the student's potentid for musical experience.

i'd like them to have a chance to know what music is ail about and maybe make a
better audiaice later on, even if they are not going to be perfmers, they could be a

reaily nice audience if they p w to love what exists.
Betty wants the students to h o w about and leam to love music so that their lives

can be richer. She would argue that this has the potential to make them healthier, wiser,
freer, and more autonomous (Greenleaf Servant Lxadership 13-14). 1 saw a sirnfiar
concern that students be positively impacted by his work in a story that Fatha Leonardo

told.
It is the story of a boy named Scon who was "always getting himself into
something annoying" and whose parents had to be calleci frequentiy "about some cornplaint
or something that wasn't done." Father h n a r d o says that when Scott left schooi, their

relationship was such that he and Scott continueci to have a cup of coffee together
somewhere at least once a month just to talk. At one point Swtt got into some dificulty
with the law and when his parents did not want to go to court with him, he asked Father

Leonardo. Father Leonardo not only went dong for the hearing, but h e helped Scott
follow up on the advice of the judge during the two years he was without his driving
liceme. In their conversations, Father Leonardo would affirrn Scott by saying sincerely, "1
think there is a lot of good in you."

It was only recently at Scott's wedding, that Father Leonardo began to see the good
person that Scott had becorne. Father Leonardo says, "1look back on that as a very good
experience" because now he sees Scott as "a fine young man of 28 years" who has left
behind the "annoying siilinessu and is showing evidence of the good that Father Leonardo
recognized ail dong. For Father Leonardo, Scott is a prime example that "you can affect a
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person's life even though you have to be quite f3m with him in the classroom." This is
what challenges Father h n a r d o and gives him energy.

Second, my i n f m t s were also concemed that the students themselves develop a

positive view of serving. For exampie, the staff and parents in Father Leonardo's schooi

talked repeatedly about whetting the students' appetite for service. Their minciset was that
it was important to pass dong ho the students a positive experience with and cornmitment to
serving other people. They wanted the students a> experience and embrace king helpfd to

their wmmunity and the larger society in which they lived (Noddings 4 1). Part of David's

goal in nurturing young people into the church was that they would becorne equipped to
find a place of usefulness, that is, service, within that community and the world at large.

To this end, David teaches them but also demonstrates leadership and service for them.

Staff and COU-ues
My informaais recognkd that persuasion was more effective with their staff than

coercion and manipulation. They were willing to give extm time to get heartfelt support
rather than begnidging compiiance. When 1tallred with David about how he dealt with his
colleagues, he explained that he had very little formal power and that in his eighteen years

as Provost, there were "virtuaiiy no regulations that [he] had the o f f i d nght to break."
Rather than complaining about this, he always felt that it praected him h m accusations of
abuse of power and so he wmked on the basis of persdon. He explained, "thepower 1
have developed has never been in my nght to do things, but rather in the recommendations
1 make to the faculty, the way issues are presented, information I have in certain areas and

so on." He prefers to have it this way.
Father Leonardo also used a consultative leadership style. When 1 speculated that
he had not done it that way when he began leading twenty-five years ago and asked how
the change had occured, he said: "1 think you're quite amxt 1 don't think that's how I

started out 1 think, in that sense, 1 ackd and was the boss. 1 called the shots. If
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something had to be decided, 1 decided, at times to the dissatisfaction of the others." He
then talked about how he would sometirnes vacillate when thinking about the approach to
take.
1 do know that part of me sometimes would say, 'Well, whether they like it or not,

this is the way 1 want to do it" but at the same time I would feel that L'd better get
them on my si&, w, 1 would consult thern and make them see the wisdom of doing
what we're doing or what 1 would iïke to do.
He sees the change as having been "very, very gradualn and

C O M ~ Cto~the
~

awareness that "teachers are different than they were fifteen years ago." He said that "at a
certain point, 1 did sense that a couaborative approach is far bettern although "it does take
more tirne." He sees it as "moreeffective in the long run" and the right approach in tcxiay's

enviromnenr nie following example was interesthg to me.
It has to be sort of digested - o k n they wiu talk about it amongst themselves before
they come up with an answer... It's probably easier to say. 'Listen, I want you out
there two minutes More the beii rings, so that when the children corne out at recess

time, you are there. 1 don't want you thirty seconds late; I want you out there."

Now the approach is, 'How can we be sure that you are out there when you're
supposeci to be out there? Give me some ideas."
It was by wnsulting and working on problems together with their colleagues and

by providing positive opportunities for their students growth that my inf~nnantspersuaded
rather than manipulated. They are convinced that their personal example in addition to

consultation and their verbal persuasion are the right and most effective approach. While I
was unable, because of the limitations of my study, to confirm that their foiiowers also saw
them as consultative and mutual, they are convinced that their personai example in addition
to consultation and their verbal persuasion are the right and most effective approach. 1 saw
David and Father -nard0

as working in a consultative fashion, but this was less me of
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Betty whose situation was different in that the people she works with, work in their own

homes for much of the time. Therefore 1 write more about Betty in the section titled "in
Charge Venus Controlling."

Shared Ideal

- Shared Power

Once my infonnants discovered that they shared their goal with others, they began

seek out ways to share power with them. This shared power occurred within their
community rektionships and was based on a mutual regard behueen the leader and the
foliowers. It seemed that my i n f m t s were Looking not so much for ways to incrase

their persona1 power as for ways to iocrease the power of everyme in their erg-on so
that they could ail place theu power in tbe k c e of their shared ideal (Blackmore 122).
It is the shaRd ideal that makes possible the power of transfimmiional leadetship of

Burns (425) in which the follower and leader motivations are brought together in the
service of a cumrnon goal. Burns recognized that there is a great deal more power to

accomplish things in transformational leadership than when the agreement between the

leader and the foUowers is merely transactional; that is, based on individual goals that are
not mutually shared. Louis, always aware of his need for the support of others for his
projects, caught the Merence between transactional and transformational power of Burns
when he said:
1 think you have to be careful how you use power, so don't abuse ir 1 wouid say,

as a school principai, you're being paid to go some place and make things happen.

You can g o there and rnake things happa up to a point, but if you don't get COo p d o n h m the people that you're workhg with, you're not gohg to be there

for very long. You've seen principals corne and go, right? ... So 1 thùik you need

to figure out what the needs of the group are and sort of work together to generate
sorne benefits for the group. Maybe that's a diEerent m

v

e of leadership.
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Louis worked in a follegial approach to get as many as possible to agree on a goal
and then to work togethex to achieve if Louis always worked on his projects with other
people whom he gradually empowered to take over from him.
Father Leonardo sees amice as "melding" together with the power of leadership

when it is shared with foilowers. He was very clear tint rather than working to possess

power himself, he wished to work togetha to increase the power of everyone so that the
total effect was one of greater power to accornplish their shared goal.
1 see them meld very well together and 1probably e d s e a great deal more service
than of power. In the consultative process that 1like to operate under, one does not

have to exercise a great deal of powa - "1 am the powa, so you'd better do as I
say." 1 üke to think that together we make up the p w a .
As I explained in the sixth chapter, Father Leunard0 made extensive use of

cornmittees to generate ideas, test them, and refme them so that they could then be
presented ta the board or the mmmunity with a larger group of people having ownership in

them This way of sharing power and ownership around was also used in David's coiIege.

W e have a cornmittee called the Academic Concems Cornmittee which, again, is a
cornmittee with very little power.

Often it processes things and makes

recornmendations. When the recommendations corne from that wmmittee it is
differeit then if it cornes h m an individual or myself.

My inforrnants used rules to help their organizations run smoothly but not to keep
other people in restncted roles. In fact, if it became evident that a rule did not serve their
ideal at any particular point, the rule would be ignored for that time. In Noddings' terms,
my informants did not ailow abstract rules to overtake their caring (44, 201). My
ùifarmants were interested in sharing their powe with ail people who shared theh ideal and

did u> in various ways thaî suited the situation and the individual people with whom they
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were dealing. Their power was to empower those around them in the service of the shared

ideal.

Ln Charge Versus Controlling
Early in my research 1 wondered a lot about my i n f a n a n t s king controlling
because 1 observed that many of them were central to their organizations and therefore
largely in conml of what happened. 1noted that they made many of the major decisions
and that main communication lines were routai through them. in one case, I even thought

that common courtesy and effusive thanks were k i n g used as a way of obligating the

followers to the lea&r and as a way of forestalliog their ability to criticize.
In my observation times however, 1also noted that these leaders were not resented
for their control and that the followers were content to let them have both the responsibility
and the contml that went with i t As the followers appeared to me to share the ideal of the

leader, there was a sense that the leader's control was in their best interests. As long as
they s h e d the ideal king serveci by the leader, they did not feel manipulateci or coerced
and everything went dong fine.
1 talkrjd about my dilemma *th

Father Leonardo at length and found that he had

thought about it very carefuily. From our exploration that 1 have described in my sixth

chapter, I was able to identiQ a distinction between "being in charge" and control. Being
in charge means seing to it that things run smoothly and as they should so that the

organization's s h e d purpose is achieved. Control is an attempt to predict and c o n m l

human action in order to justiQ and shore up existing power relationships such as was
describecl by William Foster (48). The major distinction cornes in whose interests are
being served. My informants were "in chargenbut they were not using their organisation
and theu followers as a means to shape the world in the way thev wanted, with *em in
control and receiving the greatest share of the benefits (Perrow 1 1 emphasis mine). My

infonnants were not senring their own interests and receiving the greatest share of the
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benefits, but were using their organizations as a means to serve their ideal and society at
large.
Father Leonardo sees hirnseifas "a servant to the children" even while he also sees

himself as "having been mandated by the board to manage the facility which is here on
behalf of the children." He is part of a "lineof accountability" in which "staff members are
accountable to [hirn] because [he is] accounrabie to assure the Board that what's happening
here is within [his] mandate so that they can report back to the parents and say, 'The school

is running weli.'"
Betty was also M

y in charge of her conservatory and saw to it that things ran

smoothly so that the conservatory's purpose was achieved because that was in the best

interest of aü who were served by her musical ideai. She saw herself, and was seen by
others in her organization, as one who did not serve her own interests. When 1 observed
the parent's association meeting, 1 noted that these people, rather than feelùig controlied

and manipulated, had a sense that E3etty worked in harmony with their shared ideal and they
were reiieved to leave things in Betty's han& while they enjoyed the resuits of h a work. 1

did not see anyone as wanting to take any of that over fkom her; they were content to let her
have both the work and the control as long as the ideal was king m e d by Betty. Betty's

"beingin chargen was directed not to the service of her own self-indulgence.
The essential difference between "kingin charge"and manipulation and control is
its purpose. Manipulation and control imply that followers are being used, pushed,
mazilpuiated into oomething that they do not see as to their own benefit My infonnants
were "in charge" in such a way that the foUowers muid relax and contribute because the

basic purpose of the organization was one about which they were also convincd They
saw their leader who was my informant as having the i d d they shared at h e a h
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AU my informan&enjoyed long tenure at their work places and I originaily thought
this indicated that they were more iike1y to be nomiaated if that was the case. It seems that

service is rooted in relationships and relationships take a long time to build However, it

may also be tnie that the quality of mutual service ailows for the development of long term
relationships be$ween the leader and the led, thereby making a longer tenure possible.
The concept of the shared ideal is central to servant leadership because it Lies at the
heart of the organization and the relationships within it My inf~rma~lts
dernanded respect

f a their ideal and work that was done in semice of that ideal. My infofmants were

passionately dedicated to their ideals and sought out people with whom to share this
passion. The shared ideal became the focus of the organization in which my iofofmants
were "in charge" and used to serve the shared ideal. Power was not seen as something to
be clung to, but was spread around to everyone who was working for the shared ideal.

The power my informants exercised was restrained by their consideration for, their
cornmitment to, and their love of the people with whom they worked on their shared ideal.
1 discovered in each of my informants a personal touch and a genuine love for people.

Mutualitv in Rehtionshi~s
I now want to write more about the nature of the relationships 1 observed between
my informants and the peuple they led. in order to assess my inf~rmants'attitudes to their
students, staff or coileagues, 1 would a& questions about those people as they came up in

our conversations. Through those Stones, many of which have already been told in this
narrative, 1I

e euunenvinced that my infonnants listeneci to and trieated the people amund

them as üuthfully valued people rather than merely as instruments for the achievement of

organktiond goals (William Foster 51,59). My informants saw other people as vaiuable
contributors with whom they were working for the shared ideal (Noddings 65,80,177).
1 WU
present my discussion of my i n f m t s ' relationships in three par& First,

central to their relatiomhips was a mutual search for meaning that they shared with the
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others in their organization. Second, rnuniality rneant that they shared in the necessary

mundane tasks, and third, mutuality meant that they worked to redefine their position
within the hierarchy of the qpization.

Shared Search for Meaning
Central to their consideration o f those around them was my informants' view of
th& work as an opportunity to reflect and to seek out together "somethingbigger and more
cornpelhg; a way to Live, a sign of what matters, a clue as to what this life means." (Coles

280). They did not pose as the one who had arrive- but they were willing to admit the
need for criticisrn, to admit the things they muid not do, and to ask for reminders about
how the problems of the world are problems they had within themselves (Nouwen Creative
Ministry 86). My informants had reagnized and accepted their dependence on their

foliowers even in personal ways (Blackmore 120) because they also n

u to receive care

(Noddings 4 1). This shared search had an effect on their relationships with those around

them. There is somethuig subtle wrnmunicated to one who is king served and led if,
implicit in the compact between the leader and the led, is the understanhg that the search

for wholeness is something they sharen(Greenleaf &mant Leadership 36).
This notion of a shared search between the leader and the led was illustrated for me

by David in his relationships with both the stuclents and his colleagues. David wants
everyone who is interested in "reflecting with us [Baptists] about reaiity

... on the

important questions of being ...within a framework of an assumption that there is a God"
to feel a welcome at his college. ~ ipurpose
s
in those relationships is to work together on

important and interesthg iife questions David said, "you never learn fmm people who
agree" when he described the vigmus academic m a t e that characterizes challenge among

his colleagues. David loves dialogue and even argumentation on these issues with both

faculty and shidents but it is mutuai learning for the sake of the community that he seeks.
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When David inîeracted with his colleagues and the students, 1 thought I detected an element

of affirmation and love for them to which they tespondecl w d y (Noddings 179).
There is a good element here that 1 am terribly proud of and that is the way we have
been able to fight among ourselves and end up supportmg each other. !t is not that

we always agree, so I am very pleased with that.
When Father Leonardo fin& that one of his staff disagrees with him on an issue, he
invites them to talk about it to see if they can change his mùid

Sometimes 1'11 say, 'You know, you make some good points. Why don? we, at
the next staff meeting,get some more input on this*My mind has been changed by
other people's ideas who in the end had b

e ideas
~ tban 1 initially had. I'm very

open to th& If you can prove to me... Or 1'11 say, "Go to the team leaders"; let the
team leadas discuss it with th&

primary group and the intermediary group. Tak

about it and report back to me.
Father Leonardo's shared search involves listening to his staff, hearing and sharing
in the questions they are faced with on a daily basis. He says there is a trust that has built

up between them. He perceives that the rnajority of the teachers "will very readiiy corne to

(himl and share a frustration or ask a question about something that they were not too sure
about." This offers him the opportunity to listen and attempt to provide them with

answers. This shared search implied first, an acceptance of followers as they were, and,
second,a wiUuigness to listen to them in order to hear and understand
AcceDtance of the Human Condition

This notion of a shared search implies something else that 1 saw in my informants'
interactions - an acceptame of the human condition with both its suffering and its joy and a
working with its imperfections to build wholeness through "adventurous creative
achievementn (Greenleaf Servant Leadershio 12). In the same way as they themselves
were imperfect, my informants saw their followers as sometimes immature, stumbling and
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uiept, and they did not regard theis acceptane and love as something the others needed to
deserve (Greenieaf On Becorninq 308,3 10).

In his relationships with the board and the cornmittees of his school that I described

in the sixth chapter, 1 saw Father k n a r d o as chaLlenged by the vagaries of human nature.
He was, however, willing to tolerate imperfection because of his interest in and affection
for his people (Greenieaf Servant Leadetshi~21). Father Leonardo mainîained a han& off

position with the cornmitka and the board even when this meant that he had to work with
their errors. In an effort to discourage dependency he refused to rake control even when
this meant that important thiogs did not get done as he would have liked Fathex Leonardo
was prepared to be disappointeci and 1saw acceptance and humility in these actions.

in Betty I observed an understanding of the pressure that her students and their
farnilies experience. She remembers with nostalgia the tirne when music students were
excused from school for the music festival or when they had major performances and
muses about how different it is now when the student must juggle everything

simultaneously. She works to see through the f d y and schwl pressures that her

students face.
Another student and her mother came in shouting at one another because the girl felt

that there was something happening at her school that she d

d not miss and her

mother wanted to cal1 the school m cancel out her participation. Neither one was
reasonable! So there 1 was. L stopped the mother from calling by saying that this
obviously meant a great deal to the daughter. 1then asked the student to calm down

and give me her fidl attention for the tirne until her appointment at the school. She
was able to concentrate on one thhg at a thne and we got them both in. Wow, this

is a challenge!
answer.

kids and their families are under pressure. I do not know the
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This acceptance of the hurnanity of their followers irnplies that rny informants,
while prîmarily s e M g the shared ideal, alx, made rwm for the personal needs of their
followers. When we talked about the people they worked with, it was my impression that
they cared about them as people whether or not they were able to contribute to the ideal at
ail tirnes. They described situations in which they did not give up on their followers and,

when there was a difficulty, offered plenty of time for them to regain their ability to
contribute maxirnally. My informants "lived through" the human dilemmas and problems
faced by their followers and sought out compassionate and responsible solutions
(Noddings 96, Blackmore 120). This contributed to an environment in which it was safe

to expairnent and even to f d because failure was not final. In so doing, my informants
built the ability of their organizations to achieve the shared goal.
Listenin~
- and Reci~xocitv
My informants (with one exception who recognized this as a weakness), were

people who listened carefully because they r d y wanted to understand Cornplaints were
carefully heard and acted on as promised within a short time. Longer discussions were
preferred to shorter ones because they allowed more time for mutual respect to develop on
sensitive issues. Speciai groups were fonned to help relay the news from the trenches; that
is, the h d of conversation that peuple will have with one another but would hesitate to

&are with the leader. One of the important functions of cornmittees was to broaden the
information base so that the leader was not operating in a vacuum.
1observed several examples of reciprocal processes in which leaders and foiiowers

listened, acted, communicated respnses and modified subsequent actions to take that
feedback into account (Greenleaf Servant leaders hi^ 13- 14, Burns 440, 449). As 1

explaineci in my sixth chapter, this reciprocal process was used by Father Leonardo when
he formulated a language policy for his schwl. When the origuial request for a means of
dealhg with ridicule, meanness, obscenities and blasphernies came, he thought about it for
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some time before discussing it with a parent and staff cornmittee. From the notes he took
on that discussion, he wrote a draft that he circuiated to the staff. He incorporated their
responses and circulated the dmft to the committee once more. From there he requested the
comments of the entire r h m l community and only when it had received support at ali these
levels was it adopted as policy.

My infmants had learned to listen in ways that modified their own attitudes, their
behaviours and the attitudes and behaviours of others in their organizations (Greenleaf

Becornine 303). The basis for mutuality between rny infonnants and their foilowers is
their shared search for meaning and the humility with which that is pursued, This allows

for leaders leaming from their followers and for them aU to grow together but it also

dernands a mutuai acceptance of each pason's limitations and mors. It involves a high
degree of listening and nxiprocity between the l e a h and their students and staff. It might

be possible say that by their tistening and reciprocity the leaders are serving the interests of
their followers rather than the shared ideal. I would, however, argue that the ideal is best

served when the followers' legitimate needs are taken seriousty and community is fostered.

The Mundane
The second thing that spoke of mutuality in my informant's relationships was their
willingness to take care of mundane things. 1 have already talked about the detailed Gare

Louis takes with hospitality, how Betty works long hours so that "things cm run smwthly

in the morning" and how Father Leonardo cares for the correspondence and logisticai
details for the Catholic schools organization. In comection with his work as principal,

Father Leonardo explains, "1sometimes wiU pick up some of the dirty work with them [the
teachers] as weli and sit in on meetings with parents, just to give them the assurance that 1

am with them." AU my informants took for granted that they would do the trivial thuigs in
addition to the more ostensive leadership roles.
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Doing the trivial things has the effect of communicating a value for that work and
the people who do i t Leaving something behind with the expectation that someone else

WUclean it up for you communicates something about how you value yourself in relation

to that task and the person who does that task. My informants wantwi to demonstrate that
they valued the people around them in such a way that it would be felt. The fact the David

prepares carefuliy for the graduation rehearsal communicates to the students that their time

is valuable, that they are worthy of such preparation and that he wants them to be
cornfortable in this situation. This makes the response David gets h m the students less

Because of her personal example, when Father Leonardo asks for volunteers, they

are willing to help, even in the mundane ways. A service mentality pervades his xhool.
An example might be the occasion when the theatre arts teacher who had "dwoted
innumerable &ernoons to the cuaching and directing of the play" for a coffee house was
supported by others who "chipped in with some backdropsn,and amnged for food, sound
equipment and tables. When I asked Father IROnardo about the teachers' attitudes to this
"extra" work, he said that most view it as something in which they are pleased to be
involved. 1 attributed this targess to Father Leunardoiswillingness to do his share of the
menial tasks iike the folding of programs when everyone else was busy rather that delegate
them to other "less importantwpeople.

However, 1also had the sense that one of my informants may be m i n g too much.

By dohg a i l of the mundane tasks, followers enjoy only the benefits without any of the
arranging and background work that must go into things. My sense was that this may not

be optimal for the leader in that it is too busy, and, secondly, that it may feed an unhealthy
need to contml. I also thought that it allowed the others to wash their han& of those tasks
and decreased the ownership they felt for the orgmhtion. This could result in the sense
that they need not bother; it wiii get done without their effort. When things do get done
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without them, it merely reinfmces the pattern. After this pattern has gone on for several
years the organhtion c m be weakened in that it cannot stand without that leader there to
pick up the pieces because dependency has been fostered

I saw rny informants as promothg mutuality in their organi7iitions by taking a share
in the mundane tasks of the organizations they were leaders within. They worked hard to
be weil prepared and to provide o p b a l leadership. It was only when they serveci to the

extent that the service of othen was limited that I began to ask questions about whether
they were senring too much. It is possible to do that to the detriment of the organkation

and its ideah.

Redefinition of Position

The shared ideal and search for meaning that contribues ta the growth of both the
leader and the led within savant leadership aiso implies a redefinition or modification of
their position within the o r g h t i o n . Fit, writers such as Burns and William Foster
whom 1 presented in my second chapter proposed modifications within the hierarchical

system and supported the idea of positional exchanges between followers and leaders.
Second, this is in contrast to the prirnur inter pares of Greenieaf that surrounds the leader
with equals.

Moctificaticms Within the Hierarchicai Svstem
As was suggested by Burns (425,452), Louis enjoyed a leadership position that

was "upwin the system because it allowed him the autonomy that translates into power "to
make things bappen". As a leader, Louis was able to i d e n m resources, bring them into

his sch001 or his community and see that they were used for the good of that community.
it gives hirn great satisfdon to have done that Savice.
I would rather be a leader than a slave and like the freedom to make things happen.
Maybe all those thiags corne with power or authority. I don't ever see myself as
being a ctictator.
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1 also noticed two examples of positional exchange in which my informant as the

leader, gave up their leadership role to a follower. First, Louis would initiate a project, but
he was also able to leave the project in other people's hands once it was underway and they

understaxi what needed to be &ne. Louis was the initiator but he did not have to remain

as its leader. Second, when Tom came to Father Leonardo's school fifteen years ago. he
had no idea that he would becorne the priacipal when he retired. He, however, provided
oppominities f a his growth in the classoom and then as an administrator so that he is now

mmpletely d à e n t and reiaxed about having hirn take over in his place.

My infOrmants seemed amcemed first and fmemost about th& particular ideal, but
also about every form of UIlfairness they came uito contact with. While they redefined the
system so as to turn it away from only bolstering their personal positions, it may be
possible to criticize my informants for not going far enough. None of them was working

to change or challenge the systern that some rnight see as repressive and non emancipatory
for certain groups. In their dedication to their ideals, they may have neglected to do
sufficient systemic work, thus leaving their organizations vulnerable to leaders who do not

serve. It is possible that the systems they modified through their service may revert to less
generous forms when they l a v e AU my informants came from a generation in w hich their
leadership was sought out, in demand, and they had little experience with and pherefore
knowledge of the socio-political issues raised by William Foster, Shakeshaft and
Blackmore. It would have been intereshg to check the perceptions of the teachers, the
wornen, the foilowers generally about this but that was outsi& the xope of my study.

Louis modifiecl his position as leader within the hierarchical systern by using it to
serve his community and their needs and also by preparing for and passiag on the
leadership of his initiatives when they were ready. Father Leoaardo "grew his own"
replacement and is delighted the leadership he anticipates These actions can have the effect
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of softening the hierarchical system and making it more amenable to hurnanity. However.
none of my informan&worked to rn-

their hierarchical system.

1 found an example of Greenleafs p r i m a inrer pares in David's account of the way

his college operates. Greenleaf suggests that the berarchicai principle which places one

person in charge as a "lone chief atop a pyramidal structurew be replaced (Servant
Leadgshi~
61) with a pnmus inter pares (Savant leaders hi^ 67) by which he means a fint

among equals rather than a singie chief (Servant lad ers hi^ 61). He suggests surrounding

a leader with others who are equally strong (Savant Leadersbi~63-65) so that no single
person has unchecked powa but that all are both restrained and encouraged by their peers
(Servant Leadershin 7 1). "No person is complere; no une is to be enrrurred wirh all.

Cumpleteness is to be found only in the complemenral talents of several who relate as
equalsw(Servant Leadership 112 italics in the kgmal). David describes their version of
this arrangement this way:

BUBC [Davidtscollegel has often been accused of having ail of us too much on
one level. Maybe it is accurate, but on the basis of rny experïence last year, 1 have
argued that BUBC is one of the most hierarchicaf places imaginable in its decision

makùig, only at the top of the hierarchy is not a person but a group. Our h v o s t
has very Little power. Our register has v a y litîle power. None of the individuals

has independent power.
1 asked him whether this was different for him now that he is president, but h e said

that "in tenns of formal power" there was "absolutely no changen. The president also

works through and with the faculty. David iikes it that way and s a y s "that part doesn't
bother me at aU"
It rernains, however, that this arrangement is somewhat unusual and that other

groups have difficulty relating to it This is suggested in the consortium discussions where
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the other colleges have sent to the table those who are "basicdly the ones who make the
decisions." David's college was unable to do that and this causes some discornfort and
delay.

One of the big ciifferences among us as putners is that ... the BUBC people who
are around the table aren' t [the ones who make the decisionsJ . Now, it' s not that
they are uninfluentid, but our style doesn't rest that kind of power in a few people.
We couldn't have had any six who couid have made the decision. So, it's not that
the wrong ones were chosen, but simply, that's not a way it could be done.
The examples of modifications within the hierarchical system were interesting and
stimulated my thinking. It is my sense that examples of primus imer pares in which the

leader is surrounded by equals are fairly rare in education and 1 was pleased to have had
David articulate one example of it for me.

The shared ideal and the mutuality of a search for meanhg had implications for my

informants' relationships with their students, staff and colleagues. I found an open sharing

of humanity with all of its exhilaration and disappointments and a serving of one another
for the sake of the s h e d ideal. Even positions of leadership were not seen as things to be
clung to but, like power, they were turned to the service of the ideal with positional
exchanges and an example of Grenleafs primus Nirer pares among my infomants. 1
would however, also wish to remind my readers that these staternents are based on my

conversations with and observations of my informants themselves rather than their
followers because that was outside the scope of my study.

Conclusion
1 have corne to see servant leadership as a concept that can help me to understand

the leadership of my informants. While its meaning ranged from straightfonvard
community rnindedness to a rather daunting and unattainable ideal for my Uifonnants, they
stated clearly that leadership is not to be exercized for the benefit of the leaders but for the
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sake of the people and the ideals that are shared. They saw &ce

as the ultirnate test of

good leadership and suggested that it is possible to use a position of leadership as a

servant.
1 have identified four servant leadership themes that came out of my explorations

with my informants in light of the Literature: First, service provided them with a remarkable

degree of personal fulfüment Second, the concept of servant leadership helps to explain
the kind of leaders my informants had become as a result of the interaction beween their

experiences, their personal histories and their beliefs. Third, my informants were
passionate about an ideal, and, fourth, their relationships were charactetized by mutuality.

First, for my informants, Servant leadership involved a degree of altruism but it did
not demand complete self-denial, rather, it was essentially self-fulfüment. They saw
themselves as gainhg h m their service because they identified their individual fulfilment
with the addressing of important needs in such a way that they and those around them

benefited. I observed that my informants loved what they were doing, that they found
meaning in it, that they wanted to do it and that they were pleased with their

accomplishments.
Second, 1 came to see servant leadership as an expression of my informant's

individual life experience and belief systems; it was an expression of their character. [t
seemed to have a natural element in that 1 found it difficult to imaguie them leading in any
other way. My four informants showed their individuality in the ways they led, their
motivation for their service and in the ways they were hilfilled by their work As their
character sternmed from their personal heritage, theù expression of servant leadership was
characteristic of themselves. 1 do not intend to convey that my informant's leadership style
was completely determinecl by their life experiences and belief systems, and that anyone

given the same experiences and beliefs would lead in the same way. An element of choice
remains. Each of my informants was an individual who had learned to know themselves,

their interesîs, their abilities and, through accepting this heritage, they had found a way in

which to work toge-

with other people to the benefit of a larger group.

Third, my informants had something outside of themselves that they were

passionate about and that transcended theu self interesr Their conviction about the validity
of the shared ideal was also the bais upon which my informants respected themselves and

the work they did My informants felt that these ideals were worthy of sacrifice. time and

work and they would defend their ideals to others without compromise. not because it
made them more cornfortable, but because they saw the goal as being important. My
informants' personai ideals were reflected in the goals that lay at the hart of their
organization and these were shared by the other people in the organllation. Although they
respected the nght of other people to make their owa choies, my informants were there to
persuade, although not to coace or manipulate, as many as possible about their ideal.
They were not neutrai about the decisions reached by others because they were personally

convinced about their views and wanted to share their views with others.

My informants shared theh power with those people who shared their ideal in ways
that suited the situation and the individual people they were dealing with, ail in the service
of the shared iéeal. My informants were firmly in charge of their organizations and
exercised a fair amount of power in savice of the shared ideai. Because they were a i l
working toward a wmmon goal and the basic purpose of the organization was one that the
followers were also convinceci about, they appeared to feel supported by the leadership of
my informants when 1 observed my informants relating to them. Servant leadership, as
portrayed by my infonnants, was not powerlessness; it was using p w e r to serve and

protect. It seemed that power was safe in their hands because they served and were
reiuctant to use th& power to hurt 0th-

Fourth, my infamants' relationships were characterized by mutuality. The basis
for mutuality between my informants and their followers was their s h e d search for
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meaning and the humility with which that was pursued. They were leaniing and growing
together with their followers. As an expression of mutuality, aLi my informants t w k for

granteci that they would do their share of the mundane things in addition to the more
ostensive leadership roles. The s h a d ideal and search for meaning that contributes to the
growth of both the leader and the led within servant leadership also implies a redefinition or

modification of their position within the organization. 1 saw a i i my informants as using

theV positions within thei. organizations in the service of the shared ideal and placing that

ideal zhead of their own advancement.
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Cha~terNine

- THE HEART OF THE MATTER

The Essence of Servant Leadership
As 1 explaineci in my first chapter, 1 did not set out with a ready definition of
servant leadership. Rather, my research was designed to explore the concept of servant

leadership f m t through the literature and then through observing and talking with my

informants about their service. As 1conclude this study, semice within leadership remains

an important ideal. It is also a concept that is helpful in thinking and talking about
leadership.

However, it continues to elude -se

dennition. This bas led to diffculties in the

identification of semice and communication about if and bas intdered with king certain

enough to bring closure to the concept. On the other han4 1 suggest that perhaps servant
leadership is a concept that benefits from ambiguity in that it remains open to additional

altematives and higher aspirations than those 1have demonstrated in my research. There is

more to be discovered and it is my sense that my study will have achieved something if it
plays a part in giving direction to that ongoing pn>cess.
1 can, moreover, offer three observations essential to servant leadership as 1

perceived it in my informants. 1 have organized my obsemaîions into tbree points that are

related to the material presented in the eighth chapter, but 1have begun with the passionate
ideal that 1 feel was the source of both the rnutuality in their relationships and the

tmscendence of th& self-interest.
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A Passion
It is my sense that at the very heart of Sehvant ladaship is a passionately held beiief

or ideai that is aiso wiâely accepted as a morally good thhg by others. I would Like to pick
up on hvo ideas h m this statement; first, the passion with which the ideal is held an4

second, the moral question of how goodness is cietennine&
F i . servant leaders believe that something cari be made significantly better and
they are dedicated to accomplishing this because they feel that this ideal is worthy of

sacrifice,time and work This becornes their passion. They do this not because it makes
them more cornfortable, but because they see the goal as k i n g Mportant and this
conviction carries them throughout k i r life thne.

This visceral and emotional aspect of servant leadership arises out of the their
personal heritage and is thaefore an expression of individual background, life experience

and belief system. Servant leadership implies leaders that have learned to know

themselves,their interests, and their abiiities and have found a way to express those to the
benefit of a larger group. Because this passion is closely tied into who they are as people,
çome might see it as a self-interest. 1, however, differentiate this passion from self-interest
in that it is not pursued for the sake of personal material benefit. Their initial interest grows
into a passion throughout a life time of sifting and sorting in conjunction with others who
aisa recognize the ideal as important.

My informants were people who had corne to see their work and thernselves as
worthy of respect b u s e they conûibuted to the important ideal. Although there was a
degree of alnuism, without exception, my informants were people who loved what they
were douig, who found meaning in it, and who were pleased with their accomplishments.
Servant leadership may have implied the partial &ce

of things like money or prestige
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for my informants, but it is my sense that this was more than compensateci for in the

fundamentai, personal fulfilment they experienced and vaiued.
1am l e s certain about servant leadership king the centrai, defining element of my

infmant's leadership as "getting the job &nen in the sense of m

g the shared ideal

seemed to be their focus. Perhaps it was less the leadership style that motivated them than
the &sire to accompli& thei. goals, with servant leadership being their chosen m e . to get

it doue. Servant leadership itself was not their goal, or their passion; that was resexved for
the ideal that they saw as worthy of th&

sacrifice and respect

Second, there is a moral component to the concept and practice of servant

leadership. That is; to serve oneself as a leader is wrong, to serve an ideal is better, to care
is good, to make the world a bettex place is good, and so on. 1 would iike to remind my
readers that for the purposes of this research I have adoptai Greenleaf's test of savice as
the criteria for gooâness within leadership: "Do those saved grow as persons? Do they,
while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonornous, more likely

themselves to become servants? And, what is the effat on the least privileged in society;
will they benefit, or,at least, not be fiirther deprived?' (Savant Leadership 13 italics in the

original) This statement implies accountability and Listaung with interest to the experience

of those around the leader and therefore emphasiIes serving the community's weli-king.

When we move beyond the immediate community, there is the additional question

of what changes constinite W

g the world a better place.

This is a larger issue that

demands thinking beyond the confines of the immediate community group to the effect the

goals and values of that group have on other people and otha groups. As 1 suggested
earliet, Singer and Wootoa argue that leaders must be vigilant and careful in thinking about

how their group's shared ideal affects people outside their group so that their cornmitment

to their immediate i d a l and the fuactional ma-

of accornplishing it do not overtake a

wider social responsibility. Singer and Wooton recognize that working together on a
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wmmonly held ideai can be exhilarating, but also that the ideal must be repeatedly
scrutinized for its moral implications and e f f m on all other people (99).This is a part of
the moral component of servant leadership.
It is possible to ask whether servant leaders are necessarïly seen as good leaders.

Would 1 have received the same nominations if I had specified only that 1 was seeking
"good leaders"? While it is coIlceivable that a w a n t leader may not necessarily be a good

leader, when 1 spoke to my nominators about their nominations, it seemed that they were
seiecting their nominations from among people who they thought of as good leaders.

Whether they would have thought of these same nominees if I specified a "good leaderw

rather than someone reputed to combine service with leadership, is a matter of spedation.

It makes sense to suggest that many leaders have elements of &ce

in their leadership, but

that for one reason or aaother my informants did it more, or did it more consistently than
some others and thefffore came to mind when the nomination was requested.

Since my informants ail had a passion for their ideals, this seerns to be central to
servant leadership. This ideal was pursued through servant leadership, but remained their
central concem. Their ideals were accepted as m d y good by those around hem,and rny

informants listened carefully so as to h o w what affect their actions were having on others.
A Shared Passion

Since "it is difficult for the influence of an individual to go very Far without the
rnediation of an institution" (Greenleaf On Becornine 330), servant leadership, by its

nature, ideally involves sharing the passion with otha people withio an organization that is
focused on the same goal. The ideal is cuitivated within the organization and influences
that people decide to enter into or to =main within that organizatim. In servant leadership
the ideal as too important to compromise,so servant leaders work for heartfelt support by

personal example, consultation and verbal persuasion. They are not satisfied with mere
begrudging cornpliance and see little benefit in d o n or manipulation. Servant leaders
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are not neuaal about the W o n s reached by others about the ideal. However,the process
of persuasion is tempered, first,by the servant leader's acceptance of followers as whole

people, and second, by the recognition that the leader's views and work must be e ~ c h e d
by the views of others if they are to be effective. Servant leaders know that they cannot do
it alone.

First, the shared passion implies an open acceptance of others; that is, a sharing of

humanity and a willingness to M e n reciprocally and to leam h m one another. Servant
leadership suggests a sharing in the mundane tasks and identification with others so that
everyone grows together in the service of their shared ideal. The leader accepts the
followers as they are and is accepted by them as an e q d who alço needs to receive are.

Second, servant leaéaship irnplies respect for the contributions and choices made
by others. Servant leaders use their power and position to serve the interests of the shared

ideal and to also empower others who serve that ideal with them. The servant leader is
eager to see followers grow and becorne more able to provide leadenhip even if this means

a challenge to their leadership. Servant leaders look for ways to increase the power of
everyone in their organization so that they make up more power together. It is not
powerlessness; it is using power to serve together. Power is safe in the hands of those
who serve because they ideallle not powa, but love; not force, but exarnple; not coercion,
but consensus.

Because the shared ideal is regardeci as an oppominity to reflect on and to seek out
the best way togethex, the conviction of the leader is tempered by an acknowledged need
for the influence o f others who share the ideal. The use of the lea&rls position is
restraiaed by not only her dedication to the ideal, but also her consideration for,
cornmitment to, and love of the people with whom she works. My informana were people
who looked beyond themselves and their personal interests to consider the total Lives of the
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peuple they worked with. They were holistic in their outlook as they worked together to
accomplish the shared ideal.
1 have stated here what 1 learned from my informants but 1 would du> like to

acknowledge that there are questions particularly about interpretation of mutuality that
rernain unclear. For example, one couid ask whether an approach that my informants
understood as persuasion might be undaçmd as coercion by the -chers

on their staff.

One might also ask whether the i d e . was as mutually shared and arrived at as my
informants believed it was. What happens when the servant-leader's ideals are at odds
with those of the followers? Can the servant leader serve those who disagree with the

ideai? Is the leader paceived by his followm as truiy patient and mutuaily interactive with
those who disagree with him or do they perhaps see him as simply waiting them out? How
do those who do not share the organizational ideal feel about the leader's service and their
experience in the urganization?

Many of these questions would be best dealt with by speaking to the followers and
my study was lïmited to speaking to and obsewing the leaders themselves. 1 was able to
identiQ some dues by Listening very carefully to the attitudes rny informants displayed in

their descriptions of th& relatiomhips with their staff*students and their colleagues. 1 also
found that I could pick up a considerable amount from observing my informants'
intaactions in leadership situations and the clarification I sought in subsequent interviews.
However, the above questions remain outstanding and must be pursued in another study
that includes speaking to foilowers about their perceptions of the mutuality of the leader's
actions and attitudes.
Servant leadership implies the sharing of the passion with others in an organization

that has the ideai as its goal. The people in the organization are either persuaded about the
ideal or are open to beiog persuaded about it. They work together, each respecting and
cultivahg the ability of the other to contribute to the accomplishment of the sbared i d e !
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The Shared Passion Overtakes Self-interest
At the root of servant leadership is the conviction that leadership, as it should be, is

not there for itself but for the sake of the ideai and through the ideal, for other people.
However, just as the concept of service remained resistant to definition, its perceived
opposite also remained ambiguous throughout my research. One of the reamns for this is
that all my infonnants had high levels of self-fulflment in their work that could be

interpreted as a f m of self-interest, but this did not preclude them h m king nominated

as savant leaders. It seems that my nominators saw a sense of peasonai accomplishment in

work as laudable rather than distracthg from the Iea& as a servant.
1speculate that while there are f m s of self-interest that we resist in a leader, there

are otha f m s that we applaud in that we generally desire our leaders to enjoy leadership
and experienœ fulfilment in it. Perkqs we mmgnize that personai fuifilment is one of the
things that d o w s a leader to stay the course over a life-time. What we resist is the leader

who is merely self-senring,self-indulgent and seeking self-aggrandisement

dohg it at

the expense of others. This is why, in the following section, 1 suggest that it may be

helpfd to think in terms of leaders k i n g individual blends of self-interest and service in
theK leadership. Second, 1 write about the relationship between the inward quality of
Senrice and other styles of leadership.

A Blend

There is a sense in which aU my writing is an answer to those who say that there is

no such thing as alhuism, that every act is selnsh, and that leaders are there only to shore
up their position and to keep th& advantages in tac+ 1 feel that my info11~lii1lt.s
have M

y

refuted these notions and, by their actions, have suggested that it is possibIe to use their
power and position as a servant and to have purposes other than their own power and
advantage. 1 am not saying that this quality is either rare or ubiquitous - only that my
infonnants exemplis, it.
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in my mind the opposite of the servant leaders are leaders who use organizations
and the people within it only fm th& own ends, without regard for others within or outside
the organization. Their oniy consideration is the most efficient way to secure their goals
and rewards in the form of money, prestige and advancement While there may be a few
leaders who are totaiiy self-serving Like this, even they will eventuaily recognize that their
self-serving orientation must be rnasked from others in order to be sustainable. It is my
sense that it is unWrely that any one leader is either cornpletely self-oriented or completely
altruistic but that each leader is probably a unique blending of the two. It seems likely that

rnany leaders are somewhat serving in that they want to "do a good job" and see their
pasonal rewards as tied into enhancing the o v d performance of their urgankti011.They

are esentidiy seelang a "win-win"situation for themselves and their orgatMlzation.
My four inf~fmants,presumably, were selected as savant leaders not because they
were doing something novel, but b u s e they were seen as practising savice to a greater
degree than others hown to the nominatm. My informants were motivated less by their

own rewards and more by their ideals such as education, young peuple k i n g nurtured into
the church, community housing, and the enjoyment of music. For hem, service became

(tovarying degrees even within my sample) an importaot element of theu leadership Ui their
endeavour to reach the shared ideal. It incorporateci "getting the job done" and "being
democratic" in as much as those also serveci the ideal.
It is possible that a leader may "do a good job" efficiently and pragmatically to

provide a service; to foster an ideal; to encourage others in the way that Greerileafs test of
service describes both within and outside the imrnediate community; and to serve

somethhg outside of rhemselves and their personal interests. It is also possible that these
very same things can be done to build up the leader's position, to garner personal benefits,

or to keep another person or group from advancing their personal growth. While
motivation may be the telling factor, 1do not think servant leadership pcludes efficiency,
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pragrnatism or any 0th- legitimate leadership activity that respects 0th-

I am suggesting

that ail leaders are likely a> be a blend of self-interest and service and that my informants

were nominated because, in the minds of those who nominated hem, they were leaders
who practised senice to a somewhat greater extent
Savant ieadeashi~as an Inward Q d i t v

Servant leadership is a concept that is useful in talking about leadership, but other
approaches also make positive contributions because organizational concerns iike goals,
persuading others about those goals, fostaing relationships among the people who work

together and so on, continue to be a concem. It is my sense that the inward quality of
service may affect how the leader goes about acmmplishing those things.

It would seem likely that the servant leader would be cornfortable within any

organisation or a leadership style that aiiows them to serve their ideals; that they can share
with others; and that ailows them to mat others as muhially important to themselves. They

would be cornfortable in a situation in which they can share the human search for meaning,

can serve and be served, and can allow for mutual accountability. Conversely,they would
be uncornfortable when one or more of these conditions was not met. Adverse conditions
might be tolerated for short periods of tirne for specific purposes such as emergencies, but

it is my sense that my infonnants would becorne uncornfortable over an e x t e n a pdod of
tirne. That is simply not how they think about thernselves in relation to other people.

Srnant leadership i s a giving style of leadership rather than a gening or taking, restoring

rather than using up - particuiarly of personal and commuaity good will.
It would e r n to me, however, that a determineci individual on an individual basis

might h d creative ways to communicate semice, giving and caring in any position within

any system, no mattex how repressive. Greenleaf says that while one may not achieve a
perfea Society or even a pe&ct institution, it remains important to attempt to be a sentant in

whatever situation one finds oneself (On Becominp 344). One reason I think this may be
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possible is that, for better or worse, Servant leadership Lies within the leader rather than the
system. Servant leadership seems to me to be a matter of the heart, a way of being, a way
of relating, and a value system that shows who the leader thinks she is in relation to other
people and the world
The second reason is that Greenleaf himself worked within a large business for a i i
of his working Me.

He describes himself as one who got inside a large institution, Listeneci

to the miticisms and then, when he found an opportunity, did something about them

(Greenleaf On B e c o m 369).
~
He states that the challenges of our Society w i l I "uitimately

be met by institutions: home, business, church, school, labour unions, govanment But
the initiating fmces that bring a new level of institutional performance must corne from

individuals..." (Greenleaf On Becorning 297). Greenleaf was one such individual and it is

rny hunch that tIiere are others like him.
1 see savant leadership less as a unique style of leadership than as a way of k i n g

and refating to others and the world at large. Whiie some leadership styles, situations and
organizations are obviousiy more amenable to service than are others, seMce is an inward
attitude thai can be cultivated within any individual where ever they h d thernselves. What

we need is motivateci individuals who will work with our institutions to bring them to a
higher level of service for the good of all.

The Future
There is much that we do not yet know about servant leadership but it is a concept
that holds promise because it is in hannony with real needs and reflects the best of what it

means to be human. Servant leadeaship remains an ideal of what many consider best in the

human species as it matches with our human nature and fulfüs our needs and we are
prepared to demand it of our leaders. To foster servant leadership we must pay attention,

first, to our value system, second, to demonstmting and fostering the choice to m e , and
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fuidly, to our cornmitment to cornmunity. Servant leadership has implications for numire

and educatim as we cannot simpiy expect servant leaders to appear.

It involves, first, a value system that is developed over time through an iterative

interaction of life experiences with the belief system. Servant leaders must come to see
personal gains such as money and prestige as l e s important than the ideal they share with

others, so servant leadership challenges us to decide what qualities we wish to "numirein
people who may evolve as strong people in leadership positions" (Greenleaf On Becornine;

349). Servant leaders have to learn to think for themselves agahst the current of popular

opinion so that they can come to value their ideal and be passiouate about it Leaders who
f e l that personal satisfaction lies in gettuig as much as possible for themselves rather than
in giving to others are likely to seek impatient and superficial self-fulfïlment and
achievement rather than to seme.

Second, servant leadership involves a personal choice to serve that, although it
cannot be dictated, can be modeUed. Greenleaf suggests that our overemphasis on training
critics and experts discourages the kind of responsible participation that results in

leadership growth (On Becorning 328, 332). He would like to see us provide a climate
characterized by responsibility, research opprtunity, challenge, incentives and specific
goals such that true greatness in leadership can emerge (On
229-231). Service is

leamed by observation and guided participation in &ce

with others who think it is

important so that the novice cornes to identiQ with the rasons behind it. To foster servant

leadership, we must refine our own @ce

and share our Senrice with others in such a

way that they can come to understand it and ernbmce it for themselves as well.
Finally, optimdy, the real presence and receptivity of senmt leadership becornes a
comunity in which one serves as well as receives sexvice. Because servant leadership
involves a happy m

e of a personal mission with personal ability; long-tem, healthy

community relationships that aiiow people to explore their leadership potential must be
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valued, cultivated and maintained. The potentiai servant leader must be given ample
oppominity to experiment, to try different things and to be given honest feedback about
th& involvement within a reciprocally trusting community. Servant leadership is about a

community cornmitment and effort in the semice of its ideals.
This stands in opposition to the radical individualism of our culture in w hich

individuals are seen as sovereign and without obligation to one another. In such a sening,
if the commuity m e t s the expectations of the individuals, they remain; if the community
does not meet those expectations, they go elsewhere in search of more for themselves. In
this view, wmmunity has no meaning or value except to deliver goods to individuals and

the community oui place on individuals only those obligations that the individual wibgly
accepts. This promotes the dissolution of the bonds of community and consequent
isolation within which only deterrnined and already committed individuah may practice
swant leadership but it cannot be fostered.
Ln terms of further studies, my research was an initial look at how educational
leaders think about their service and as such, it suggests a number of complementary

studies. For example, my research specified leaders from the field of education even
though the ethic of sewice may be stronger in other sectors of our society. A shidy that
goes beyoad to the hospital, volunteer, business, or religious sector could be used to

compare and contrast rny hdings.
As 1 explaineci earlier, I would have been happy to have had a sample that was

gender balanced and included a person of colour. Because women have traditionally
"serveci" and thereby b e n kept in Service roles even when their inclination and ability goes

beyond those d e s , 1would Wre to see a study of women leaders. 1s it possible for them to
practice servant leadership? Another study that includes informants from a variety of
religious and ethnic backgrounds would be very helpful in challenging the observations 1
have already made. in addition, all my infofmants were well advanced on their career
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paths. It would be intereshg to study leaders who are not yet well established and perhaps

younger, and to compare that data with my present sampie.
1 would dso suggest that studies incorporating the views of the followers be

undeaaken. It may be more diffidt to find leaders who are willing to have their leadership
"

t

.about" by others, but an effort to buiid that kind of trust must be undertaken so the

information given by the Leader can be collaborateci by their folIowen. Not having access
to theu comments and views means that questions about mutuality remain largely
outstanding.
Finally, by its nature, dissertation research is carrieci out by a single individual,
albeit in a supervised setting. As such it Qes not benefit from the interactions of a team

approach in which the impressions of various mearchers h m a variety of disciplines,
about a single leader can be compared and contrasted.

Servant leadership involves a passion that is shared with others and that overtakes
self-interest. To foster m a n t leadership we m u t learn the rewards of saving and teach
theû value to others so that they can leam to identiw deeply with the ideal over a period of

time. This occurs optirnally in an honest, trusting community where Service is reciprocal.
While at this point the way to achieve çervant leadership is by no means clear, we may be

ready to make a begimhg that will move us in the right direction and once we have begun,
we will leam how to take those next steps (Greenleaf On Becorning 357).

Servant leadership does not imply powerlessness; but using power

to

serve

together. Power is safe in the han& of those who serve because they idealize not power,

but love; not farce, but example; not cwrcion, but consensus. It is a way of being, a way
of relathg, and a v@ue system that showswho the leaders think they in relation to otha
people and the world
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APPENDIX A

Louis Lafrance

- Director of

Adult Education

Interviews (These occurred in 1997)

length

ReLimuiary Meeting

Febnÿiry 26

3 hours

First Taped intemiew

March 14

1.5 hours

38 Pages

Second Taped Tnterview

March 3 1

1.25 hours

48 pages

Third Taped Interview

June 10

1.5 hours

40 mes

Total

7.25 hours

*135 pages

21 pages

9 pages

Observations (These occurred in 1997)
At Adult Ed classes

March 1,3,4,6

4.25 hours

City wide Adult Ed Meeîing

Apnl25

3 hours

8 pages

Man Basketbail Assoc. Town

April26

2 hours

12 pages

Self Help Group

May 2 1

2.5 hours

Community HouSng Board

May 22

5 hours

Total

16.75 hours

3 pages

16 -es

#60 pages

* Compare to the statement h m my etbics application which States: I plan to cunduct three
to four one hour interviews with each of my inf~rmants.

#Compare to paragraph from November 19% memo to my conmittee - While the number
of observations will be &pendent upon my preseace king acceptable to the leader, I would
anticipate that I would attempt a minimum of at least t h e observation sessions with each
of my informan&.
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David Daniels - Provost and President of
the Baptist Union Bible College

Interviews (These occurred in 1997)

length

R

March 25

1 hour

6 Pages

First Taped interview

Am8

1 hour

3 1 pages

Secund Taped Intaview

Am29

1 hour

32 pages

Third Taped Interview

May 23

1 hou

33 pages

Fourth Taped Interview

June 27

1 hour

38 Pages

Fifih Taped Intemiew

August 20

I hour

42 pages

Total

6 hours

e

m Meeting

* 182 pages

Observations (These occurred in 1997)
At a Student Meeting

March 27

1.25 hours

5paga

A Graduation Rehearsal

A p d 26

1.5 hours

14 pages

A Consortium Meeting

June 24

6 hom

11 mes

Total

8.75 hours

#30 pages

* Compare to the statement b m my &CS application which states: 1plan to conduct thRe
to four one hour interviews with each of my informants.
#Compare to paragraph h m November 1996 memo to my cornmittee - While the number
of observations wül be dependent upon rny presence king acceptable to the leader, 1would
anticipate that 1would attempt a minimum of at least three observation sessions with each
of my informants.
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Father Leonardo - Principal of St. Joseph's School
Active in Catholic Schools Organization

Lnterviews (These occurred in 1997)

.

.

length

Relunuiary Meeting

March 4

1 hour

First Taped Interview

March 12

1.5 hours

44 Mes

Second Taped interview

Am9

1.25 hours

34 pages

Third Taped LnteMew

May 6

L -75 hours

49 pages

Fourth Taped Interview

June 26

1 hour

32 -es

Totai

6.5 hours

*166pages

7 pages

Observations (These occmed in 1997)
At a Cornmittee Meeting

Marçh 5

3.5 hours

20 pages

At a PSPP Meeting

April 15

2.25 hours

10 pages

Schwl Staff Meeting

A p d 16

1.25 hours

13 pages

School ûrganization Meeting

May 14

2.25 hours

11 pEes

Total

9.25 hours

#54 pages

* Compare to the staternent from my ethics application which states: 1plan to conduct three
to four one hour interviews with each of my informants.
#Compare to paragmph f b m Novernber 1996 memo to my mmmittee - While the number
of observations WU
be dependent upon my presence being acceptable to the leader, 1 wodd
anticipate that 1would attempt a minimum of at least three observation sessions with each
of my infbrmants.
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- Director of the
Premier Conservatory of Music

Betty Mac Neil

Interviews (These occurred in 1995)

iength

First Taped Interview

Febniary 13

1.5 hours

44 pages

Second Taped Interview

March 24

1.5 hours

53 piwes

Totai

3 hours

*97pages

Observations (These occmed in 1995)
At a master Class

February 11

2.75 hours

32 pages

At a Parent's Meeting

Febniary 16

1.5 hours

25 pages

A Sbdent Recital

Marr=h 19

1.5 hours

16 -mes

Total

5.75 hours

#73 pages

* Compare to the statement from my &es application which States: 1plan to conduct three
to four one hour interviews with each of rny inf~rmants.
#Compare to paragraph from Novemba 1996 memo to my cornmittee - While the number
of obsexvations will be dependent upon my presence king acceptable to the leader, 1would
anticipate that 1would aüempt a minimum of at least hree obsedvation sessions with each
of my informants.
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